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ABSTRACT
A method for analyzing and displaying the travel accessibility provided by a
public transit system in an urban area is developed in this research. The research
design included: 1) designing an architecture that enables the collection,
maintenance, and analysis of large amounts of geographic data, a transit route
network, and transit service attribute data; 2) designing and implementing
methods for converting text-based representations of transit networks to a digital
form suitable for analysis; 3) implementing a prototype accessibility analysis tool
with graphical query-and-display functionality; and 4) using this tool for a
sample analysis of the transit accessibility by bus for employees of Boston City
Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts. The prototype was implemented using the
Arc/Info geographic information system (GIS), the Oracle relational database
management system (RDBMS), and a custom program written in the C
programming language with embedded Structured Query Language (SQL). The
prototype runs on Unix workstations that incorporate the X window system. The
digital representation of the transit network was constructed using address-
matching techniques upon a base map derived from the U.S. Bureau of the
Census TIGER/Line files for Suffolk County, Massachusetts. The measure of
accessibility is highly disaggregate and relies on the determination of multiple
paths between origins and destinations. This thesis highlights the advantages of
using a linked GIS and RDBMS for transportation network analysis and a
disaggregate, multipath analysis of transit accessibility.
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1. Introduction
In a perfect world, transit systems would provide complete mobility
throughout the regions they serve. In practice, economic and logistical realities
force transit operators to be selective in supplying service. Hence, some areas are
accessible only at certain times of day, some not at all. Some locations can be
reached only by riding multiple vehicles, following circuitous routes, or endur-
ing long waits. Because of the limited spatial and temporal extent of transit
networks, transit riders who lack the use of an automobile face significant travel
restrictions, because not all places are accessible at all times. An evaluation of
accessibility by transit answers the prospective rider's question, "Can I travel
where I need to go at the time of my choosing, in a reasonable amount of time,
with acceptable cost and comfort?" This thesis explores how transit accessibility
can be quantified and given visual meaning by an analysis of the geographic
extent and service quality of a transit network. The goal of this research was to
construct a graphical, computer-based, prototype tool for the analysis and dis-
play of transit accessibility.
The prototype is based on a geographic information system (GIS), a relational
database management system (RDBMS), a third-generation computer program-
ming language, and a digital representation of a portion of an actual transit
network. The tool possesses visual displays meant to convey information about
transit paths and accessibility clearly. In addition, the implementation features a
query-and-display tool with a graphical user interface intended to foster ease of
use. The prototype is not a finished, production product, but was built with the
intent of providing the foundation for such a system. Prototypes such as this
suggest the potential value such utilities may have for transportation planners
and, ultimately, transit consumers.
Why Accessibility?
Transit accessibility merits study because it represents the effectiveness of
public transit from the traveler's point of view. Accessibility is a more important
concept for transit riders than for auto drivers because of transit's limited spatial
and temporal availability relative to automobiles. Automobile drivers typically
enjoy excellent accessibility within a region at all times of day. The same cannot
be said for transit users. This disparity can have important ramifications. For
people who cannot afford a car, accessibility to useful transit service may deter-
mine whether they can find or keep a job. A 1969 study of transit service to the
poor in New York City demonstrated that bus service in Brooklyn had retained
the routes of the turn-of-the-century trolley lines that the buses had replaced. The
service failed to adjust to the changes in population and employment patterns
(Ornati 1969, pp. 54-55). Inadequate transit accessibility may therefore underlie
broader social concerns such as the inability of impoverished people to obtain
work. The New York study was qualitative, relying on informal observation of
the mismatch between the transit service and the needs of the residents. By
incorporating a quantitative model, this prototype enables more comprehensive,
and hopefully more reliable, analyses of this issue.
While transit accessibility is particularly relevant to the transit dependent, it
also affects the mode-choice decisions for those who have multiple transportation
options. Efforts at decreasing auto congestion and pollution by shifting drivers to
transit are doomed if suitable transit service to meet their needs is unavailable.
While this thesis does not explore the mode choice problem, accessibility is
clearly relevant to this issue.
In contrast to the substantial effort devoted to estimating travel demand, the
issues of transportation accessibility have received relatively little attention.
Accessibility is frequently treated very superficially. Often, a location is deemed
"accessible" if it is located within a quarter-mile of the nearest transit route or
stop. Such a measure has the advantages of being easy to calculate and under-
stand. It fails, however, to account for the regional, spatial context of a transit
service or level-of-service criteria. Note, however, that a few transit analysis
packages are capable of the type of accessibility analysis we advocate here.
Audiences for the Prototype
There are three potential audiences for this prototype: transportation plan-
ners, transit riders, and businesses.
Transit Planners
Transit planners are the most likely direct users of the application because
they are most likely to have the technical background both with computers and
transportation issues to use the system effectively. The transit planner can use the
system to match the accessibility between particular points and the known trip
patterns between those areas. In conjunction with additional data on transit
demand, an accessibility analysis can identify over- or underserved areas. By
varying the structure of the bus route network or changing service attributes
such as route frequency, one can compare the effectiveness of the current system
with that of a modified transit network. Therefore, the prototype is a useful tool
for evaluating the impacts of a proposed change. Since the prototype does not
have the ability to optimize accessibility, this would be a trial and error process,
whereby the planner would suggest changes and then run the prototype to eval-
uate their effects.
Transit Riders
The current implementation of the query-and-display tool is not refined
enough to permit direct use by people unfamiliar with computers in general and
the GIS in particular. Nevertheless, the types of accessibility displays that the
application generates have direct relevance for transit riders. Pending develop-
ment of a more polished version of the tool, a person unfamiliar with the
application could be assisted by someone who is.
Transit riders fall into two main categories. The first is an established resident
of a region who is undertaking a new job search and wants to identify potential
employment locations where she or he can work without the use of a car. As
mentioned earlier, Ornati (1969) observed that the availability of transit service
significantly impacts the job opportunities of the working poor. The same can be
said for the transit dependent in general. Therefore, improving a person's knowl-
edge of the accessibility of employment opportunities may enhance his or her
ability to find a suitable job.
The second category are new residents of an area who have already landed
jobs and want to find a place to live that allows them to get to work by transit.
Access to other activity centers, such as shopping malls and food stores may also
be important. The system provides a broad view of the breadth and depth of
transit service for particular trips.
Despite many similarities, this application is not a passenger information
system that provides highly detailed trip-planning information. Azar (1991)
investigated mechanisms for integrating GIS-based graphics into a passenger
information system. The difference between the two types of systems is best illus-
trated by examples of the types of questions they are designed to answer. A
passenger information system is prepared to respond to queries such as, "How
do I get from Boston City Hospital to Ashmont Station at five P.M. on a
weekday?" The passenger information system would respond by displaying a
map of the proposed path, the list of routes that a passenger would need to take,
the location of transfers, the time of the most convenient departure, the waiting
time at a transfer point, and perhaps other useful information such as landmarks
one might see along the way. To process requests such as this, a passenger
information system must analyze detailed time-dependent data about the system
schedule, a capability that this application lacks.
The analogous question one might ask the accessibility prototype is, "How
accessible is Ashmont Station from Boston City Hospital during the PM peak on
a weekday?" First we could illustrate all the paths between these points. Then we
could look at a map highlighting the accessibility of all the other bus stops reach-
able from that corner, allowing us to compare the accessibility of the hospital to
that of other locations. A passenger information system and the accessibility pro-
totype are both concerned with finding paths between origins and destinations.
The former, however, focuses exclusively with finding an optimal path (or set of
paths), while the latter evaluates multiple paths to draw conclusions about
accessibility and displays the results.
Businesses
Businesses are another potential client of the accessibility prototype. These
fall into three categories: employers, merchants, and real-estate developers. These
parties typically have a particular destination already in mind (e.g., an office
park, a shopping mall, or a well-situated but undeveloped lot). They might want
to see from what areas they could draw employees or clients by transit and could
use such a system to aid in selecting a site for their enterprise. Increasing the
transit share of trips to their sites may be critical to winning regulatory approval
for construction or expansion. The governing bodies of urban areas have begun
to recognize the harmful impact of unmanaged increases in travel demand on
area-wide mobility and the longevity of infrastructure. Hence, regulatory devices
such as negotiated demand management agreements and trip reduction ordi-
nances are enjoying increasing popularity (Institute of Transportation Engineers
1989, pp. 115-117, 122-125). The Institute of Transportation Engineers reports,
"Negotiated traffic mitigation agreements have become a common practice in
numerous jurisdictions, including Dallas, Fairfax County VA, Los Angeles,
Montgomery County MD, Orlando, San Francisco, and Seattle" (Institute of
Transportation Engineers 1989, p. 115). Alexandria, VA and other localities have
enacted trip-reduction ordinances geared specifically toward reducing single-
occupant vehicle trips (Institute of Transportation Engineers 1989, p. 122).
Clearly, increasing transit's share of journey-to-work trips is a key means of
reducing undesirable automobile trips to employment centers. A tool such as the
transit accessibility application can help the businesses affected by these agree-
ments and ordinances to evaluate the effectiveness of transit in serving proposed
development sites. A developer may seek to build where transit accessibility is
already high, or may attempt to convince the local transit agency to establish or
increase service to his or her location. The prototype could be used to assess
whether proposed changes to the transit network would have their desired affect
on accessibility to the site.
Accessibility Model
This thesis relies on a quantitative model of accessibility. This model is based
on three observations. First, accessibility is a function of the cost of traveling
between two points (e.g., in-vehicle time, waiting time, fare, and subjective fac-
tors such as comfort) and the availability of the service (determined by the
frequency of service at a particular time). Note that the automobile mode is
unusual in that availability is generally not a factor. Second, riders evaluate
accessibility in a highly personal and localized way. Riders will frequently reject
transit service that is not within a short walk of their origin and destination.
Hence, this thesis models accessibility in a highly disaggregate fashion: by
finding paths between every pair of transit stops and using the lengths of those
paths to evaluate accessibility. This approach requires a highly detailed
description of the transit network, including a geographically referenced model
of the transit routes and stops. Third, transit patrons consider multiple
alternatives when evaluating the service. Considering only a single path between
two points underestimates their accessibility to each other and creates a
deceptive impression. Therefore, the model evaluates multiple paths between
origin-destination pairs.
Most analyses of accessibility aggregate multiple origins into a single zone
before evaluating the travel time to some other zone, such as the central business
district. This method is popular because disaggregate data is hard to obtain,
voluminous, and potentially time-consuming to process. The architecture out-
lined in this paper overcomes these obstacles. Aggregation into analysis zones
obscures the fact that transit riders typically demand that transit routes pass very
close to both their origin and destination (roughly, within a quarter-mile or ten-
minute walk). Passengers do not think of their origins and destinations as
"zones" but as points, and we need to evaluate transit service accordingly.
This criticism of aggregate modeling notwithstanding, aggregating several
origins or destinations often makes sense. Indeed, an analyst may find an overall
measure of accessibility from a single origin to many destinations invaluable. For
example, he or she may need to summarize the accessibilities of all the origins
within a geographic area, such as a census tract. We claim, however, that these
measures should be derived from a disaggregate origin-destination analysis, for
only this data truly captures the meaning of transit accessibility to the individual
passenger. In this prototype, we do not produce such summary measures, but do
provide the data to make them possible.
The type of disaggregate analysis we advocate here has seldom been per-
formed in the past. Previously, the software tools for managing the large
amounts of detailed disaggregate data and requisite high-performance comput-
ing hardware were not available. The data itself was typically unavailable as
well. Today, a reasonably complete digital representation of all the streets in the
United States is available from the Federal government at little or no cost.
Geographic information systems, a relatively new class of software products,
now enable us to store, query, and display spatially referenced data. With this
data at hand, the GIS enables us to generate a geographic representation of transit
routes from quasi-geographic text data, a near-impossible task without this type
of software. State-of-the-art GIS packages now provide the ability to link their
geographic data to information stored in any of a number of external RDBMSs.
Improvements in relational database software enable us to perform complex
queries on large amounts of data in a reasonable amount of time. Meanwhile, the
power of computers has advanced rapidly in recent years, resulting in desktop
workstations that are capable of supporting large databases and complex graph-
ics software.
As mentioned above, the model evaluates multiple paths for each origin-
destination pair. Such a multipath analysis is more important for transit than the
automobile mode because of the discontinuous availability of transit service. The
auto driver can usually embark on a trip at any time. Transit passengers, in con-
trast, must plan trips based on the expected arrival of a vehicle at a stop. A
variety of routes with different speeds may service a passenger's most
convenient stop (e.g., an infrequent express route and an frequent local route
along the same street). The passenger may not have the opportunity to take the
fastest route every time because it operates infrequently. Rather than wait for the
faster bus, the passenger may elect to take the slower route instead.
Alternatively, there may be two equally fast but different paths between two
points. The tripmaker would grossly underestimate the overall amount of transit
service available for that trip if she or he considered only one of the paths.
Therefore, the passenger will consider multiple paths and aggregate them in a
way that accounts for each path's cost and availability in order to obtain an
overall sense of the accessibility of one point from another.
Considering multiple paths requires solving two distinct problems. The first
is identifying the path alternatives. While finding the shortest path between two
points is a well-defined task, choosing which additional paths are both acceptable
and significantly different from those already found requires careful considera-
tion. The second aspect is determining how to combine the alternatives to obtain
an overall estimate of the level of service. This step requires selecting weights for
the paths and then using them to aggregate the paths' respective costs. The
accessibility model adopted for this thesis addresses these concerns.
Architecture of the Prototype
More important than the specific functionality embodied in this prototype is
the architecture that framed its development. This architecture enables the collec-
tion, maintenance, and analysis of large amounts of geographic data, a transit
route network, and non-spatial transit data. Among the aims of this thesis was to
demonstrate a strategy for applying contemporary high-level software tools such
as a GIS and an RDBMS to a public transit planning problem. The GIS con-
tributes vital mapping capabilities, while the RDBMS enables the storage and
retrieval of large volumes of network analysis data. The prototype is built upon
the Arc/Info GIS and Oracle RDBMS, both industry leaders in their respective
spheres. The GIS supports direct linkages with the RDBMS, a feature the proto-
type uses extensively. Because the prototype stores, analyzes, and displays large
amounts of data in these two systems, an organized structure for managing this
information was vital. The data scheme adopted for the prototype is an example
that may prove useful to other developers building similar applications. In addi-
tion to the data structures in the GIS and RDBMS, the prototype defines specially
formatted but human-readable text files that facilitate the rapid encoding of tran-
sit routes in the GIS. The transit network represents a portion of the bus service
operated by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) in Boston,
Massachusetts. These routes are built on top of a base map of street centerlines
derived from TIGER/Line files available from the U.S. Bureau of the Census
(TIGER 1991). Because many aspects of this research were computationally
intensive, the system was implemented on a Unix workstation that has the power
to run these programs effectively.
Many supporting programs interface with the GIS and RDBMS to build on
the functionality these tools provide. Preparation and display of the geographic
data is performed by macros written in AML (Arc Macro Language), the macro
language integral to Arc/Info. The accessibility metric is calculated by scripts
written in SQL (Structured Query Language), the industry-standard, non-
procedural database language at the heart of Oracle, and PL/SQL, Oracle's
proprietary, procedural extension to standard SQL. Because neither Arc/Info nor
Oracle has built-in capabilities for finding multiple paths in a transit network, the
prototype includes a custom program, FINDPATH, written expressly for this
purpose. This program is written in the third-generation programming language
C and includes embedded SQL statements that access the Oracle database.
Research Design
This research was conducted in stages. The first was to design the architecture
outlined above. To this end, we selected a development environment and soft-
ware tools and then designed data structures to integrate and manage the data
across different systems in a maintainable way. The next task was data prepara-
tion. Because no suitable, ready-made representation of the transit network was
available, we designed and implemented methods for converting text-based rep-
resentations of transit networks to a digital form suitable for analysis. While
constructed expressly for this thesis, this method and its resulting data is
potentially useful to other transit modeling efforts. The third step was choosing
network analysis algorithms and implementing them. We selected a means for
finding paths in a transit network and evaluating those paths to compute
accessibility. The accessibility analysis is performed by programs and scripts
written specifically for this purpose. Fourth, to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the GIS for visualizing quantitative information, we designed and implemented a
query-and-display tool that uses a graphical user interface and graphical displays
of data. Finally, we used this tool for a sample accessibility analysis that
highlights the advantages of using a GIS and RDBMS and a disaggregate,
multipath analysis.
Thesis Structure
This thesis contains seven chapters, which are organized to provide a pro-
gressively more detailed description of the accessibility prototype and the results
it produces. The first chapter contains the motivations for the thesis, the design
approach, a broad summary of the prototype's structure, and an overview of the
full document. The second chapter summarizes important precursors to this the-
sis and provides references for deeper reading on selected topics. Because the
prototype relies heavily on two specialized software technologies, geographic
information systems and relational database management systems, some useful
references on these packages are given here. Then we examine some previous
applications of geographic information systems in transportation. Next we con-
sider a few different ways of measuring accessibility and the types of network
representations and algorithms they require. Finally, this second chapter looks at
some previous efforts at visualizing the results of transportation models.
The next three chapters form a series that elucidate the structure and opera-
tion of the prototype. The third chapter begins with a non-technical overview of
the application. Here the basic processes involved in performing an accessibility
analysis are described. The figures in this chapter show the menus and forms
that comprise the graphical query-and-display tool as well as examples of the
graphical output of an analysis. Then we explain the design decisions behind the
prototype without delving into the technical details of the implementation. The
fourth and fifth chapters describe the technical details of the prototype. The
fourth chapter explores the structure and organization of the data. The structure
and relationships among the various files and objects stored in Arc/Info and
Oracle are probed here. The fifth chapter discusses the prototype's algorithms
and implementation choices at a deeper level than before. The chapter starts with
a description of the three software development tools used in the prototype-
Arc/Info, Oracle, and the C programming language-and the hard-
ware/software environment of the implementation. The data preparation pro-
cess is outlined here. Finally, we expand the discussion of the methods for
performing a network analysis and displaying the results begun in the third
chapter. Appendices at the end of the thesis provide supporting documentation
for this discussion.
The sixth chapter explores an example of how the system might be used in
practice. To test the prototype, we used it to examine the transit accessibility
from the South End medical area in Boston to the neighborhoods of Roxbury,
Dorchester, and Mattapan, where many employees of the South End hospitals
live. This chapter discusses the results of this analysis and compares them with
those found by Azar, et al. (1993), who evaluated the transportation patterns at
this employment center in a similar study. Finally, the last chapter evaluates the
overall project implementation and suggests improvements to it. We propose
many enhancements to the data preparation routines, relational data scheme,
network analysis algorithms, user interface, and visualizations. The thesis con-
cludes with an assessment of the value of the overall approach and its potential
for future use in transit planning.
2. Literature Review
This thesis has its roots in prior efforts to integrate computing technology into
transportation planning. This chapter reviews some of these projects and their
underlying ideas. We begin with an overview of geographic information systems
and relational database management systems, because these software systems
form the foundation of this project, and then discuss some applications of GIS in
transportation. Next, we take a look at some accessibility metrics that others have
used. We examine some relevant network analysis algorithms and conclude with
a summary of techniques for visualizing quantitative data about transportation
systems.
Geographic Information Systems
Geographic information systems are a relatively new class of software tools
dedicated to the storage and display of spatially referenced information. GISs
link the ability to generate maps on computer screens and on paper with
database functionality related to the geographic features displayed. Two recent
introductory texts, Huxold (1991) and Antenucci, et al. (1991) provide an
overview of the technology and its applications.
Relational Database Management Systems
While GIS specifically addresses issues unique to manipulating spatially ref-
erenced data, much of the GIS burden consists of conventional data management
tasks that are often handled more capably by software primarily designed to
manage large quantities of data efficiently. Date (1990) defines a database system
as a "computerized record-keeping system; that is, it is a computerized system
whose overall purpose is to maintain information and to make that information
available on demand" (Date 1990, p. 5). Relational database management systems
are a popular choice for this type of software. A relational database system has the
following characteristics:
(a) The data is perceived by the user as tables (and nothing but tables); and
(b) The operators at the user's disposal (e.g., for data retrieval) are operators that
generate new tables from old. For example, there will be one operator to extract a
subset of the rows of a given table, and another to extract a subset of the
columns-and of course a row subset and a column subset of a table can both in
turn be regarded as tables themselves (Date 1990, p. 22).
Because a substantial portion of this project is implemented using a relational
database management system, a good understanding of relational theory, the
SQL database language, and the functionality provided by these systems will aid
the reader in comprehending the parts of the prototype that rely on this technol-
ogy. Date (1990), a popular text on database systems, explains these elements
lucidly.
Applications of Geographic Information Systems in Transportation
Many GIS applications have not lived up to the potential of GIS to expand
analytic capabilities. Clarke claims that, despite attractive rhetoric, GIS is focused
primarily on "technological issues relating to data storage, retrieval, and display"
(Clarke 1990, p. 165). He argues that GIS needs to move "from being an end in
itself to becoming an enabling device within a broader decision making envi-
ronment. This will involve practitioners developing a much broader knowledge
of the problems and processes that decision makers are involved in, as well as the
incorporation of more powerful, value adding, analytical techniques" (p. 165).
One of the objectives of this thesis was to answer Clarke's call to add analytic
value to GIS. Here we examine a handful of prior applications in the transporta-
tion field that have succeeded in this endeavor.
Azar (1991) developed a prototype transit passenger information system
based on a GIS. His work is an important precursor to this thesis. Both projects
were conceived during the same research project to find applications of
geographic information systems to public transit. The projects used similar tools
and tackled similar issues regarding data and basic operations. Both share a
concern with the packaging of the software: the user interface should have clear,
graphical displays and reasonable performance. Nevertheless, they remain
distinct because of their different purposes and design decisions. The distinction
between a passenger information system and the accessibility prototype was
outlined in Chapter 1. In a more recent effort, Azar and others performed a GIS-
based analysis of the transit accessibility of employees of three medical
institutions in the South End district of Boston (Azar, et al. 1993). Chapter 6
compares their results with those of the accessibility prototype using data for the
same region of Boston.
One of the major architectural features of this prototype is the linkage of a GIS
and to an external RDBMS. This approach grew from an earlier effort by Grayson
(1991) to find shortest paths in a street network stored in a GIS using relational
database tools. While the earlier application functioned correctly, it was slow and
difficult to use. The lessons learned from that experience and the improvements
implemented for this project are discussed in Chapter 5.
Expanding on the theme of using relational database representations for
transportation features in GIS, Eberlein (1992) proposed a relational data scheme
for a GIS for highways, including all the relevant visual, location, and reference
system components. This work is important because it applies the power of rela-
tional databases to geographic information systems in transportation much as we
do with this accessibility prototype. Eberlein's effort and the accessibility
prototype both confronted the problems of representing transportation networks
in a relational database. They differ, however, in focus and level of abstraction.
The earlier project is a theoretical exercise specifically oriented towards highway
systems and does not have a prototype implementation. This project, in contrast,
models an actual urban street network and the bus route network that overlays
it. Urban streets (as opposed to highways) and transit networks pose complex
data modeling problems that Eberlein does not address (Eberlein 1992, p. 56).
Furthermore, this thesis has an implementation using real-world data. Because
this thesis is more concerned with many issues other than database structure, it
will not explore the relational theory with the same depth as Eberlein. Eberlein's
work demonstrates, however, that a rigorous examination of relational constructs
for GIS in transportation is possible and desirable.
While not a general GIS, the VIPS II transit planning system is one of the most
advanced products of its kind (VIPS A, VIPS B, Jannson and Ridderstolpe 1988,
Ridderstolpe 1988). Its Route Network Analysis component is capable of a
variety of sophisticated network analysis tasks, including an evaluation of acces-
sibility. VIPS, like this prototype, calculates and aggregates multiple paths
between points. VIPS reaches beyond accessibility, which is strictly a measure of
transit supply, and can use data about travel demand to project ridership and
fleet utilization. While VIPS possesses elaborate analytic capabilities, it is a self-
contained system that is not designed to share its data with other software easily.
In contrast, the application developed for this thesis facilitates the sharing of data
with many applications because its results are stored in the relational database
and displayed with the GIS.
Measuring Accessibility
Many researchers have explored ways of measuring the accessibility pro-
vided by transportation systems. A group at Princeton University examined
transit service in northern New Jersey to evaluate the transit operator's
"compliance or noncompliance with Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act regard-
ing a fair and adequate distribution of federally assisted transit service among all
persons" (Hunt, et al. 1984, p. 67). Their method quantified transit service to each
census tract in their study area. They assumed that a bus route provided service
to all points along its length, even though it provides service only to its stops.
Such an approximation may be reasonable, however, for local bus service with
closely spaced stops. They used a buffer around the route (0.25 miles on each
side for intrastate routes and 0.50 miles for interstate routes) to determine a
route's service area. To evaluate the level of service provided to a particular bus
route in a census tract, they found the area of this buffer that fell within the tract,
divided it by the total area of the tract, and multiplied it by the frequency of ser-
vice. By summing the level of service provided by each route, they obtained an
overall level of service for the entire census tract (Hunt, et al 1984, p. 70). Their
level-of-service metric is summarized by the following equation:
Losi =I Bi SQ
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where
LOS, is the level of service to census tract i,
B is the area of the buffer for route j within tract i,
Ai is the area of tract i,
Qj is the frequency of route j in tract i.
The positive aspects of this metric are that it accounts for the existence of
many routes and includes the frequency of service. Nevertheless, it excludes any
consideration of the destinations served by the buses, the length of the trip, the
fare, or the number of transfers required. This paper is important because it does
have an accessibility metric, albeit one with many limitations.
Dewees undertook an assessment of both transit and automobile accessibility
in metropolitan Toronto, comparing conditions in 1964 with those in 1971
(Dewees 1978). Dewees brings considerable thought to the subject. In order to
evaluate accessibility, he "calculate[d] opportunities within fixed travel cost bud-
gets," where opportunities are defined as population or jobs (Dewees 1978, p. 7).
The study is based on data for sixteen origin travel zones (census tracts) dis-
tributed across the metropolitan Toronto area. This study determined the oppor-
tunities available to travelers across five cost budgets and five income groups.
These income groups were aggregated to produce a single accessibility value for
each origin and trip length. The results are presented in tables showing the per-
centage of total opportunities accessible from each origin zone. A separate value
is listed for population opportunities and job opportunities. Dewees did not
provide any graphical display of the results. Because only a small fraction of the
Toronto area census tracts were included in the study, however, only a limited
picture could have emerged.
Many quantitative measures of accessibility are calculated by weighting the
attraction of certain nodes in conjunction with their distance from a point of ref-
erence. Examples include "gravity" or "potential" models and models of "travel
opportunities." Typically, the Euclidean distance between points is employed.
The accessibility metric employed in this thesis does not factor in the attraction of
locations, which is an enhancement left to future research. In contrast with these
studies, this thesis departs from the crude straight-line measurement of distance,
which implies unimpeded freedom of movement, and focuses on a travel time
metric that accounts for the structure of the transit network, which often restricts
access. A survey of this type of model remains informative, however. Weibull
(1976) provides a review of typical measures. In most cases, they can be repre-
sented by a formula of the form:
f, q(dij).-aj ,
where...
dij is the distance from zone i to zone j,
a1 [is] the activity level or attraction in zone j,
f1 [is] the accessibility evaluated for zone i,... [and]
q is a non-increasing function that is unity for zero distance and tends to zero as
the distance tends to infinity
(Weibull 1976, pp. 358-359, ellipses denote where the original sequence of the text
has been modified).
This article derives a general mathematical form for accessibility measures
dependent on attraction and distance and subject to a set of sensible axioms. The
general form encompasses metrics represented by the formula above. Note that
the original form of the gravity model borrowed from Newtonian physics, where
q(dij) = di", a >0, does not fit in this group, because q(0) is infinite (Weibull 1976,
p. 359). The paper includes maps of accessibility to job opportunities in
Stockholm using a metric of this form. His analysis and maps are typical of the
zone-based approach to accessibility.
Guy (1983) compared several attraction-based measures to evaluate how the
access of residences to local shopping opportunities in East Reading, England
changed between 1974 and 1978. The study is interesting because it examines
four distinct formulations of accessibility: shortest distance, cumulative opportu-
nities, gravity, and Gaussian. The Gaussian measure takes the form
q(dij) = exp- d, , y >0 (in Weibull's notation) (Guy 1983, p. 222; Weibull 1976, p.
358). The analysis used the straight-line Euclidean distance for d,,. Guy's results
are presented as a series of accessibility contour lines over a pin map of
residences, with major roads displayed as points of reference. The dramatically
different pictures that result from the different models he employed highlight the
sensitivity of an accessibility analysis to the functional form of the selected
metric.
Burns's (1979) monograph on accessibility stakes out new ground by depart-
ing from the usual approach of "view[ing] accessibility in the geographical sense
of physical proximity between two locations or between a location of reference
and a set of locations having varying levels of attraction" (Burns 1979, p. 9). He
notes, "In these studies, accessibility is an attribute of locations and the spatial
distribution of activities relative to locations" (Burns 1979, p. 9). His model, in
contrast, focuses on "the freedom of individuals" (Burns 1979, p. 9)-as deter-
mined by their behavioral patterns and the constraints placed on their speed of
movement, the geographical location of important activities, and the time avail-
able-as opposed to the accessibility of locations. In his model, however,
"individuals are assumed to have unfettered access to unscheduled and
unrouted transportation that allows travel at a constant maximum velocity over
an idealized network at all times of the day" (Burns 1979, p. 133). Such an hypo-
thetical system is more applicable to automobile transportation than public tran-
sit. This thesis, in contrast, is primarily focused on the specific routing of the
transportation service, speed differences between routes, and the discontinuous
availability of transit-factors that cause some locations to have better
accessibility than others. Hence, Burns's study has less in common with this
thesis than the traditional approaches he criticizes.
Some contemporary GIS packages incorporate models of "spatial interaction,"
a concept related to the attraction-based accessibility models described above.
TransCAD, a transportation-oriented GIS package for microcomputers, imple-
ments a gravity model (Caliper Corporation 1990, pp. 7-53 - 7-60). This procedure
is geared towards estimating network flows. The internodal distances fed to the
model can be generated by its own shortest path routines. Arc/Info Version 6.1
uses a similar approach for its new INTERACTION command, which estimates
the interaction between every pair of points in a data set (Environmental Systems
Research Institute, Inc. 1992, pp. 6-11 - 6-27). Its ACCESSIBILITY command uses
either a gravity or exponential (i.e., q(di1) = exp(-# -di),#3> 0) model to estimate
an aggregate level of interaction at a point (Environmental Systems Research
Institute, Inc. 1992, pp. 6-7 - 6-11; Weibull 1976, p. 358). Unlike TransCAD,
Arc/Info automatically calculates the distances, using either the Euclidean
distance or the shortest path through the geometric representation of streets; an
alternative distance value cannot be substituted.
Network Representations and Algorithms
An important part of any accessibility analysis is path identification, because
the level of service provided by transit between two points is highly dependent
on the specific path used for the trip. A number of algorithms have been devel-
oped for finding the shortest path between points in a network. One of the most
popular algorithms for this task is the label-setting algorithm developed by
Dijkstra (1959). At each iteration, the algorithm finds the shortest path from the
origin to another node, labeling that node permanently with the cost of the path.
Because the labels do not change once they become permanent, all arcs must
have a non-negative cost. Like most shortest path procedures, Dijkstra's algo-
rithm finds the shortest path from an origin to all destinations (or, conversely,
from one destination to all origins) in one operation. If, however, one is inter-
ested in finding the path from an origin to only one destination, it is easy to
terminate the algorithm early. This algorithm is readily understood, easy to code,
and efficient for most tasks, explaining its enduring popularity. The Dijkstra
algorithm is employed by the Arc/Info NETWORK module (Environmental
Systems Research Institute, Inc. 1992, pp. A-11 - A-19), VIPS II (VIIPS A, pp. 9-12),
and Grayson's path-finding prototype (Grayson 1991). A lucid explanation of the
algorithm and possible implementations is presented in Syslo, et al. (1983, pp.
228-235).
Another approach to finding shortest paths is the label-correcting method, in
which no label for a node becomes permanent until the algorithm completes.
Bellman (1958) and Moore (1957) developed similar algorithms using this
strategy. This algorithm supports negative-cost arcs, provided the network has
no cycles with a net negative cost. Unlike Dijkstra's algorithm, the Bellman-
Moore algorithm is difficult to terminate early for a single origin-destination pair.
Both algorithms are relatively simple to understand and code. Bellman's more
rigorous and mathematical treatment clearly outlines the optimality conditions
for finding shortest paths, now known as Bellman's equations, and a dynamic
programming approach to finding a solution. Suppose we are searching for the
shortest path from node i to node j. The optimality principle states that if we
know the shortest path from node i to node k, then the shortest path from i to j
through k will be comprised of the known path from i to k plus the shortest path
from k to j. If there exists a shorter path to j though k, then the original path from
i to k cannot be the shortest one. Lawler provides a thorough explanation of the
optimality considerations (Lawler 1976, pp. 65-67). Maintaining the validity of
the optimality conditions is essential to constructing a correct topology to
represent the transit network. We will return to this issue when discussing the
implementation of the prototype's path-finding algorithm in Chapter 5.
The Bellman-Moore algorithm was refined by d'Esopo and then by Pape
(Pape 1980). The efficiency of the algorithm is improved by using a double-ended
queue to prioritize the order in which nodes are processed. Syslo, et al. provides
a clear explanation of the Bellman-Moore-d'Esopo-Pape algorithm and an
example of how it can be coded in the Pascal programming language (Syslo, et al.
1983, pp. 235-241). This description formed the basis for the shortest path
algorithm implemented in the prototype. This algorithm was selected because
Syslo reports that it is faster than Dijkstra's for sparse networks, as most
transportation networks are (Syslo, et al. 1983, p. 246).
Because these algorithms actually find the shortest paths from a single origin
to all the destinations in the network, they must be repeated for every node
under consideration. Another method uses a matrix representation of the arc
lengths to find the shortest paths between all origins and destinations simultane-
ously. This algorithm was developed by Floyd (1962) using a theorem by
Warshall (1962). The algorithm and its implementation are discussed by Syslo, et.
al (1983, pp. 242-246) and Lawler (1976, pp. 86-89). Interestingly, for sparse net-
works such as the bus route network used by the prototype, the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm is less efficient than repeating the single-origin algorithm for all the
nodes (Syslo 1983, pp. 246-247; Lawler 1976, p. 86).
The algorithms discussed so far assume that the cost of traversing each arc is
predetermined and remains constant. Hence, these algorithms are deterministic.
For the illustrative purposes of the prototype, we concluded that the determinis-
tic approach was adequate. Nevertheless, transit service is subject to a variety of
factors that inject uncertainty into travel and arrival times. Service is not perfectly
reliable, making it important to consider the probability that a vehicle will arrive
when expected. Therefore, a representation of transit path choice that is faithful
to reality should be stochastic in nature. Frank (1969), Mirchandani (1976), and
Mirchandani and Soroush (1985) present examples of stochastic shortest path
algorithms.
Because transit service typically runs on a schedule, the passenger's choice of
route depends not only on the time required to traverse the individual arcs, but
also the waiting time at each transfer point. Hence, travel times in a transit net-
work are not only stochastic but also time-dependent. Hall (1986) has developed
a method for evaluating shortest paths in such a time-dependent network. This
procedure involves considerably more computation than a conventional shortest
path algorithm (Hall 1986, p. 184). He also notes "that Bellman's equations do not
apply when travel times are both random and time-dependent" (Hall 1986, p.
183). He goes on to observe "that the optimal 'route choice' for a network with
random time-dependent travel times is not a simple path but an adaptive deci-
sion rule" (Hall 1986, p. 186). He concludes, however, that most passengers
would be unwilling to adopt a complex decision rule and that it would improve
their travel times only marginally even if they did (Hall 1986, p. 188).
As mentioned earlier, the prototype identifies not just the single shortest path
but multiple paths between a given origin and destination. One approach is to
find the k shortest paths as opposed to just one path (k = 1). Yen (1971) has an
efficient algorithm for finding the k shortest paths without loops in a network.
Curiously, finding the k shortest paths permitting loops is less computationally
difficult (Lawler 1976, p. 100). VIPS II is an example of a system that finds
multiple paths as part of its network analysis (Ridderstolpe 1988).
As important as the algorithm for finding the paths is constructing a network
with the proper structure for the analysis. The network topology must be able to
represent the desired features of the transit network being analyzed (e.g., the cost
of transferring vehicles) while adhering to the optimality conditions for finding
paths. Sheffi (1985) succinctly discusses how transfer penalties, boarding costs,
and alighting costs may be included in a representation of a transit network
(Sheffi 1985, pp. 13-14). In considering the time-dependent shortest path
problem, Hall (1986) constructed a transit network topology that supports such
an analysis (Hall 1986, pp. 184-185). Koutsopoulos and Habbal (1992) have
explored methods of representing junctions in highway networks with a high
level of detail. While modeling highways is distinct from modeling transit lines,
highway interchanges and transit transfers do bear important similarities worth
considering.
Finding the paths is only half the problem. The other half is evaluating which
paths merit consideration and how they should be aggregated to derive the esti-
mated travel time. Many researchers have investigated this question from the
perspective of either passenger waiting times (a related issue) or passenger route
choice. Chriqui and Robillard (1975) derived expressions for estimating passen-
ger waiting and travel time at a stop served by multiple bus routes given the
headway distribution and travel time of each route. Their method is straightfor-
ward and logical. As noted by Ridderstolpe, their algorithm "use[s] the riding
time only for a 0-1 acceptance of paths and do[es] trip assignment in proportion
to route frequencies" (Ridderstolpe 1988, p. 2). Marguier and Ceder observe that
their algorithm "is valid only for the case of exponential headways" (Marguier
and Ceder 1984, p. 2). Both of these papers advocate other methods of passenger
assignment to bus routes. Despite its shortcomings, the simplicity and elegance
of Chriqui and Robillard's approach made it an appropriate choice for the proto-
type's method of combining paths. The method produces an estimate of travel
time that the prototype uses as an accessibility metric.
Visualizing Results
This thesis places considerable emphasis on the effective graphical presenta-
tion of the results of the prototype's network analysis. In our search for good
displays, we have examined several earlier projects. In addition, we have also
considered some of the more theoretical issues underlying good visualizations.
Tufte (1983; 1990) has paid particular attention to these concerns and provides an
excellent critical analysis of many successful and failed examples. Previous
efforts at using computer graphics to display transportation-related information
have used a small range of techniques. Most of these were developed during the
first wave of research into applications of computer graphics to transportation
planning, which occurred during the 1970s and early 1980s. Schneider (1983;
1984) reviewed the fruits of this fertile period in detail and compiled an extensive
bibliography on the subject. Here, we discuss some of these older systems in
conjunction with current capabilities of Arc/Info.
The most popular illustration is the thematic map. Here, different regions are
shaded with various patterns or colors, usually selected to convey some quantita-
tive concept or "theme." Typically, the values of the metric being shown are
divided into ranges, and a color or pattern is assigned to each range. Each poly-
gon on the map is shaded based on its value for the metric. The maps produced
by Weibull (1976) illustrate this method. Each analysis zone is shaded based on
its value for his accessibility metric. An early transportation-oriented GIS, the
Princeton Transportation Planning Model and Graphic Information System
(PTNM/GIS), could provide many of the types of graphics we expect from con-
temporary systems (Kornhauser 1984). Hunt, et al. (1984) includes thematic maps
generated by PTNM/GIS. The primary disadvantage to thematic maps is that
they emphasize regions according to their area, not just theme. This effect is
sometimes desirable and is one of the primary "geographic" aspects of the dis-
play. Nevertheless, the effect may not be what was intended. Tufte cautions that
careless use of areas to represent data with only a single dimension may lead to
misleading maps (Tufte 1983, pp. 69-70). While a useful tool, thematic maps were
not produced for this thesis because themes apply to areas, and here our data is
attached to points and lines.
For data related to arcs, an alternative is to adjust the thickness, shading, and
color of the drawn lines. The prototype uses such techniques extensively. Hunt,
et. al (1984) also used this approach. A variant on this scheme is to draw boxes of
varying width along an arc to represent ridership or traffic flow. PTNM/GIS and
MVGRAF, a more recent system, could produce such maps (Kornhauser 1984,
pp. 64-65; Bach and Benschop 1990).
A similar problem involves displaying network flows from one point or
region to another. A common example is the traffic flow from numerous analysis
zones to the central business district. One way to do this is by using "fat arrows,"
or arrows between two points whose width is proportional to the flow desired.
The difference between this type of map and those that vary the width of arcs is
that the former illustrate data applying to two points or zones, whereas the latter
show data that apply to the arcs themselves. The difficulty with the fat arrow
approach is that the arrows have two dimensions, length and width. The length
dimension may be meaningless, but the area of the arrow will be proportional to
its length and may therefore distort the graphic's visual impact. The FLOWMAP
program made extensive use of this technique to display transportation flows
(Evatt 1984A; Evatt 1984B). Arc/Info, however, has no simple function for
producing such graphs.
Pin maps are another important graphic. Markers of different shape, size, or
color can highlight the location of numerous features of different types all on the
same map. We illustrate this technique in Chapter 6 to display the residence
locations of over a thousand hospital employees. The skyscraper plot is an elabo-
ration on the pin map. These displays are a variant on the familiar bar graph or
histogram, only the bars are placed on top of a map rather than simply adjacent
to each other. Here, a line, rectangle, or three-dimensional box whose height is
proportional to some value is displayed above a point on the map. PTNM/GIS
produced such images (Kornhauser 1984, pp. 69-70), and Hunt, et al. used this
system to produce skyscraper plots representing transit level of service by census
tract (Hunt, et al. 1984, p. 72). MVGRAF also has the ability to draw histograms
(Bach and Benschop 1990). The skyscraper plot overcomes the primary fault of
the thematic map: the height of the skyscraper bears no relation to the underlying
region's area. Additionally, the technique can be used for points, lines or, poly-
gons with equal effectiveness. The main difficulty with the skyscrapers is that
they can run into one another, especially in a dense display, and they create a
sometimes illusory image of perspective. In skyscraper clusters, the meaning of
each structure can quickly become unclear. Arc/Info provides no built-in means
for creating these plots, but Cote (1992) has devised methods for displaying them
in Arc/Info using maps that are projected in perspective to avoid improper
three-dimensional illusions.
We complete our survey of visualization techniques with another variation on
the pin map, the "pie chart" graphic. In such a display, small pie charts are
drawn at appropriate locations. The size of the entire chart may correspond to
some variable, as well as the magnitude of each of the pie slices. FLOWMAP and
PTNM/GIS could produce such images, as can TransCAD and Arc/Info (Evatt
1984A; Evatt 1984B; Kornhauser 1984; Caliper Corporation 1990, pp. 4-27 - 4-28;
Environmental Systems Research Institute 1991). We did not employ this tech-
nique for this thesis.
Conclusion
In this chapter we have reviewed a body of literature on GIS, RDBMS, acces-
sibility modeling, network analysis, and graphic visualization that influenced the
evolution of the prototype. Beginning with the next chapter, we explore the
structure and capabilities of the present system.
3. Research Design
In this chapter we describe, in general terms, the steps involved in performing
an accessibility analysis using the prototype developed in this research. After this
descriptive overview, we look at the design decisions that shaped this methodol-
ogy. A detailed description of these methods and their implementation is
covered in Chapter 5. Readers who wish to learn to use the system will find this
chapter essential. Readers who wish to develop similar systems or extend this
prototype will need to be familiar with the material in Chapter 5.
Using the Prototype
The prototype is designed to perform calculations and manage the data for
any number of distinct accessibility analyses. These accessibility analyses allow
the user to answer the question, "How accessible is one point to another by bus,
provided a particular set of routes is available at a certain time of day?" Analyses
may be very diverse, covering different geographic areas and transit systems, or
quite similar, examining the same system at different times of day. Every analy-
sis performed using the prototype is called a network. In this context, the term
network refers not to a set of arcs and nodes-the usual definition-but to a spe-
cific analysis with a set of parameters associated with it. Among these
parameters are the set of streets and bus routes to be analyzed. We can also spec-
ify a region that bounds these streets. A network may be origin-based, meaning
that paths are calculated out from origins toward destinations, or destination-
based, which is the opposite. Since we calculate multiple, ranked paths between
each origin and destination, we can specify the maximum rank path we wish to
compute. Because the transit network varies by the time of day and the schedule
(e.g., weekday versus weekend), we must specify the time period and schedule
type. In order to keep track of which set of parameters pertain to each network,
each network has a short name linked to its specific parameters.
The methodology adopted here for analyzing accessibility requires a consid-
erable amount of data be assembled and processed. This data includes: 1) a base
map of streets complete with addresses, 2) geographic descriptions of the bus
routes that indicate what streets they follow and where they stop for passengers,
and 3) service quality data for the routes (e.g., headways and speed). The first
step is preparing a suitable geographic base map for the transit network. This
map must be geocoded by street addresses, allowing a location in the street net-
work to be quickly identified by providing a street address or intersection. Street
names and address ranges should be as complete as possible. While not strictly
necessary, arcs in the network should also be divided into zones, such as postal
ZIP code boundaries. For our test case in Boston, we used the street arcs in the
U.S. Bureau of the Census TIGER/Line file for Suffolk County, Massachusetts as
the raw base map. We augmented this map by adding some missing arcs, sup-
plying placeholders for missing address ranges, and assigning ZIP codes to each
arc. The base map preparation process is described in detail in Chapter 5. In
addition to the base map, a map describing the boundaries of the street network
was prepared.
With the base map complete, we had to build a description of the bus routes
serving the South End medical area in Boston. Using data assembled from pub-
lished sources, the Central Transportation Planning Staff, and the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority, we built a set of route description files for each
route we included. The route description files are human-readable text files that
describe the path a bus route takes, the location of bus stops, and, optionally,
intersections though which a bus may not pass. Using a suite of macros written
specifically for this application, these route description files are converted to an
internal representation of the routes in the Arc/Info GIS.
Most of the analysis in the prototype takes place in the Oracle relational
database. The prototype relies on a variety of database tables which must be ini-
tialized before the analysis can proceed. The details of this process are described
in Chapter 5. Among the tasks is copying the network representation stored in
the GIS to the relational database, a straightforward process. Another is loading
tables describing the service quality attributes of the routes, augmenting the geo-
graphic information supplied by the GIS. Then, the parameters that correspond
to the specific analysis must be defined in the data dictionary. Once these tasks
are completed, the path-finding program is run to find all the paths between all
the origins and destinations in the network. This program reads all the parameter
information it needs directly from the database using the network name as the
key. Finally, another program computes the accessibility metric based on the
paths found in the previous step.
The data preparation phase is now complete. Next the results must be dis-
played. The prototype has a front end to the GIS with a graphical user interface
for querying and displaying the results. The tool presents the user with menus
and forms that produce maps containing different types of accessibility displays.
A brief discussion of the query-and-display follows; Chapter 5 contains an in-
depth account.
The tool comprises one menu, four forms, a graphics display window, and a
text display window. The graphics display window contains the map, and the
text display window shows status messages and prompts for the user. The menu
and forms control the tool and manipulate the map display. When the user first
starts the application, the graphics window and the "Control" menu appears.
Figure 3-1 shows the "Control" menu. The first three buttons cause forms to
appear. The "Command Prompt" option gives the user access to the Arc/Info
command prompt so that the user can perform tasks not provided by the forms.
The "Quit" button exits the application.
The forms activated by the first three buttons must be accessed in left-to-right
sequence. The first button launches the "Database Connection" form, shown in
Figure 3-2. This form connects the user to the external relational database of his
or her choice using whatever username, password, or other connection informa-
tion is required. In this example, the user has selected the database "ORACLE"
and the default Oracle username, "/" with no password. After the database
selection is made, we no longer need this form to be visible. It can be removed
from the screen using the "Dismiss" button.
Next, the user needs to select the network for which the results are to be dis-
played. To do so, the user must launch the "Network Selection" form, illustrated
in Figure 3-3, using the second button in the "Control" menu. As mentioned
above, each network is identified by a short name that serves as a key in the
database. The form includes a scrolling list of all the networks stored in the
database, and the user selects one from the list. After the user selects a network,
relevant information about it (e.g., the coverage and route system) is retrieved
from the database and displayed in fields of the form, as shown in the figure.
Finally, we are ready to use the "Display" form, activated by the third button
in the "Control" menu. Figure 3-4 illustrates this form. The "Display" form
draws maps and gives the user control over certain parameters of the map's
appearance. Upon launching the "Display" form, the first action the user should
take is to draw the background map in the display window. The background
map displays the street network, the boundaries around the streets, the route
network, and the locations of stops. By default, the dimensions of the map (the
"mapextent" in Arc/Info terminology) is set to the region just bounding all the
routes used in the analysis. The display form makes it easy for a user to zoom in
on an area to examine it in greater detail or to zoom out to get a broader view.
Three types of network analysis displays are available: "paths," "route
access," and "stop access." The "paths" option enables the user to select an origin
and destination interactively using the mouse and view all the paths that the
path-finding program found between those two points. Figure 3-5 shows how
the screen might look after activating the "Display" form and using it to show
the paths between an origin and destination.1 The "Control" menu, the graphics
window, the text window, and the "Display" form are visible in this snapshot.
Figure 3-6 shows a sample path display in detail. The paths are drawn as thick
lines of different shades over the route network. The first, shortest path is drawn
directly over the streets. The second path is offset slightly from the streets. Each
subsequent path is drawn with a slightly larger offset so that multiple paths that
cover the same streets are visible simultaneously.
The "route access" and "stop access" options provide two different ways to
view the accessibility from an origin to every destination in the bus network.
Both displays divide accessibility values into intervals or ranges. The form
enables the user to specify the number of intervals and their sizes. Each interval
has an ordinal number, with interval 1 corresponding to the range of smallest
values (i.e., 0 accessibility < interval size). The "stop access" display marks
nodes by their accessibility. Darker, larger squares indicate nodes that are more
accessible than smaller, lighter ones. The area of the square decreases linearly
with the interval number. Figure 3-7 shows an example of this display. The
"route access" display, illustrated in Figure 3-8, draws arcs with widths and
1Paul Cote designed the north arrow visible in Figure 3-5 and other figures.
colors that depend on the accessibility to stops on or near the arc. A wider,
darker line indicates higher accessibility than a thinner, lighter one. The line
width increases linearly with the interval number.
The prototype permits the user to save the results displayed on the screen in
output files for printing and viewing on demand. The "Save" button in the
"Display" form activates the "Save" form, which enables the user to save the dis-
play for the most recently selected origin (and destination, for paths) to a file
with a variety of options. Figure 3-9 shows the "Save" form. Typically, the user
will use this form to generate an encapsulated PostScript file, which is suitable
for printing or inclusion in other documents using printers and programs that
accept files in this popular format. The illustrations in Figures 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8
were prepared using this feature.
Figure 3-1. The Database Connection menu.
Figure 3-2. The Database Connection form.
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Figure 3-3. The Network Connection form.
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Figure 3-4. The Display form.
Figure 3-5. Example session using the query-and-display interface.
Figure 3-6. Paths from Tremont St. and Prentiss St.
to Blue Hill Ave. and Warren St.
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Figure 3-7. Stop access display of accessibility from the South End medical
area to Roxbury and Dorchester.
Figure 3-8. Route access display of accessibility from the South End medical
area to Roxbury and Dorchester.
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Figure 3-9. The Save form.
Design Decisions
Many design decisions shaped the architecture of the prototype. Here we
explore the motivations behind the choices for the prototype's tools, data struc-
tures, and algorithms. We will discuss ten of the core design decisions:
1) the architecture for the application;
2) the network structure;
3) the relational data scheme;
4) the shortest path algorithm;
5) limiting the prototype to origin-based paths;
6) the algorithm for finding multiple, significantly different paths;
7) the accessibility metric;
8) limiting the transit network to the bus mode;
9) selecting the necessary bus service attributes; and
10) the visualizations of accessibility.
Application Architecture
Sophisticated software systems such as GISs, RDBMSs, computer-aided
design packages, and fourth-generation application authoring tools have gained
popularity because they provide a simpler, higher-level development platform
than traditional third-generation programming languages such as C, FORTRAN,
or COBOL. One of the driving philosophies behind this thesis is that, to the
greatest extent possible, an application architecture should rely on a platform of
such ready-made tools in order to minimize costly development time. The tasks
performed for this thesis were well-suited to integrate these tools. This project
required functionality for:
1) storing and retrieving geographic and non-geographic data;
2) graphic display of geographic data; and
3) analysis of transit networks.
Because of the large amounts of data and computation inherent in this project,
the prototype was designed to run on a workstation-class computer instead of a
personal computer, which would have had less raw computing power and sec-
ondary storage available. The visualization and data management tasks call for
using a geographic information system. We selected Arc/Info, the industry-
leading GIS, because it is the most powerful workstation-based GIS available in
our laboratory for this project. Arc/Info provides high-level primitives for the
display of spatial data, including transit routes. It provides a complete software
infrastructure for displaying these images on computer monitors and printing
them on a page. With the GIS in hand, the programming to perform the actual
displays was relatively simple and straightforward. Without such a foundation,
the programming required simply to display arcs and nodes on the screen would
have consumed more time than feasible for this project.
The high-level platform strategy is not without its weaknesses. It limits the
application developer to the facilities that the platform vendor has elected to
include in its product. If these features are adequate-and they often are-then
the strategy works well. When they are not, significant extra programming is
typically necessary. Such was the case with the network analysis task of this
project. While Arc/Info possesses significant network analysis and database
management functionality, those tools proved inadequate for this prototype.
Arc/Info confounds the geography of the street network with the logical topol-
ogy of the transit network, an issue we discuss in depth in Chapter 5. Therefore,
we needed to construct the correct network topology ourselves and design a tool
that could analyze the network with that topology. Additionally, we wished to
find and store multiple paths between two points, and Arc/Info can find only the
shortest path. This required a custom-built path-finding tool. We also required a
means for storing the new topology and the results of our analysis.
Because the number of paths that need to be stored is proportional to the
number of arcs and the square of the number of nodes in the network, the
amount of data that the network analysis generates can be explosive. This prob-
lem calls for using sophisticated database management tools that are designed to
handle large amounts of data efficiently. We selected the Oracle relational
database management system because is one of several high-end RDBMSs whose
SQL-based database engine offers excellent functionality and performance.
Equally important, Arc/Info has a direct interface to Oracle. While we might
have managed to use Arc/Info's own database tools to store the data, they lack
the powerful ad hoc query ability SQL provides and Oracle's high-level facilities
that enable an external program to access the database directly.
This last feature is important because, as stated above, we needed to construct
our own tools for finding multiple paths between points in a network. Because
finding network paths is computationally intensive, the path-finding tool had to
be as efficient as possible. Therefore, we implemented this program, FINDPATH,
in C, an efficient third-generation language. The Oracle RDBMS provides a con-
venient and efficient interface (embedded SQL) for reading data from the
database into the C program and writing data from the C program back to the
database. A more detailed description of the algorithms in the FINDPATH pro-
gram follows in Chapter 5.
Network Structure
Throughout this paper we will refer to three different types of networks: the
geographic network (a geographic representation of roads and intersections),2
the transit route network (a logical representation of the transit routes and stops
operating over the street network), and the "supernetwork" (an abstraction of the
transit route network that facilitates network analysis). These interrelated
descriptions contain successively greater detail about the transit system.
All the networks are structured as arcs and nodes. The geographic network
describes the physical location of transit rights-of-way: where a street is located
in space, how long it is, where it meets other streets. Only one arc may occupy a
particular physical location (i.e., arcs may not overlay each other). Consequently,
arcs are bidirectional. Nodes occur wherever any two or more arcs meet and at
the endpoints of arcs. Using the geographic network, we can identify the specific
streets on which buses travel. The transit network is very similar to the geo-
graphic network, except that here multiple arcs may coexist in the same physical
space and the arcs are unidirectional. These enhancements allow us to represent
multiple transit routes that use the same streets, either in congruent or opposite
directions. The supernetwork modifies the transit network to account for the fact
that passengers may board and alight vehicles only at specified stops.
Additionally, it may include other enhancements that model the costs of board-
ing or alighting from a vehicle, or transferring between routes. The relational
data scheme, described in Chapter 4, provides for tables that model these non-
travel costs.
Arc/Info supplies the geographic network and the transit network, but not
the supernetwork, which we must construct ourselves. The specifics of the trans-
formation are discussed in Chapter 5. The FINDPATH program builds the
21f the transit network included rail lines, then railroad rights-of-way would be included as well.
\supernetwork as well as computing the paths for the network. As more of the
network features described above are implemented, the supernetwork becomes
more complex. Because the implementation of the FINDPATH program is
incomplete, the program only constructs a basic supernetwork that does not
support any non-travel costs or penalties.
Relational Data Scheme
An application that uses an RDBMS effectively requires a data scheme to
organize the data in a way that maximizes the performance of the RDBMS and
minimizes the storage of redundant data. Eberlein's (1992) master's thesis pro-
vides an excellent example of a relational data scheme for storing GIS data for
highway networks. Eberlein criticizes and solves a common problem with the
typical GIS: spatial and nonspatial data are separated, causing a lack of data con-
nectivity (Eberlein 1992, pp. 11-12). The theoretical nature of Eberlein's work
freed her to construct a complete and pure relational model for highway trans-
portation systems. Because the accessibility prototype is tied to its specific
implementation using Arc/Info and Oracle, we did not design its data scheme
using as rigorous an approach, as we made concessions to the limitations of these
specific products. Our implementation also differs from Eberlein's because the
topological requirements of transit networks are not the same as those of high-
way networks. Additionally, the accessibility prototype compounds the data
connectivity problem. Not only does Arc/Info divide the spatial and nonspatial
attributes, but the accessibility prototype also separates the nonspatial attributes
between Arc/Info's own Info database and the Oracle database.
Our relational scheme contains tables that store nine types of data:
1) a data dictionary;
2) the network structure as stored in Arc/Info;
3) the rudimentary transit network containing travel costs;
4) non-travel costs such as origin costs, destination costs, and transfer
penalties;
5) the arcs and nodes of the supernetwork;
6) additional transit route data, including service quality attributes;
7) the paths generated by the path-finding program;
8) summaries of these paths; and
9) the accessibility values for each origin-destination pair.
This data scheme, discussed in detail in Chapter 5, was designed to model
effectively the complexities of transit networks described above while facilitating
the link between Arc/Info and Oracle. In some cases, the latter objective required
storing the identifiers of specific Arc/Info features in the Oracle tables that were
not strictly necessary for the network analysis. In addition, we wanted to take
advantage of Oracle's unusual extension to the standard SQL database language
(CONNECT BY...START WITH) that facilitates the easy retrieval of tree-structure
data, such as a path through a network, that is stored in a relational table. One
restriction of this facility, however, is that all the data accessed in such a query
must be stored in a single table (i.e., a relational "join" is not permitted). This lim-
itation forced us to place redundant data in the table that stores the paths. While
it is possible to perform path retrievals without using this Oracle feature (e.g., in
another vendor's RDBMSs that lacks a similar extension), it would be much
harder to implement.
The relational data scheme includes a data dictionary-information stored in
the database that describes the structure of the data itself. Earlier, we referred to
the network name. This name is a key to all the parameters relevant to a particu-
lar analysis, which are stored in the database. Among these parameter data are
the names of other tables in which data is stored. This provides the user with
flexibility in naming the tables that the application uses. The only table whose
name is fixed is the one that contains the data dictionary itself. The data dictio-
nary proves useful not only in the network analysis phase but also for query-
and-display. The "Network Selection" form shown in Figure 3-3 obtains all the
parameter information about a network (a set of analysis parameters) directly
from the database. Among these parameters are the Arc/Info line coverage and
route system from which this network was derived, plus the Arc/Info polygon
coverage that bounds the street network. The user need remember only the short
name he or she assigned to that network to obtain its parameters.
The data dictionary is also a vehicle for maintaining the collective integrity of
the tables. In addition to table names and Arc/Info objects, the dictionary also
stores the dates on which the FINDPATH program built the supernetwork and
generated the paths. If the date of the paths precedes that of the supernetwork,
then the paths must be obsolete. This facility does not prevent the user from
manipulating the tables by hand in a way that makes them inconsistent. The
Oracle system data dictionary, which encompasses all tables in the database, not
just those for this application, automatically stores the creation date of tables,
providing extra information to ensure data integrity. The Oracle audit trail facil-
ity can also be enabled to provide even more information. Even with audit trails
enabled, however, it is still possible to manipulate the tables so that they would
appear inconsistent when they are not, or vice versa. Maintaining data integrity
was not one of the major objectives of this application, but the standard features
of the database made it easy to incorporate the rudimentary integrity features
described here.
Properties of the Transit Network and Riders; Shortest Path Algorithm
This prototype incorporates several simplifying assumptions about the transit
system in order to make the analysis more tractable. A production implementa-
tion of this system would need to address many of these simplifications and use
more elaborate solutions. This issue is discussed further in Chapter 7.
One class of assumptions regards the behavior of the transit system and its
riders. The prototype assumes that transit service is frequent (headways of thirty
or fewer minutes) and highly variable. These conditions make the schedule irrel-
evant and defeat the efforts of passengers to minimize their waiting time by
timing their arrival at a stop. Passenger arrival times are therefore random. We
assume that riders will always wait an average of half the headway of the first
bus they ride at the start of a trip. By the same token, we also assume that riders
cannot plan trips to minimize their expected waiting time for transfers and do
not have the opportunity to alter their travel plan after boarding the first bus.
Under these conditions the path-choice decision is deterministic and neither
time-dependent nor stochastic. We therefore implemented a deterministic short-
est path algorithm, the Bellman-Moore-Pape-d'Esopo algorithm as described by
Syslo, et al. (1983, pp. 235-241), in the FINDPATH program.
Origin-Based Paths Only
As mentioned above, paths can be calculated based on origins or destinations.
Because a demonstration of the methods of this thesis required only one of the
variations, the prototype provides only origin-based paths. In fact, the
FINDPATH program does calculate paths for both orientations, and the module
that computes the accessibility metric provides partial support for destination-
based paths. The query-and-display tool, however, supports only origin-based
paths. Support for both orientations is not automatic because origin- and destina-
tion-based paths have their data stored in slightly different ways that require that
paths be retrieved differently. The nature of these differences is discussed in
Chapter 5.
Finding Multiple Paths
One of the key features of this implementation is that we find not only the
single shortest path between points but also additional, different paths. While
finding a shortest path is a well-defined problem, finding multiple paths is con-
siderably less so. Determining whether two paths are "different" enough to eval-
uate is a difficult and computationally expensive problem. Since we want to find
multiple paths between each origin-destination pair, we need to repeat the path-
finding computation several times for each pair, ensuring that each new path is
sufficiently different from the paths previously obtained. One solution, men-
tioned in Chapter 2, would be to find the k shortest paths, using an algorithm
such as Yen's (1971), and screening the paths found to ensure that they are signif-
icantly different. Unfortunately, many of the paths this algorithm finds are
simple variations on one another that are not different enough to merit
consideration. For example, if two routes operate on the same street, countless
variations of paths involving transfers between these routes are possible.
A means of generating multiple paths that are assuredly different is to gener-
ate the shortest path, exclude all the arcs on the shortest path from further con-
sideration, then find the shortest path again, continuing the process until no path
can be found or some maximum number of paths is obtained. While this method
will not generate an ideal set of paths, it will generate a set of significantly differ-
ent paths and is therefore adequate for the prototype.
A simple example will help explain the difficulties involved in identifying
significantly different paths. Consider a simple network containing three nodes,
labeled A, B, and C as illustrated in Figure 3-10.
Route 10
Route 30-
Route 20
Figure 3-10. A simple network.
Two arcs corresponding to Routes 10 and 20 connect nodes A and B, and a
single arc, labeled Route 30, connects nodes B and C. Clearly, only two paths
connect nodes A and C: the Route 10-Route 30 combination and the Route 20-
Route 30 combination. The question then arises: are these paths sufficiently
different to both merit consideration in the accessibility calculation? Routes 10
and 20 provide complementary service between nodes A and B, but Route 30 is a
bottleneck for trips to node C. If service on Route 30 is at least as frequent as the
combined frequencies of Routes 10 and 20, then Routes 10 and 20 would appear
to add to the accessibility. Conversely, if service on Route 30 is infrequent, then
the extra service provided by having two routes between A and C is wasted.
Another wrinkle involves the timing of Routes 10 and 20. If both routes leave A
at the same times, then the extra service is again wasted, but if the departure
times are staggered, then the routes complement each other. One way to resolve
this issue is to combine Routes 10 and 20 into a hybrid route that represents their
combined levels of service before we consider Route 30. However, this approach
is difficult when Routes 10 and 20 do not actually cover the same street links. If
Routes 10 and 20 take parallel streets or more complicated routings, yet still serve
nodes A and B with comparable service quality, then they are essentially substi-
tutes for that trip. Simplifying the network to eliminate such redundant arcs and
combining them into a single arc is not an easy problem, and we do not attempt
it here. Clearly, determining how to combine the levels of service provided by
multiple paths is complicated, even for this example, which represents the sim-
plest nontrivial case.
We are left with two choices: include both paths, or use only one. If we elect
to include both paths, we will overestimate the accessibility of C to A because we
will count the level of service on Route 30 twice. Similarly, if we consider only
one of those two combinations, we will underestimate the accessibility because
the additional service provided by one of Routes 10 and 20 will be ignored. We
choose the underestimating alternative because it is simpler to implement, gen-
erates less data, and results in a more straightforward aggregation of levels of
service into an accessibility metric. Note, however, that many alternate path
identification schemes are possible and that the FINDPATH program could be
altered to implement them or it could be replaced outright.
Accessibility Metric
In order to give accessibility an intuitive quantitative meaning, we defined
accessibility to be the expected overall travel time between an origin and desti-
nation, accounting for both travel time (in-vehicle time and waiting time) and the
frequency of the service (availability). An accessibility value of zero is ideal; this
would apply to the accessibility of an origin to itself. A value of infinity implies
either that the origin and destination are not connected so that a trip takes an
infinite amount of time, or that the service frequency between the points is zero.
From the standpoint of a transit rider, these two conditions are equivalent. The
distinction remains useful, however. A bus route that operates only on weekdays
"exists" on a Saturday, but has zero frequency.
Another property that an accessibility metric should have is that adding ser-
vice should never make the accessibility worse. For example, suppose Route 10
makes the trip from A to B every 10 minutes, taking 30 minutes for the trip. Now
we add Route 20, which makes the same trip, but only every 20 minutes with a
travel time of an hour. Clearly, Route 10 is unequivocally a superior service, and
Route 20 probably does little to increase a rider's accessibility between A and B.
Nevertheless, Route 20 does not reduce the accessibility, because the service on
Route 10 remains unchanged.
An obvious, but incorrect, accessibility measure would be an average of the
estimated travel times. Suppose we estimate travel time as a waiting time of half
the headway plus the in-vehicle time. Using this measure, the travel time is 35
minutes for Route 10 and 70 minutes for Route 20. The average time is 52.5 min-
utes, but this is an inaccurate estimate of the travel time, since it should be no
worse than the performance of Route 10. Therefore, a simple average of esti-
mated travel times is an inappropriate accessibility measure, because the new
Route 20 service would appear to make the accessibility worse.
For our accessibility metric we have selected the popular method devised by
Chriqui and Robillard (1975). In their approach, we construct a set of selected
routes incrementally. We iteratively search for the optimal overall expected
travel time. The expected overall travel time equals the expected waiting time for
the first bus plus the expected travel time after boarding the first bus, calculated
over all the routes in the selected set. This computation is represented by the fol-
lowing formula:
T = wp + Iprob(p)t,
pEP
where
T is the expected overall travel time,
P is the selected set of paths,
p is one of the paths in P,
w, is the expected waiting time before embarking on any of the paths in the
selected set P,
prob(p) is the probability that path p will be the one taken (i.e., that the first
bus on that path will be the first to arrive), and
t, is the travel time for path p.
For each path, we need to know the travel time after we board the first bus on
the path, the frequency of the first bus, and the waiting time for the first bus. We
calculate the waiting time for the selected set, wp, by computing the reciprocal of
the combined frequencies of the paths in the selected set. We estimate the prob-
ability that a path p will the be one used by calculating its fraction of the
combined frequencies of the paths in P.
We construct the selected set using an iterative procedure. First, the paths are
ordered by the travel time. Initially, the fastest path is the only member of the
selected set. We calculate the expected overall travel time for this one path and
temporarily assume this time is optimal. At each iteration we tentatively add the
next slower path to the selected set and recompute the expected overall travel
time. If the new path decreases the expected overall travel time, then we perma-
nently add the path to the selected set, assume this new time is optimal, and
proceed to the next iteration. If the new route increases the expected overall
travel time, then we leave this route out of the selected set and terminate the
search, because no path with a longer travel time will improve the optimal value.
This method takes into account both the frequency of service and the travel
time along each path. It simplifies the problem, however, by considering only the
frequencies of thefirst route taken in a path. Additionally, it assumes that once a
path is selected by boarding the first bus, that no changes to the trip path will be
made enroute. A more ambitious accessibility metric could account for the fre-
quencies of other routes along a path and permit dynamic route selection.
Bus-Only Transit Network
Our method for constructing and representing bus routes relies heavily on the
physical location of streets as determined by the relevant TIGER files. Since buses
must follow streets, the road layer of the TIGER files provides a reasonably com-
plete representation of the possible alignments on which buses may operate.3
Rail lines, in contrast, need not follow streets, although they often do for signifi-
cant stretches. While TIGER files include railroads, underground transit routes
are not necessarily included. Augmenting TIGER files with the links required to
complete a rail transit network would be a major undertaking. Therefore, rail
lines are not included in the prototype. Fortunately, the value of the approach to
accessibility used in this thesis can be demonstrated using the local bus system
alone. Note, however, that given a geographic representation of the physical
rights-of-way of the rail system, this system has tools capable of building a repre-
sentation of a rail system that is compatible with a bus route network. The proto-
type's data scheme, described later in this chapter and in Chapter 5, can accom-
modate transit routes of any mode.
The limitations of the TIGER files were not the only reason for excluding rail
lines from the transit network used by the model. Multiple transit modes intro-
duce other sources of complexity into a network analysis. Different modes may
have different fare policies. Rail lines and express buses often charge a premium
fare relative to local buses. Passengers may be able to make unlimited free trans-
fers among rail lines, but may have to pay for each bus they board or be limited
to one or two free or reduced-cost transfers. Riders may be able to transfer for
3The TIGER file sometimes proves deficient in this regard. This issue is discussed in detail in
Chapter 5.
free from rail to bus, but not the other way. Policies can vary by the locations and
routes involved. Some transit systems employ distance-based fares, others flat
fares. The number of variations is large and their impact on passenger behavior is
difficult to gauge.
The bus-only simplification works particularly well for the MBTA. In this sys-
tem, regular local bus riders typically purchase a monthly pass that provides
unlimited rides for any distance. For these passengers, fare issues vanish.
Because a pass that combines unlimited rail and bus service costs considerably
more (currently $46 versus $20, only a dollar less than separate subway and bus
passes), cost issues resurface for trips that combine these modes. This cost differ-
ence adds validity to the separate treatment of buses; those who must use buses
have a strong incentive to use only buses. In addition to fare issues, a model may
need to weigh travel time on a train differently than for a bus because of different
perceptions about the quality of service. For example, people may consider trains
to be faster and more reliable, but deem buses to be safer. By restricting this
analysis to local buses, we avoid the need to delve into these concerns.
Bus Service Attributes
To compute the travel time along a given path we need to know the travel
time along each arc in the network. This data is difficult to obtain, whereas the
length in feet of each arc is supplied by the GIS. We assigned a travel time to each
arc by dividing its length by the route's average speed. We obtained the average
speed by dividing the length of the route calculated by the GIS by the route's trip
time as listed in the published schedule. Because the travel times of buses are dif-
ferent by the time of day (Early AM, AM peak, midday, PM peak, or evening)
and schedule (weekday, Saturday, or Sunday), we estimated the arc times only
for a particular time period-schedule type combination. In addition to the travel
times, we also need to know the headways of each bus. We estimated the head-
way by dividing the length of a time period by one more than the number of
trips listed in the schedule for that time period. (We added one to the number of
trips to avoid a classic "fencepost" error.)
Visualizations
The visualizations described here differ from those in previous applications in
characterizing accessibility at a more appropriate level of disaggregation. At one
extreme, level of service is sometimes portrayed as an attribute of an individual
transit route (e.g., Hunt, et al. (1984)) ignoring the fact that many transit routes
may serve the same origin-destination pairs or that a combination of routes may
be necessary to complete a trip. Conversely, accessibility is often treated as a
characteristic of an entire region to a point (e.g., the accessibility of traffic analy-
sis zones to the central business district) (Dewees 1978; Weibull 1976). These
zones, however, are too large a unit of analysis for a meaningful transit accessi-
bility criterion. One's inclination to choose a transit mode depends heavily on its
proximity to one's origin and destination. Typically, people are not willing to
walk more than ten minutes to reach the nearest transit stop, especially given
that using transit typically means sacrificing level-of-service benefits provided by
automobiles (e.g., freedom from fixed schedules, physical comfort, shorter travel
times in most cases, and maximal convenience). If one assumes that the average
person walks about three miles per hour, then a walking distance greater than
half a mile around any stop proves unrealistic when considering levels of service.
Hunt, et al. (1984) drew the arcs along bus routes with varying thicknesses to
denote the level of service to the region along those arcs. The "route access" dis-
play generates maps similar to theirs, but the accessibility is for a single origin,
not aggregated for an entire region. Although this sort of map is useful, it falsely
represents the level of service to the points between stops: service is provided
only discontinuously to particular locations and not to all points along an arc.
Because accessibility is really a feature of individual stops, however, we needed a
map-the "stop access" display-that showed this effect as well. Because finding
paths is so elemental to the methodology of this thesis, a display that could
retrieve and display multiple paths was vital. This display proved an invaluable
diagnostic tool in explaining anomalies when they appeared.
While not visible in the black-and-white pages produced for this thesis, on the
computer screen and color printouts the prototype uses color extensively to
enhance its message. Tufte (1983; 1990) has significantly influenced our choices
here. He criticizes displays that use the colors of the rainbow to show a range of
values, because the rainbow has sharp discontinuities. He observes, "Despite our
experiences with the spectrum in science textbooks, the mind's eye does not
readily give an order to R[ED] O[RANGE] Y[ELLOW] G[REEN] B[LUE] I [NDIGO]
V[IOLET]" (Tufte 1990, p. 92). He adds, parenthetically, "Controlled variations in
hue, however, help extend value scales, increasing fineness of differentiation and
yet still giving viewers a sense of natural visual sequence" (Tufte 1990, p. 92).
Heeding this advice, the prototype's displays use darker and lighter shades of
red and pink to show a continuum of values. We also agree with Tufte that less
important details should be unobtrusive so that the vital information stands out.
He counsels, "color spots against a light gray or muted field highlight and itali-
cize data, and also help to weave an overall harmony" (Tufte 1990, p. 83, italics
removed). Hence, the streets are drawn in a light gray so that they fade into the
background, whereas routes are drawn with thin, dark blue lines and nodes with
red circles.
The colors were selected so that the color output files generated by the "Save"
form would have a good appearance whether printed on a black-and-white or
color printer. The results of these selections are visible in Figures 3-5 through 3-8,
which have substantial color content, but were reproduced in black-and-white
for this document. Another graphic choice was the way routes are drawn. On the
screen, most routes are actually drawn with double blue lines that indicate that
buses operate in both directions along the street. Streets for which buses operate
in only one direction are drawn with a single line. While this effect is pleasing on
the screen and with color printed output, it causes the routes to be drawn too
darkly on black-and-white printers except for close-up views. This phenomenon
is somewhat visible in the display window shown in Figure 3-5, where most of
the routes are drawn as rather thick black lines. To avoid this problem, the
"Save" form typically uses only thin single lines when writing graphics files. This
method was used for the images in Figures 3-6 through 3-8.
In the "stop access" and "route access" displays, we vary two dimensions,
color and width (for "route access") or area (for "stop access"), simultaneously,
even though the images depict only one dependent variable, accessibility. The
"stop access" display uses an area to show a one-dimensional quantity, a practice
of which Tufte disapproves (Tufte 1983, pp. 69 -73). In choosing such a format,
we have endeavored to avoid the distortions that Tufte clamors against. Tufte
protests vigorously against using multiple dimensions to illustrate a one-
dimensional concept:
The use of two (or three) varying dimensions to show one-dimensional data is a
weak and inefficient technique, capable of handling only very small data sets,
often with error in design and ambiguity in perception. These designs cause so
many problems that they should be avoided:
The number of information-carrying (variable) dimensions depicted
should not exceed the number of dimensions in the data (Tufte 1983, p.
71).
Despite this admonition, we found it difficult to vary either the color or size
alone sufficiently to provide sufficient contrasts between nearby values. We
therefore believe the improved visibility of the display justifies this choice.
Conclusion
This chapter outlined the structure of the prototype, illustrated how the inter-
face would appear to a planner using the tool, and detailed the design decisions
that shaped the system. By adopting a disaggregate accessibility model based on
multiple paths, designing an extensible data scheme for managing large amounts
of information, and providing highly detailed, geographic visualizations, the
prototype brings a new approach to the analysis and display of transit accessibil-
ity. The next two chapters show how the design decisions recounted here took
shape as the prototype was implemented. Chapter 4 describes the organization of
the data necessary for implementing the prototype. In Chapter 5, we provide
detailed descriptions of the programs that comprise the system.
4. Data Organization
This chapter is the first of two that describe the technical details of the proto-
type. In this chapter we explore the structure and organization of the data used
by the prototype. The next chapter discusses the programs and processes that
build and analyze this data. Readers not interested in these subjects may want to
proceed directly to Chapter 6, where a sample analysis using the prototype is de-
scribed.
The prototype creates and uses data stored in four different ways: text files
stored in Unix directories, geographic data sets packaged as Arc/Info
"coverages," tabular data stored in the Info database, and tabular data stored in
the Oracle database. The coverages, Info tables, and most of the text files are used
to prepare and display a geographically referenced representation of the transit
system, while the Oracle tables and two text files are used for the network analy-
sis. We will describe each of these different types of data in turn. We will discuss
the data organization in semantic terms; specifications for the data formats are
reserved for appendices.
Text Files
The prototype uses text files for two different purposes: defining a geographic
representation of transit routes and describing the service attributes of those
routes. The former are translated into Arc/Info coverages and route systems,
whereas the latter are read directly into Oracle tables.
Transit Route Descriptions: Paths. Barriers, and Stops
The prototype uses a specially developed method for developing transit route
descriptions within the Arc/Info GIS. This method is described in detail in the
next chapter. Up to three types of text files describe a single route: a path file (or
files), a barrier file, and a stop file. Note that in this implementation each direc-
tion a route travels (e.g., Route 10 Inbound and Route 10 Outbound) is treated as
a separate route, as are any variations of the service that require travel on differ-
ent streets.
We adopted an internal naming convention for routes consistent with the
designations assigned by the MBTA, the types of route variations, and the restric-
tions on name lengths imposed by Arc/Info. These route prefixes proved an
extremely useful device for identifying routes, and they permeate the applica-
tion. MBTA routes are categorized by a base route number, a variation number, a
direction, and time of operation. The prefixes have the form rtRRR.Vdt, where
rt are literal characters,
RRR is a three-digit base route number, padded with leading zeroes,
V is a one-digit variation number,
d indicates the direction (e.g., o = Outbound, i = Inbound), and
t indicates the time of day (e.g., a = AM, p = PM, z = All Times).
For example, Route 15 Inbound, variation 2, operating at all times has the
prefix rt015.2iz. Henceforth, we will refer to route variations such as Route 15,
variation 2, more concisely as Route 15.2. While the MBTA uses this enumeration
scheme internally (MBTA 1992B), only the base route number is publicized
(MBTA 1988, MBTA 1992A, MBTA 1992C). The MBTA has a handful of routes
with a publicly-known name consisting of a number followed by a single letter
(e.g., Route 8A). By ignoring the letter, such routes can be treated as another
variation of a normally numbered base route (e.g., Route 8A becomes Route 8.2).
In addition, each route has a numeric identifier that can be derived directly from
the route prefix. This identifier is required for numbering routes in the Arc/Info
route system data model, described below. The numeric ID has the form
RRRVDT, where RRR and V have the same meaning as before, D is a single digit
that maps to each possible value of d (e.g,. o = 0, i = 1), and T is a single digit that
arbitrarily maps to each possible value of t (e.g., z = 0, a = 1, p = 2). Each route
description file has a name of the form prefix.suffix, where prefix is a route prefix
as described above and suffix identifies the type of file.
The path file describes the path a bus route takes between its first and last
stops. The description takes the form of a sequence of point locations. These
locations are listed as either street addresses (e.g., "100 Boylston St.") or intersec-
tions (e.g., "Boylston St. / Massachusetts Ave.") through which a bus route must
pass. These files have a close correspondence to the MBTA's verbal route
descriptions, which specify each intersection where the bus turns (MBTA 1992B).
The route preparation procedure finds all the street links on the shortest path
between the listed locations and includes them in the route in the proper
sequence. The path file permits the user to specify the direction (left, right, or
straight) that the vehicle should take after leaving the point listed. The direction
is rarely specified because the current implementation does not use it, for reasons
outlined in the next chapter. If, as is normal, a route does not cross itself any-
where along its length, then the path is saved in a single file with the suffix path
(e.g., rt055.Oiz.path). Routes sometimes cross themselves, thereby creating a loop.
This situation occurs at some large bus stations. In this case, the path must be
broken up into separate, connecting linear segments, each of which does not con-
tain a loop. These files have the suffix patN, where N is a positive integer (e.g.,
rt008.Oiz.patl and rtOO8.iz.pat2). Each file after the first must be linked to its
predecessor by a common node (i.e., the first line of the pat2 file must be the
same as the last line of the pat1 file). Appendix A contains a listing of a sample
path file.
While the path file or files are almost always adequate to identify the precise
set of street links comprising a route, in rare cases the route preparation proce-
dure may select an incorrect path that can not be avoided by improving the path
file. The reasons why this can occur are described in the next chapter. When this
happens, one can define a barrier file that identifies locations through which the
route may not pass. The locations are specified in the same format as the path file,
except that no direction is ever listed. While not a guaranteed solution, this
method took care of the one location on four routes (along two similar variations
of Route 55, in both directions) where this problem occurred among the routes
we encoded. Because this file is seldom needed, it is optional. These files have the
suffix bar (e.g., rt055.Oiz.bar). A sample is shown in Appendix B.
In addition to the path the route follows, the prototype requires the location
of the bus stops. These are listed in the stop file. The locations use the same
address format as the path and barrier files, but this information is embedded in
other data about the stops acquired from the original sources. The prototype
supports two formats of stop files, one with the suffix stop (e.g., rt055.Oiz.stop)
and the other with suffix stp (e.g., rt022.Oiz.stp). Examples of these files are
shown in Appendices C and D, respectively. The prototype uses two stop file
formats because the data used to prepare the files was obtained from different
sources with different layouts, and it was simpler to write the code to support
two formats than to convert one format into the other. The source data of the two
stop file types is described in the next chapter under the heading "Encoding Stop
Locations."
Route Service Attributes
The prototype requires some basic attribute information for the bus routes,
including the days and time periods in which they operate, the number of trips in
a time period, the running time for the trip, and a descriptive name for the route.
Two files store this information. The file route.description.dat lists all the routes
and variations, specifying a descriptive name (e.g., "City Point-Copley Square")
and a direction (e.g., "in" for inbound, "out" for outbound) for each route. The
file routeservice.dat holds the running times and trip counts for each route by
schedule type (e.g., "Weekday," "Saturday," "Sunday") and time period (e.g.,
"AM Peak," "Midday," "Evening"). This file is listed in Appendix E. Because
many routes do not operate at all times but only during some of the time periods
or schedules, only those schedules and time periods in which a bus operates are
listed in routeservice.dat. An excerpt from this file is listed in Appendix F.
These files are formatted to facilitate easy loading into the R 0 U T E and
ROUTESERVICE tables, respectively, in the Oracle database.
Arc/Info Data Organization
The prototype uses the Arc/Info GIS to maintain digital geographic maps
built from vector features: arcs connecting nodes, standalone points, and polygons.
A map is often comprised of several layers, each representing a class of geo-
graphic data such as roads, rivers, or county boundaries. In Arc/Info parlance,
each layer of such a map is called a coverage. A coverage contains data represent-
ing the geographic and non-geographic attributes of spatial features. Arc/Info
stores the geographic description in specially formatted files that cannot be
accessed directly by the user. The non-spatial data is stored in attribute tables in
Info, a quasi-relational database closely associated with Arc/Info. The user can
easily manipulate the structure and contents of these tables. A coverage can have
one or more types of topology, or spatial feature types, associated with it.
Coverages contain points, arcs (also called lines), or polygons. Polygon coverages
automatically contain arcs, and arcs are defined by nodes at each end. Points are
similar to nodes, but are dissociated from any lines and are stored indepen-
dently.
Arc/Info Coverages
The prototype uses a number of Arc/Info coverages. The most important of
these is the street network base map, contained in a line coverage called BOSA.
The initial version of this map was constructed by converting the Suffolk County,
MA TIGER/Line files into a coverage, then extracting just the road features into
another coverage. 1 We added a few additional arcs to aid in route preparation.
Each arc in the map is tagged with its ZIP code, and virtually all have a street
name and address range data. This base map is the foundation for our represen-
tation of the transit system. Closely associated with the BOSA line coverage is its
address coverage, which maps each arc in the line coverage to one or more street
names and address ranges.2 Associating each arc with its ZIP code requires a
polygon coverage of Boston-area ZIP codes called BOSZIP. This coverage was
imported into Arc/Info from data originally supplied by Strategic Mapping, Inc.
In addition, we often display a polygon coverage called SUFFOLK that shows
the political boundaries of the municiplities in Suffolk county. This coverage was
extracted from a larger coverage of Massachusetts city and town borders
(MA25K) obtained from MassGIS, a state agency responsible for developing digi-
tal geographic maps of the commonwealth for environmental planning purposes.
1Anne Kinsella performed the initial conversion of the TIGER files into an Arc/Info coverage.
2Alicia Allen added most of these extra arcs to the base map and processed the BOSA coverage
using macros (described in Chapter 5) that fill in missing address ranges, add ZIP codes, and
create the address coverage.
The route construction process, described in the next chapter, creates a num-
ber of point coverages for each route. Each path, barrier, and stop file results in a
point coverage containing the geographic locations of the addresses listed in
those files. These path point, barrier point, and stop point coverages are named
using the route prefix followed by an appropriate suffix. The prototype uses the
suffix _pp for a single path point coverage or _pn for each of n path point cover-
ages. Barrier point coverages use the suffix _bp, and stop point coverages have
the suffix _st. For example, Route 55.0 Inbound has a single path file, a barrier
file, and a stop file. The resulting point coverages are respectively named
rt055.Oiz_pp, rt055.Oizbp, and rt055.Oiz_st. The terse naming convention is
required because coverage names may not exceed 13 characters.
Arc/Info Network Representations
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the prototype uses three related but
distinct network representations: the street network, the transit route network,
and the supernetwork. The BOSA street coverage embodies the street network.
We do not use coverages to implement the transit route network, however.
Although bus routes are best represented by an ordered set of arcs and nodes,
Arc/Info's standard arc-node topology is inadequate for representing bus routes.
Arc/Info generally does not allow two arcs to overlay each other. Its primary
topology-construction process, CLEAN, removes such duplicates (a less power-
ful alternative, BUILD, does not). In a bus network, however, multiple bus routes
often operate over the same set of streets. The two directions of a route typically
use the same streets, traversing them in a different order. Even though the physi-
cal streets may be the same, we need separate representations for each route in
each variation and direction. These separate representations cannot be contained
in a single coverage processed with CLEAN.
In addition, the arc-node representation does not give an express order to a
linear sequence of arcs. Usually, this ordering is self-evident given a route's
starting point. Repeated nodes, however, cause ambiguity, and repeated arcs
cannot be represented at all. Therefore, the route network is distinct from the
street network. Note that many valid road configurations, such as vehicular tun-
nels underneath streets and elevated roadways over streets, call for overlaying
arcs in the street network that Arc/Info cannot now model effectively.
Fortunately, Arc/Info Version 6.0 for workstations introduced an alternative
means of representing a transit network, the route system data model. A route
system is a logical representation of a group of routes, implemented using tables
that maintain a direct relationship to the geometry of an underlying line coverage
without replicating that geometry. This data model overcomes the route repre-
sentation problems of coverages outlined above. A single line coverage may have
an arbitrary number of route systems associated with it. The prototype uses only
one route system, named MBTA, to represent the entire transit network.3 In a
production system, multiple route systems may represent different route net-
works that exist in the same physical area (e.g., the routes run by different transit
operators, or school bus routes, or private shuttles). More importantly, since it is
easy to copy a route system, one can make many variations of a particular route
network and compare their accessibility attributes.
Info Tables
The prototype references many tables stored in the Info database, some of
which are created by Arc/Info, others explicitly by the application. As mentioned
earlier, Arc/Info uses attribute tables in the Info database to describe the tabular
attributes of spatial features. Of particular relevance to the prototype are the arc
3Alicia Allen prepared most of the routes represented in the MBTA route system. Bev Wilson
prepared some path files for routes in this route system.
and node attribute tables. Route systems are implemented using a pair of
attribute tables, the route attribute table and the section table. The address cover-
age is closely associated with an address table. All of these tables are created and
maintained by Arc/Info. Additionally, the route preparation procedure imports
the data in the path, barrier, and stop files into Info tables. These tables share the
same name as the files from which they were derived, except that their names are
converted to uppercase. Because these tables are not used by the prototype after
the addresses they contain are matched to the street coverage, they can be
deleted to recover storage space.
The Arc/Info attribute tables adhere to a few conventions that facilitate their
use by the GIS. These tables contain two items, the internal-ID and the user-ID,
that identify each record. The internal-ID contains the row's physical position in
the table and is equivalent to the ROWID virtual field in a relational table. This
field is unique and serves as the "primary key" for the table. This number is
likely to change if the topology of the spatial data is altered. Its name has the
form coverage# (e.g., BOSA#), where coverage is the name of the coverage. The
user-ID is another numeric identifier that remains constant even when the physi-
cal position of the row within the table changes. Its name has the form
coverage-ID (e.g., BOSA-ID). Ideally, the user-IDs should be unique, but Arc/Info
does not enforce this constraint.
Arc/Info typically uses internal-IDs to define linkages between tables because
1) it is computationally efficient (records can be randomly accessed by their
internal-IDs rapidly), 2) the internal-IDs are unique, and 3) Arc/Info can guaran-
tee that the IDs will be correctly updated in the tables it maintains when
topology is rebuilt. The prototype defines additional tables that are not main-
tained by Arc/Info in this fashion. Since their references to the attribute tables
are not updated automatically when the topology changes, the prototype refer-
ences the user-IDs instead, except as noted below. This strategy guarantees the
integrity of the data and, if the user-ID fields are indexed, is nearly as efficient as
using the internal-IDs.
We now describe the specific characteristics of the Info tables. The structures
of these tables are listed in Appendix G.
Arc Attribute Table
The arc attribute table (AAT) contains one record for every arc in a line cover-
age. For the BOSA coverage, this table has the name BOSA.AAT and contains
fields for the name of the street (e.g., "First"), its type ("St"), a prefix ("E"), and
suffix ("Ext"), along with other information about the arcs extracted from the
TIGER file. Arc/Info adds some additional attributes, including the arc's length
(LENGTH), its from-node (FNODE#), and its to-node (TNODE#). While every
arc in the AAT has an orientation, it is arbitrary and is ignored by the prototype.
We therefore treat the arcs as undirected. The from-node and to-node items in
the AAT refer directly to internal-IDs in the node attribute table.
Node Attribute Table
Every arc in a line coverage begins and ends at a node. The node attribute
table (NAT) contains one record for every node in the coverage. For the BOSA
coverage, this table has the name BOSA.NAT. The prototype assumes that the
user-IDs in this table are unique. The defines a special item in this table, called
LOCATION, which holds a street address for the node if it was included in any
of the path point, barrier point, or stop point coverages. Additionally, the sample
analysis described in Chapter 6 required an item, named BUFFER-DIST, that
identified which nodes in the street network should be included when calculat-
ing a service area for the bus routes.
ACODE Table
When Arc/Info converts TIGER files to a coverage, it creates an ACODE table
in Info that contains the address data relevant to each arc. This table contains one
record for each name associated with an arc. The ACODE table contains an item
that refers to the user-ID in the line coverage's AAT. A single arc may have mul-
tiple records if it is known by more than one name (e.g., "Huntington Ave." and
"State Route 9"). For the BOSA coverage, this table has the name BOSACODE.
This table, in conjunction with ZIP code data, is used to build the address cover-
age and the address table.
Address Table
In the process of constructing the address coverage, Arc/Info builds an
address table (ADD) to store the data it uses for address matching. For the BOSA
coverage, this table has the name BOSA.ADD. This table includes the street
names and address ranges associated with each arc in a line coverage. This table
relates to the AAT using the AAT's user-ID item.
Point Attribute Table
The point features in the path, barrier, and stop coverages are linked to the
coverage's point attribute table (PAT). These coverages are generated by the
Arc/Info ADDRESSMATCH command, which attempts to match an address or
intersection with an approximate location in the street network. This command
automatically stores a number of items in this table, including the original
address that was matched. In addition, the prototype uses the Arc/Info NEAR
command to determine the node in the street network closest to each feature in
the point coverages. This command stores the internal-IDs of the street coverage
nodes in the PAT. Because these items are populated by Arc/Info commands,
they depart from the prototype's convention of storing user-IDs rather than
internal-IDs in tables.
The Route System Data Model
Route systems in Arc/Info are implemented using two linked Info tables, the
route attribute table (RAT) and the section table (SEC). The RAT contains one
record for every route. By default, Arc/Info stores no information in this table
besides the internal and user-IDs. The prototype stores the route prefix for each
route in this table. For the BOSA coverage and the route system MBTA, this table
has the name BOSA.RATMBTA. The section table (SEC) contains the representa-
tion of the specific street links that comprise a route and the order in which those
links appear. For the BOSA coverage and the route system MBTA, this table has
the name BOSA.SECMBTA.
Route systems are directly related to a specific line coverage. Because there
may be more than one route system per coverage, the internal-ID and user-ID
columns use the route system name, rather than the coverage name, as their pre-
fix. For example, for the coverage BOSA and the route system MBTA, the
internal- and user-IDs in the RAT and SEC are called MBTA# and MBTA-ID,
respectively.
A route is represented by an ordered set of sections. The SEC contains one
row for each section. A section refers to exactly one arc or a piece of an arc in the
underlying line coverage. This application uses only whole-arc sections because
the prototype relies on the nodes of the street network to determine where bus
routes intersect. Hence, the only bus stops that occur at nodes can be represented.
Since it is always possible to divide an arc to create a node at a desired location
(e.g., in the middle of a block), the prototype's exclusive use of whole-arc sections
is not a severe restriction.
The SEC physically stores sections in the order by which they occur in the
route. Therefore, we can use the SEC's internal-ID to determine which section
precedes another in the SEC. Because we use the user-ID, not the internal-ID, to
relate the SEC to data stored in Oracle, the user-IDs in the section table must be
ordered in the same way. The easiest way to guarantee this condition is to set the
user-ID to the internal-ID immediately before transferring the SEC to Oracle. The
user-IDs must be ordered and unique only within a single route; they can be
duplicated or out of physical order among different routes.
Like the arcs in a line coverage, sections have an orientation (i.e., they have a
from-node and to-node that determines the order in which the section is tra-
versed). Unlike the arc direction, however, the section orientation is significant.
The direction of a section may differ from that of the underlying arc. If a particu-
lar arc appears in multiple routes or in the same route more than once, than a
corresponding section will exist in the SEC for each such occurrence. While at
first glance this strategy may appear to foster data redundancy, in fact it is often
necessary to have multiple sections that refer to the same arc. For example, two
routes, a local and an express, may traverse the same street links, but the local
route has stops that the express does not. Additionally, the express should have a
shorter travel time than the local. These differences can be captured directly in
the SEC.
The RAT and SEC are linked to each other. Each section in the SEC belongs
to exactly one route. This route is identified by an item in the SEC,
ROUTELINK#, that corresponds to an internal-ID in the RAT. The SEC main-
tains a similar relationship with the AAT, since each section in the SEC refers to
exactly one arc in the underlying line coverage. The arc corresponding to a
section is identified in the SEC by the item ARCLINK#, which refers to an
internal-ID in the AAT.
As mentioned above, a section may refer to an entire arc or a piece of it, and
be oriented in the same or opposite direction as that arc. Arc/Info represents
these relationships between a section and its underlying arc by defining a section
in terms of its starting and ending positions along the arc. These positions, stored
in the items F-POS and T-POS, represent these positions as percentages of the
arc's length relative to its starting point. The arc's from-node is at the 0% position
and the to-node at the 100% position. Figure 4-1 illustrates the relationship
between three sections and their common underlying arc.
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Figure 4-1. Relationship between three sections and their underlying arc.
Section 1 represents part of an arc and has the same orientation as the arc. Its
value for F-POS is 25 and for T-POS is 65. These values mean that the section
begins at 25% of the arc's length from the from-node and extends to the 65%
position, comprising 40% (65 - 25 = 40) of the arc's length overall. Since, as stated
earlier, the prototype only uses whole-arc sections, the only permissible values
for F-POS and T-POS are zero and 100. The direction of the section is determined
by which of the F-POS and T-POS columns is greater. Sections 2 and 3 show the
other two possibilities. For Section 2, T-POS is greater than F-POS; therefore, this
section is oriented the same way as the arc. Section 3 illustrates the opposite case,
where F-POS exceeds T-POS and the section has the opposite orientation of the
arc.
Our analysis requires knowledge of the from- and to-nodes of each section.
As illustrated above, the from-node of a section corresponds either to the from-
node or the to-node of the underlying arc, depending on the orientation of the
section relative to the arc. Arc/Info does not provide these node assignments
automatically. Fortunately, we can derive the relationship using the F-POS and
T-POS values. Performing this computation "on the fly" is awkward in Arc/Info.
Therefore, the prototype defines two extra columns in the S E C called
F-NODE-ID and T-NODE-ID that contain the user-IDs of the from- and to-nodes
of the sections, respectively. Copying the node numbers from the AAT into these
new fields requires two steps, one for those sections whose orientations match
their arcs and one for those that do not. Because the from-nodes and to-nodes of
the sections are required for a network analysis but are not automatically sup-
plied by Arc/Info, the software's basic data scheme is deficient in this regard.
Fortunately, this situation was not difficult to correct.
In order to support dynamic segmentation, Arc/Info creates a unique linear
coordinate system for each route. The units of this coordinate system can be
selected by the user; by default, it is the same as that used for the arc lengths. The
street network coverage BOSA uses the US state plane coordinate system, so that
the length values are in units of feet. The linear coordinate system permits the
GIS to find a location along a route using a one-dimensional "measure" in that
system (e.g., a milepost number or the number of feet from a reference point). To
this end, the SEC contains the columns F-MEAS and T-MEAS, which contain the
coordinate system measures that correspond to the beginning and end of a sec-
tion, respectively. Note that the expression (T-MEAS - F-MEAS) is the "length" of
the section using the current coordinate system. The application exploits this fact
to calculate arc costs.
While every street link along a route is represented in the SEC, not every
segment endpoint is a stop on a bus route. Therefore, we have two columns in
the SEC that designate whether the segment's from-node and to-node are stops.
These are called F-NODE-STOP and T-NODE-STOP, respectively. Earlier we
mentioned that each route is associated with a stop coverage. The point attribute
table for this coverage contains the user-IDs for each stop. We use this data to
update the F-NODE-STOP and T-NODE-STOP items.
At first glance, this representation of stops may seem too complicated. Why
not simply create a list of nodes (e.g., using a column in the NAT) that represents
the stops on a route? This representation works as long as there are no loops in a
route. If a route traverses the same street links more than once, there will be
multiple segments in the SEC for that route that refer to the same arc. A node
may be a stop the first time it occurs on a route, but not on subsequent visits.
Therefore, whether a node is a stop is an attribute of the segment and not of the
node.
Note that, in theory, we only need one of these stop fields. For example, if we
only included F-NODE-STOP in the SEC, we could examine the next section
along the route (remember, sections are ordered) to ascertain whether the to-
node of that section was a stop. A difficulty emerges when we consider the last
section of the route: is its to-node a stop? Since the last section has no successor,
the answer is undefined. Two solutions present themselves. We can either
assume that the to-node of the last record is a stop or create a dummy record fol-
lowing the last section that connects the last node on the route to some fictitious
node. The first solution lacks generality, although the assumption that the last
node is a stop is probably reasonable. Additionally, it requires special treatment
of the last section, which leads to inelegant coding. The second solution would
ordinarily be the ideal choice, since all the sections can be processed identically
and the stop data about section endpoints is not stored twice. The difficulty is
that the SEC is maintained by Arc/Info, and adding the dummy record would
corrupt the table in the eyes of the GIS. Hence, we rejected both these options
and selected the dual stop flag strategy described above. Having both stop flags
in each record also improves computational efficiency, since one, not two, table
lookups are required to determine whether a segment's endpoints are stops. A
similar argument justifies storing both F-NODE-ID and T-NODE-ID in the SEC.
An alternative to maintaining two flags in each record is creating a single
item, STOP, that contains 0 if neither endpoint is a stop, 1 if the from-node is a
stop, 2 if the to-node is a stop, and 3 if both endpoints are stops. (Using numeric
values rather than character values such as N, F, T, and B allows the codes to be
summed.) This strategy combines the space efficiency of the single-flag solution
with the speed efficiency of the two-flag implementation. Redundant data is still
being stored, albeit at no cost. We rejected this approach because it is less intu-
itive than using two different columns for the flags and is less straightforward
about where the duplicate data is being stored.
Oracle Tables
Now we turn to the Oracle side of the data scheme. Central to the scheme is a
data dictionary that names the set of tables and other parameters associated with
an accessibility analysis. To facilitate the linkage between Arc/Info and Oracle,
the scheme includes copies of the Arc/Info route attribute and section tables.
Other tables describe the structure of the transit network, along with origin costs,
destination costs, and transfer penalties. These tables are used to construct the
supernetwork, which is stored in two tables, one for the arcs and another for the
nodes. The results of the path-finding program and the accessibility analysis are
stored in another set of tables. These tables were designed with the express intent
of maintaining a tight relationship between the Oracle data and the Arc/Info
route system from which that data were derived. This relationship enables
Arc/Info to access the Oracle data readily for display. The structures of the
Oracle tables are listed in Appendix H.
Data Dictionary
The table NETWORKCATALOG contains the prototype's data dictionary.
The parameters of each accessibility analysis in the database are saved in this
table. These parameters include the names of the other tables the prototype uses
for input and output. By storing these names here, users have the freedom to
name these tables as they choose. Because of this flexibility, the names of the
other tables specified here are only examples and not necessarily their actual
names in the database. NETWORKCATALOG is one of very few tables (noted
below) whose name is hardcoded into the path-finding program and query-and-
display tool and therefore cannot be changed easily by the user. As mentioned in
the previous chapter, each set of parameters, or network, is identified in this table
by a short character name (e.g., "Hospital Ori"). The table also uses a numeric
identifier for a network. This identifier, stored in the column NETWORK, is the
primary key of this table and is a foreign key in many others.
Data Imported from Arc/Info
The route attribute and section tables are copied wholesale from Arc/Info
into Oracle using the Arc/Info INFODBMS command. From here on, we will
refer to these tables as the Oracle RAT and SEC, but the actual names of these
tables in the Oracle database must reflect the line coverage and route system they
represent. For example, for the line coverage BOSA and route system MBTA, the
table names are BOSARATMBTA and BOSASECMBTA. These names are
very similar to those of the tables' counterparts in the Info database,
BOSA.RATMBTA and BOSA.SECMBTA. The names are different because a
period (.) is an illegal character in an Oracle table name, and the extra underscore
(_) adds readability.
The RAT and SEC are necessary for building the NETWORK table, described
below. Because the prototype uses a complex query to load the rows into this
table, building it in Oracle is much simpler than it would be in Info. Because
Oracle cannot access tables stored in Info, these tables must be copied from Info
into Oracle. The converse, however, is not true: Arc/Info permits Info tables to be
related to Oracle tables. It is this capability that enables the prototype to reference
Oracle tables to determine which nodes and sections to highlight in the displays
illustrated in Chapter 3.
Transit Network Topology, Penalties, and Costs
The transit network is described by four tables:
1) NETWORK, which contains the travel costs;
2) ORIGINCOST, which contains the origin costs;
3) DESTINATIONCOST, which contains the destination costs; and
4) TRANSFER, which contains the transfer penalties.
The supernetwork construction routine in the FINDPATH program is incomplete
and can construct a correct supernetwork from the contents of the NETWORK
table only; using the data in the other tables is left to future implementations. We
found through experience that storing each transit network in its own set of these
four tables was more convenient than allowing multiple transit networks to share
these tables. Therefore, these tables do not possess the foreign key column
NETWORK that enables that unneeded feature, saving the storage space this col-
umn would require.
The table NETWORK contains one row for each section included in the transit
network. This table is derived directly from the RAT and SEC, plus the route
service tables described below. All the sections in the SEC may be copied, or the
sections for particular routes can be excluded at the discretion of the user. Each
section is identified by a from-node, a to-node, a route-ID, and section-ID. The
route-ID and section-ID correspond directly to their counterparts in the Arc/Info
RAT and SEC. The SEC contains columns important to Arc/Info but not to the
prototype (e.g., internal-IDs, section measures and positions), hence they are
omitted here. Each section copied to the NETWORK table has a cost associated
with it. All references to a "cost" in this and other tables are stored in the column
COST. While we could use the difference of the measures at the start and end of a
section (T_MEAS - FMEAS) for the cost, this value has units of distance (feet),
whereas the prototype requires units of time (minutes). Therefore, using an esti-
mate of a route's speed (stored in the ROUTESERVICE table described below),
we can estimate the section cost in minutes and save it here.
In addition to the travel costs, the data scheme supports origin costs, destina-
tion costs, and transfer penalties in the ORIGINCOST, DESTINATIONCOST,
and TRANSFER tables. Origin and destination costs are assigned to each combi-
nation of stops and routes that serve them. For example, if a stop is served by
two routes, then the stop will have an origin and destination penalty for each
route. A different stop served by the same routes may have different origin and
destination costs. Hence, the rows in the ORIGINCOST and
DESTINATIONCOST tables contain stop-route pairs (the primary key) and the
cost associated with the pair.
Transfer penalties are slightly more complicated. A transfer occurs from a
particular section of one route to a specific section of another route. The transfer
penalty is a function of the two route-section pairs involved in the transfer. The
TRANSFER table contains a row for each route-section pair, except those that
represent a continuous ride on a single route. Each row contains the transfer
penalty and the node at which the transfer occurs. The transfer node and the two
routes alone are not sufficient to determine the penalty because of the possibility
of routes with loops. As we mentioned earlier when describing the SEC, if a
route passes through a node twice, the route may stop at the node on one pass
but on the other. Similarly, the transfer penalties between the same two routes at
the same node may differ depending on which pass each route is making
through the node.
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Figure 4-2. A transfer from a route with a loop to another route.
Figure 4-2 illustrates the transfer between Route 10, a route with a loop that
passes through node A twice, and Route 20, a route that originates at node A.
Suppose Route 10 stops both times it reaches node A, first at stop 1, then at stop
2. Route 20 originates at stop 2. The first time Route 10 visits node A (heading
east), the bus stop is located on the southeast corner, but the second time
(heading south), the stop is on the northwest corner. The penalty for the transfer
from Route 10 to Route 20 is greater at stop 1 than stop 2, because alighting from
Route 10 at stop 1 requires crossing the street to get to stop 2 to board Route 20,
whereas at stop 2 no such effort is necessary. Note that it is also possible to trans-
fer between two runs of Route 10 at this point. If the service headway is less than
the travel time around the loop, a rider may actually save time by alighting from
Route 10 at stop 1 in order to catch an earlier run of the route at stop 2 after it has
traversed the loop. The "null transfer" (i.e., remaining on the vehicle from one
section to the next), obviously has a penalty of zero. Typically, these "transfers"
are omitted from the table.
Service Attributes of the Transit Network
Four tables, ROUTE, ROUTESERVICE,SCHEDULETYPE, and
TIMEPERIOD describe the non-topological attributes of the routes in the transit
network. The table ROUTE contains data about a transit route that is relevant for
all time periods and schedules. The ROUTESERVICE table contains the data
about each route that changes with different time periods and schedule types.
The initial contents of the tables ROUTE and ROUTESERVICE were loaded
from the routedescription.dat and routeservice.dat files, respectively. The for-
mat of these tables is a superset of that of the files, which were described above.
After this initial data is imported, we update additional columns in these tables
using data derived from the GIS. Specifically, we update the ROUTE table with
the route's length in feet, which we obtain from the SEC and RAT. Additionally,
the ROUTESERVICE table is updated to include each route's headway in min-
utes and average speed in feet per minute for every time period and schedule
type in which the route operates. The average speed is calculated by dividing the
length of the route in feet (stored as the LENGTH in the ROUTE table) by the
running time previously loaded in the RUNTIME column of the
ROUTESERVICE table. The headway is estimated using the length of a time
period and the number of trips per time period.
The tables ROUTE and ROUTESERVICE use numeric codes for the time
periods and schedule types. The tables TIMEPERIOD and SCHEDULETYPE
map these codes to descriptive text strings. Using numeric codes, rather than
lengthy text strings, has several advantages. First, the codes save storage space in
the database because an integer typically requires fewer bytes to represent than
all but the shortest text strings. Second, performance is improved because two
integers can be compared quickly, usually with a single operation, whereas
establishing equality between two strings generally involves many more low-
level comparisons. Third, because the data is smaller in size, it is also faster to
retrieve. Fourth, data integrity is improved, because entering text strings is prone
to misspellings and inconsistencies in capitalization, punctuation, and spacing,
whereas numbers formats are usually simple.
The TIMEPERIOD table also specifies the starting and ending times of a time
period, from which its length in minutes can be readily derived. The names of the
tables TIMEPERIOD and SCHEDULETYPE are not included in the data dic-
tionary; hence the names of these tables cannot be changed easily by the user.
The Supernetwork
The supernetwork is stored in two tables, SUPERNETWORK and NODE. The
table SUPERNETWORK contains the supernetwork arcs and is similar to the
NETWORK table from which it is derived. The FINDPATH program builds the
records in this table based on the NETWORK table only (i.e., origin costs, destina-
tion costs, and transit penalties are not supported). (Future implementations may
use the contents of the TRANSFER, ORIGINCOST, and DESTINATIONCOST
tables as well.) Because each supernetwork arc may represent a range of contigu-
ous sections, instead of just one section as in the NETWORK table,
SUPERNETWORK also stores starting and ending section-IDs for each arc.
The NODE table maps Arc/Info node numbers to internal node numbers
used by the FINDPATH program. Arc/Info assigns a unique user-ID to each
node when it creates the node attribute table. Because bus stops form only a
small fraction of the nodes in the Arc/Info street base map, these user-IDs may
have a much wider range of values than the count of bus stops. For example,
although the bus network may contain only 400 stops, the Arc/Info user-IDs for
those nodes may range between 100 and 15,000. The FINDPATH program is
much more efficient if the node numbers form a consecutive sequence starting
with zero. The NODE table facilitates the conversion between the "network"
node numbers assigned by Arc/Info and the internal node numbers used by the
FINDPATH program.
Paths
The path identification program stores its results in a table called PATH. This
table is used to identify the sequence of sections in the SEC that lie on a path and
the cost of traveling between two nodes using that path. The section-IDs stored
in this table correspond to user-IDs in the section table of Arc/Info route system
for which the paths were found. Maintaining these common identifiers enables
the prototype to establish a link between the PATH table and the sections of the
relevant Arc/Info route system, allowing the paths to be displayed in the GIS.
This table is similar in structure to the table SU PER N ETWORK, although the
PATH table has some additional columns. Paths are calculated and stored for
every origin-destination pair in the supernetwork. Each such pair may have mul-
tiple paths between them. We identify the different paths for an particular pair
by their rank. The rank starts at 1, which denotes the shortest path. Hence, the
origin, destination, and rank jointly identify a path.
Storing a particular path typically requires multiple rows in the table. Paths
are be stored in the PATH table in two different, though similar, formats--one for
paths of rank 1, another for higher ranked paths. For paths of rank 1 (the shortest
paths), the PATH table stores the shortest path tree for a particular origin (for
origin-based paths) or destination (for destination-based paths) in a very com-
pact way. Figure 4-3 illustrates a shortest path tree. Node 1, the origin, sits at the
root of the tree. This graph does not represent the entire supernetwork. Rather,
the tree contains the results of the path-finding process and therefore shows only
those arcs needed to complete the shortest journey from node 1 to all other
nodes. To retrieve the shortest path from the origin to another node, we locate
the destination node and trace the tree back to the origin. In this example, the
shortest path from node 1 to node 4 has a total cost of 125 and traverses sections 1
and 3.
Each arc in the tree corresponds to one arc in the supernetwork and is stored
as one row in the PATH table. The tabular representation of this tree is shown in
Table 4-1. Note that the columns of the PATH table not necessary for this
example have been omitted and that some column names have been abbreviated.
-- Route 10
100 1 - - -> Route 20
100 Cumulative Cost
2 1 Section-ID
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Figure 4-3. An example shortest path tree for origin 1.
The tree format has the advantage of compactness: if there are n nodes in the
network, representing the paths from a single origin to all n -1 destinations
requires only n -1 arcs. Without using a tree, the path to each destination could
be stored individually, requiring an average of (n -1)/2 arcs for each origin-
destination pair, or (n - 1)2 / 2 arcs for a single origin. Among all n2 - n origin-
destination pairs collectively, the tree format saves approximately
(n - 1)2-
n1 2  -(n -1)] rows in the table PATH. For large networks this storage sav-
ings can be very significant.
Table 4-1. Tabular representation of the shortest path tree in Figure 4-3.
ORIGIN DEST RANK FR NODE TO NODE ROUTE FR SEC TO SEC COST
1 NULL 1 1 2 10 1 1 100
1 NULL 1 2 3 10 2 2 200
1 NULL 1 2 4 20 3 3 125
1 NULL 1 4 5 20 4 4 175
Paths for higher ranks are stored differently. Instead of storing a path tree for
each origin (or destination), the linear sequence of arcs comprising a path is
stored for each separate origin-destination pair. We cannot construct a tree for
these higher ranked paths as we did before. As discussed in the previous chapter,
the FINDPATH program identifies significantly different paths by deleting the
arcs for previously found paths from the supernetwork before searching for a
new path. Hence, the supernetwork topology is different every time the program
attempts to find a path with rank greater than 1. Because of these topology
changes, arcs that may be included in a second-shortest path from the origin to
one destination may not be available for a second-shortest path to a different
destination. As a result, the optimality conditions for shortest paths in a network
(described in Chapter 2) do not hold, and a valid shortest path tree may not exist
for these paths. Hence, the program stores them as separate linear strands. Since
we cannot use the efficient tree representation, higher-ranked paths may require
large amounts of storage. Therefore, the application needs to keep the maximum
path rank as small as possible to avert exceeding storage constraints. An example
of how the rank 2 path for origin 1 and destination 5 might look is shown in
Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4. An example rank 2 path for origin 1 and destination 5.
We could store a row for each supernetwork arc in this path as we did for the
shortest path tree. Doing so, however, would waste storage space. Often, these
paths will have stretches along a single route with consecutively numbered sec-
tions. For example, the path above has two continuous sections on Route 30. We
can combine these two sections together into a single record in the PATH table.
Empirically, we have found that this path compression strategy yields a tremen-
dous savings in storage space in the database. The tabular representation of this
path is shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2. Tabular representation of the rank 2 path in Figure 4-4.
ORIGIN DEST RANK FRNODE TONODE ROUTE FRSEC TOSEC COST
2
2
30
40
140
185
The Accessibility Metric
Two tables, PATHSUMMARY and ACCESS, store the results of the accessi-
bility model. As stated earlier, a given path between an origin and destination
Route 30
-- -> Route 40
100 Cumulative Cost
1 Section-ID
may be represented by many rows in the PATH table. In calculating the accessi-
bility metric for a particular origin-destination pair, we only need to know the
cumulative cost for each path. We also need to know the headway of the first
route on the path. It proves computationally efficient to summarize the cost and
initial headway of each of the paths for a origin-destination pair in the
PATHSUMMARY table. Every path for each origin-destination pair requires one
row in this table that identifies its rank, cost, and headway.
The table ACCESS contains the results of the accessibility model for each
origin-destination pair. The prototype calculates the accessibility metric by
aggregating the path summaries in the PATHSUMMARY table. When calculat-
ing the accessibility (using the method described in the previous chapter), we
define a selected set of paths from the complete set of paths for an origin-
destination pair. By virtue of the accessibility metric algorithm, the selected set
will contain all the paths between 1 and i, where 1 i n and n is the maximum
rank path found for a given origin-destination pair. The values of these i, the
maximum rank of the paths in the selected set, are stored in the ACCESS table as
well.
Implementation Notes
The Oracle database, as with most implementations of SQL, permits the user
to define virtual tables called views. Views have the structure of a table, but are
defined as a SQL query on one or more other tables. Hence, views require no
physical storage space for the data they return. In the preceding discussion we
have mentioned only tables, but some of these objects could potentially be
implemented as views as well. For example, the NETWORK table need not be a
physical table but could be defined as a view on the RAT, SEC, ROUTE, and
ROUTESERVICE tables. In principle, replacing a table with a view is transpar-
ent to the applications that use those tables, and those programs should execute
correctly without modification. As a practical matter, however, it is generally
more time efficient to use tables rather than views, even though this strategy
involves storing redundant data. The example of the NETWORK table is a case in
point. Because of quirks in Oracle, if the NETWORK object is defined as a view,
the code in the FINDPATH program that builds the SUPERNETWORK runs
extremely slowly and consumes excessive temporary disk space. Conversely, if
NETWORK is a table, the same code executes rapidly without resource problems.
As we noted earlier, many of the tables in this scheme-those modified by the
path-finding program or the scripts that compute the accessibility metric
-support the storage of multiple accessibility analyses. These tables
(SUPERNETWORK, NODE, PATH, PATHSUMMARY, and ACCESS) imple-
ment this feature via the foreign key column NETWORK, which corresponds to
the numeric network identifier of the same name in the table
NETWORKCATALOG. This strategy allows the results of the path-finding anal-
ysis to be distributed among several tables or concentrated in a single table.
Storing the results in a single table facilitates comparisons among different net-
works. The programs, however, must delete all the previous results for a given
network before beginning a new network analysis. Empirically, the process of
deleting many thousands of rows from a table is very slow, whereas dropping a
table and recreating it (empty) is very fast. Therefore, performance concerns dic-
tate storing the results for different networks in different tables.
Conclusion
In this chapter we described the structure of the data manipulated by the pro-
totype. We outlined how the data is stored in text files, Arc/Info coverages and
route systems, Info tables, and Oracle tables. In the next chapter we explore the
procedures, programs, and algorithms that create, transform, and maintain the
data that fits in this framework.
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5. Implementation
This chapter completes the description of the structure of the prototype begun
in Chapter 3. Whereas the last chapter focused on the structure of the data, this
chapter explores the programs that manipulate that data. We will examine the
software development tools, the operating environment, the algorithms used,
and the specific programs that were implemented. Three phases of
implementation are discussed: data collection and preparation, network analysis,
and visualizing results. Brief descriptions of the program files can be found in
Appendices K, L, M, and N.
Software Development Environment
Three major software development tools form the foundation of this applica-
tion: a geographic information system, a relational database management system,
and the C programming language.
Arc/Info: A Geographic Information System
The geographic information system underlying the application is Arc/Info
Version 6.0.1 (hereafter simply V6.0). It provides a graphics engine, spatial anal-
ysis tools, and a rudimentary database management system. Arc/Info contains
many modules; those used by the prototype include:
1) ARC, the interface to most of Arc/Info's spatial analysis facilities;
2) ARCEDIT, a graphics-based tool for modifying the features and
attribute data of Arc/Info coverages;
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3) ARCPLOT, a graphical query-and-display tool;
4) ROUTE, a path-finding module;
5) TABLES, a simplified front-end to the Info database system; and
6) INFO, the complete interface to the Info database.
Arc/Info can be programmed to automate various tasks by writing macros in
AML (for ARC Macro Language). In addition, AML facilitates graphical menus
and forms.
Note that Arc/Info Version 6.1, which was not available when the software
development for this project was under way, contains many enhancements that
would have affected the design of this prototype. Of these, the most significant is
the elimination of the ROUTE module and the incorporation of its features into
ARCPLOT. The basic logic behind the prototype's design, however, remains
valid, and most of the prototype's components-the query-and-display tool in
particular-continue to work correctly under the new version of the software.
References to Arc/Info V6 (without either ".0" or ".1") apply to either version.
Arc/Info is capable of storing large amounts of spatial data, including the
street network base map and the attributes that accompany its arcs and nodes. In
addition to managing and displaying these data, the GIS can perform selected
spatial operations on it. These operations include determining the "buffer"
around a set of arcs or points and identifying all the arcs or nodes that fall inside
a polygon. The example analysis in Chapter 6 illustrates the use of the buffering
technique.
Arc/Info stores a group of related routes as a "route system." A route is
composed of one or more "sections," each relating directly to an arc in the
underlying line coverage. While a section can refer to a piece of an arc, the
prototype uses only whole-arc sections. Extra nodes between street intersections
may be explicitly included as necessary to represent intermediate points. Not
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every node in the street network is a stop in the bus route network that overlays
it. Therefore, the inter-stop bus route "segments" may traverse more than one
link in the street network. Ideally, each of these inter-stop segments should be an
entity supported by the GIS, because the path analysis requires a network with
this topology. Arc/Info, however, lacks any abstraction of routes beyond ordered
lists of sections. Consequently, the path-finding program generates the
"supernetwork" of inter-stop segments dynamically at the start of its run. We
elaborate on the construction of the supernetwork later in this chapter.
Info, Arc/Info's internal database management system, uses a quasi-
relational table structure to organize non-spatial data. The tools available to
access this database are limited. First, a "relate" between tables (similar to a rela-
tional "join") must rely on a single item only. This contrasts with a true relational
database, where the relationships between two tables may involve several
columns or functions on those columns, providing a high level of flexibility. In
addition, Info lacks good support for one-to-many relationships. Arc/Info V6
introduces database cursors, a facility that enables each row in a one-to-many
relationship to be processed individually. A macro can use this feature to process
the multiple values returned by queries on one-to-many relationships in a loop.
Since a user must write AML code to make effective use of this feature, it is cum-
bersome and error-prone. Additionally, the macros execute slowly since the
Arc/Info macro language (AML) is interpreted, not compiled.
Additionally, Info accesses data inefficiently. It does not use a cache to
improve performance when the same data is referenced multiple times, and it
has only the most basic indexing facilities. Therefore, queries take a lot longer
than necessary. Also, Info has very limited functionality for doing aggregation
over groups, a basic operation that SQL-language relational databases handle
effortlessly. Lastly, Info is not designed to facilitate simultaneous access by
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multiple users; if one user accesses a table, then other users are prohibited to
writing to it until the first user is done. This limitation may inhibit the ability of a
group to cooperate in the preparation of data.
Oracle: A Relational Database Management System
This application makes extensive use of the Oracle relational database
management system (Version 6.0.31). This popular RDBMS relies on the indus-
try-standard relational database language SQL (for Structured Query Language)
to access and manipulate data organized as tables. Oracle's implementation of
SQL has numerous extensions that increase its functionality. Eberlein (1992) pro-
posed two spatial relational operators, one to traverse a series of contiguous arcs
stored in a table starting at an origin ("Chain") or a destination ("BackChain").
These operators can be implemented using an Oracle enhancement to the
SELECT statement (SELECT.. .CONNECT BY... START WITH) that enables
queries to interpret a table as a tree structure. The prototype exploits this feature
extensively. The Oracle kernel also includes numerous built-in functions that can
greatly simplify queries because they accept complex expressions on columns as
arguments. In addition, Oracle provides "read consistency" for queries, meaning
that a SQL statement that updates a table or inserts into it can contain a nested
query that refers to the table being modified, obtaining a "snapshot" of the table
before the operation began. Some other relational databases do not support this
useful feature.
A major reason for using relational databases to store data is that they enable
data independence, which Date defines as "the immunity of applications to change
in storage structure and access technique" (Date 1990, p. 18, italics removed).
Stated differently, the way data is stored physically and the indexing schemes
available to speed access are transparent to the application. Oracle provides sub-
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stantially better performance than Info. Our version of Oracle included the
Transaction Processing Option (designed to speed multi-user access), and many
Oracle tuning parameters were adjusted to enhance performance. Oracle's speed
and flexibility make it a natural platform for doing the sophisticated types of
queries that needed for this application.
Connecting Arc/Info and Oracle
A linchpin of this application was the ability to move data between Arc/Info,
which has limited database functionality, to Oracle, with its rich SQL-based envi-
ronment, and to query Oracle data directly from Arc/Info. Various issues
complicate connecting Arc/Info to the Oracle database. While Arc/Info can
access RDBMS tables, the RDBMS cannot access Info tables directly. Therefore,
one must copy the necessary data from Info into Oracle before it can be used
there. This process, unfortunately, leads to duplication of data and the possibility
that the Arc/Info and Oracle versions of the data will become mutually inconsis-
tent. A link between Arc/Info tables and Oracle tables (called a "relate" in
Arc/Info terminology) must rely on a single column only. In contrast, "joins"
within the RDBMS itself can use an arbitrary number of columns. Therefore, we
have to make sure that our Oracle tables contain the necessary unitary identifiers
that correspond to their Arc/Info equivalents.
Arc/Info's ARCPLOT module provides two mechanisms for accessing data
stored in a remote RDBMS, database cursors and "native mode" queries. As
mentioned above, using cursors to process one-to-many relationships is
awkward in most situations. Native mode queries, however, are quite powerful.
To use this capability, an Oracle table must be "related" to an Info table through
a common column. Normally, an ARCPLOT user selects rows of interest from
Info tables (e.g., the AAT or SEC) using the Info query syntax. With a native
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mode query, the Info query conditions are replaced by a SQL WHERE clause.
This clause identifies a set of rows in the related Oracle table. Using the common
identifier, the rows returned by Oracle are used to modify the selected set of
rows in the related Info table. In this mode, a one-to-many relationship between
the Info and Oracle tables functions as intended. This feature adds much of the
power SQL for identifying spatial data objects to the GIS. Additionally, it
supports one-to-many relationships in a way that is difficult to replicate with
Info alone. Because Arc/Info V6.0 truncates the WHERE clause after 133
characters (including the keyword WHERE), the power of a native mode query is
limited. (Arc/Info V6.1 relaxes this limit, allowing the user to submit
significantly longer expressions.) In V6.0, we worked around this problem by
creating a view in the relational database for every complex query. As noted in
Chapter 4, a view is a virtual table defined by a query (i.e., a SELECT statement)
saved in the relational database. The view's query can have as complicated a
WHERE clause as desired. Hence, the prototype often relates an Arc/Info feature
attribute table to a view based on an Oracle table instead of the table itself. When
using this technique, we typically want to retrieve all the rows returned by the
view. Because Arc/Info does not permit the WHERE clause to be omitted from a
native mode query, a dummy clause such as WHERE 1 = 1 is necessary to obtain
all the rows.
C: A Third-Generation Programming Language
The last tool we employed is the C programming language as defined by the
ANSI (American National Standards Institute) standard. Specifically, we used C
with embedded SQL to implement the FINDPATH program, which builds the
supernetwork topology and identifies paths in the prototype. C, unlike SQL, is
procedural. Because C is an efficient compiled language, its programs can be
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very fast. We used C to improve the execution speed of operations that are
inherently procedural and require much computation. The precompiler utility
supplied with the RDBMS, PRO*C, enables C programs to include embedded
SQL statements that access the database. The program and RDBMS exchange
data using ordinary program variables. The prototype required the custom com-
puter program because Arc/Info's own path-finding capability is inadequate,
and the relational database is neither fast enough nor designed to identify paths
directly. An RDBMS-based implementation of the path-finding program that did
not use a third-generation programming language would have to query the
database and update it many thousands of times in rapid succession. Such inten-
sive database access is extraordinarily slow. Instead, the FINDPATH program
initially queries the database for all the data it needs, performs the analysis, and
then writes the results back to the database. This approach contrasts with that of
an earlier network analysis prototype for a GIS and an RDBMS (Grayson 1991),
which used the database to store intermediate results, with consequently poor
performance. While the current strategy has the advantage of speed, it increases
the coding complexity and reduces the maintainability of the application.
Compared to SQL, AML, or Informix-4GL (the language used for the earlier pro-
totype), C code is trickier to write, debug, maintain, and comprehend.
Computing Environment
Development of this prototype began on a Digital DECstation 3100 worksta-
tion running the Ultrix operating system (Version 4.2A), a Unix variant as
customized for the Athena Computing Environment, a distributed network of
workstations at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This machine is
equipped with 24 megabytes of memory and approximately 1.8 gigabytes of disk
storage. Later, a much more powerful computer became available-a
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RISC/System 6000 PowerStation 320H workstation manufactured by
International Business Machines. This machine is equipped with Arc/Info V6.0
and Oracle, and the data and programs were ported to this platform. (In fact,
Arc/Info on both platforms uses an identical coverage format and AML imple-
mentation. The porting effort was confined to moving files and recompiling the C
program, which required modest changes during the transition.) This computer
is equipped with 64 megabytes of memory and about 1.6 gigabytes of disk
storage and uses the AIX 3.2 operating system, another Unix variant. Both
computers are networked and support the X window system (X11R4) for high-
resolution color graphics displays. Because the two machines are networked
together and Arc/Info and Oracle are installed on both, the AML macros, menus,
and forms written for the IBM computer will run on the Digital machine without
alteration. We used this capability to produce the map included in Chapter 6.
FINDPATH C/Embedded SQL program
The FINDPATH program performs the network analysis in the prototype. It
has two main tasks: 1) identifying one or more paths for each origin-destination
pair in the supernetwork, and 2) building a supernetwork from the simple transit
network representation created in Arc/Info. The program is written in C and
uses embedded SQL to access the Oracle database, where the input data and the
output results are stored.
Before running this program, several tables in the database must be created
and initialized. The details of this process are described in the section
"Performing a Network Analysis" near the end of this chapter. The program is
invoked at the Unix shell prompt using the command f indpath followed by
zero or more command line options, the name of a network that identifies a set of
analysis parameters, and, optionally, the username and password to use when
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connecting to the database (e.g., f indpath -rebuild networki
useri /passwdl). Some options determine how much output regarding the
program's progress will be displayed at the terminal (e.g., -quiet, -nowarn).
Other options control whether the program will execute its supernetwork-
construction code (-rebuild) or suppress its path-finding phase (-nopath).
Finding Paths
In its initialization phase, FINDPATH queries the NETWORKCATALOG
table to determine which tables it should access and other operating parameters.
If the supernetwork has never been built before or the -rebuild option is
specified, it builds the supernetwork topology from the contents of the
NETWORK table and stores it in the SUPERNETWORK and NODE tables. We
describe the supernetwork construction process later in this chapter.
In order to minimize the number of queries to the database and thereby
improve performance, FINDPATH loads the network data from the
SUPERNETWORK table into its own internal "forward-star" data structure,
which efficiently stores the network in memory. Refer to Syslo, et. al (1983, pp.
224-226) for an explanation of this data structure. Loading the network into
memory greatly enhances the program's speed but limits the maximum size of
the network under consideration. Given a computer equipped with a reasonable
amount of random access memory, and, optionally, an adequate virtual memory
configuration (e.g., the IBM workstation used for this thesis), the possibility of
running into the memory constraint with a reasonably sized problem is small.
Nevertheless, very large networks would require the program to use a different
approach to retrieve and manipulate the network.
As mentioned above, the idea of storing intermediate results in memory
rather than the database grew out of experience gained from an earlier network
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analysis effort (Grayson 1991). That application calculated shortest paths in a
street network derived from an Arc/Info coverage using the Informix RDBMS. A
subset of the Arc/Info arc attribute table was dumped to a text file and loaded
into an Informix database, where an Informix-4GL program computed shortest
paths using Dijkstra's algorithm. The results of the analysis were written to a text
file that was loaded back into Arc/Info for display. This prototype used the
database extensively to store intermediate results at considerable performance
cost. The process of transferring data between the relational database and
Arc/Info using the text files was also time-consuming. The accessibility proto-
type addresses both problems. First, direct connections between Arc/Info and
Oracle facilitate direct access to Oracle data from Arc/Info and simplify copying
data from one system to the other. Unlike the Informix-4GL program, which
queried and updated the database very frequently, the FINDPATH program
keeps database accesses to a minimum, performing most operations on an in-
memory copy of the data. In addition, the Oracle database offers substantially
superior performance than the SE ("Standard Engine") version of Informix used
for the earlier project.
Once the network has been read, the program commences finding the paths.
The program supports both origin- and destination-based path searches. The ori-
entation the program uses is determined by the value of the BASIS column in the
NETWORKCATALOG table. Throughout this chapter, we will describe
algorithms in terms of an origin-based search. The destination-based case is
completely symmetric; replace the word "origin" with "destination," and vice
versa, to interpret this description for that orientation. For each origin, the
program finds the shortest path to all the destinations and stores the result in the
table PATH. We ensure that the shortest path from any origin to any destination
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is available by running the shortest path algorithm for every origin in the
network.
The program's method for identifying multiple paths was described in
Chapter 3. To review, the program identifies significantly different paths
between an origin and destination by first finding the shortest path between
them. Then, all the arcs that lie on this path are temporarily excluded from the
network, and the shortest path is found again for this reduced subnetwork. We
repeat this procedure, cumulatively removing arcs from the network, until either
it becomes impossible to go from the origin to the destination because too many
arcs have been eliminated or the program reaches a specified limit on the maxi-
mum number of paths to be found (stored in the MAXRANK column in the
NETWORKCATALOG table, or 5 by default).
The sequence of processing is summarized in the pseudocode description
below:
Read analysis parameters for this network from the NETWORKCATALOG table
If the supernetwork for this network has never been built or a rebuild is
requested then
Build the supemetwork and save it in the SUPERNETWORK table
Map external node numbers to internal node numbers in the NODE table
Delete previously stored paths for this network from the PATH table
Read in the supernetwork from the database
For each origin
/* Find the path with rank 1 */
Set rank = 1
Find the shortest path from the origin to all other nodes
Save the paths in the PATH table
/* Find the higher ranked paths */
For each destination different from the origin
Set rank = 2
While the destination is still reachable from the origin and the rank is not
greater than maximum
Delete any arcs on previously identified paths between this
origin and destination from the network temporarily
Find the shortest path from the origin to all other nodes
Save the path in the PATH table
Set rank = rank + 1.
Restore any temporarily deleted arcs.
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Constructing the Supernetwork
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the network representation provided by the
Arc/Info route system data model is inadequate for finding a valid set of paths.
Hence, we must first transform the transit network into a suitable supernetwork.
Here we discuss the details of this process. Consider a simple transit network
constructed of Arc/Info sections, shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1. A simple transit network.
This network shows the east- and westbound directions of a route between nodes
A and C. The large nodes indicate places the route passes in both directions,
while the small node indicates a location that only one direction of the route
passes. Let us denote arcs by their origin and destination nodes (e.g., B-C). Arcs
B-C and C-B traverse the same street in opposite directions, whereas arc A-B is
on a different street than arcs B-D and D-A. Assume that point B is a stop on the
route in the eastbound direction, but not in the westbound direction. Nodes A
and C are stops in both directions, and D is a stop only in the westbound direc-
tion. Suppose our objective is to travel from node A to node D. Because there is
no direct connection from A to D and no transfer point at B, we must travel all
the way to C before heading to D.
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Consider how the shortest path algorithm would process this network. Let
cost(a) be the cost of traversing the arc a. Each node i has a label, denoted label(i),
indicating the cumulative cost of the shortest path to that node found so far, and
a predecessor, denoted pred(i), that indicates the node's predecessor on the
shortest path. The algorithm maintains a queue of nodes that it will visit. When
the algorithm visits node i, it examines all the nodes j directly connected to i,
comparing the label(j) with label(i) + cost(i-j). If label(i) + cost(i-j) < label(j), then
label(j) is set to label(i) + cost(i-j), pred(j) is set to i, and j is added to the queue of
nodes that will be visited. Initially, all the predecessors are undefined; all the
labels are set to infinity, except for the origin, node A, whose label is zero; and
the queue contains only node A. The algorithm retrieves node A from the queue
and considers all the nodes connected to it (here, node B only). Because label(B) is
infinite, the algorithm assigns cost(A-B) to label(B), sets pred(B) to A, and adds
node B to the queue. Node B is immediately removed from the queue and the
arcs connecting B to nodes C and D are considered. Because the labels at C and D
are infinite, label(C) is assigned cost(A-B) + cost(B-C), pred(C) is set to B, label(D)
becomes cost(A-B) + cost(B-D), and pred(D) is set to B. Nodes C and D are added
to the queue. Next, C is removed from the queue and the link C-B is evaluated.
Since label(C) + cost(C-B) > label(B), label(B) remains unchanged and node B is
not added to the queue. Next, the algorithm visits node D and evaluates the arc
connecting it to node A. Because cost(A-B) + cost(B-D) + cost(D-A) > label(A),
node A is not added to the queue. The queue is now empty and the algorithm
terminates. We can now retrieve the paths from A to the other nodes and ascer-
tain their total costs. By tracing the predecessors back from D, we find that the
shortest path from A is A-B-D with a total cost of cost(A-B) + cost(B-D). We
stated earlier, however, that the transfer at B is prohibited. The correct path is
therefore A-B-C-B-D, with a total cost of cost(A-B) + cost(B-C) + cost(C-B) +
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cost(B-D). This error occurs because the way we want to interpret this network
(i.e., with transfers at B forbidden) violates the principle of optimality and
Bellman's equations (Bellman 1958), which we outlined in Chapter 2. Specifically,
the correct path from A to D through B is not equal to the concatenation of the
shortest path from A to B with the shortest path from B to D. This problem can be
ameliorated by modifying the topology of the network to create a supernetwork
that restores the optimality conditions. The supernetwork of the network above
is illustrated in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2. The supernetwork of the transit network in Figure 5-1.
In the supernetwork, the single arc C-D replaces the westbound arcs C-B and
B-D. Now, the transfer at B is prohibited by the topology of the network. After
the shortest path algorithm reaches point B, it must proceed to node C and then
to D, ignoring node B for the westbound leg, thereby finding the correct path.
The FINDPATH program constructs the supernetwork from the transit net-
work by reading the contents of the NETWORK table and combining all the
contiguous sections between stops into a single arc. In the NETWORK table, not
all nodes are stops. In the supernetwork, however, all nodes are stops. The pro-
gram constructs the supernetwork entirely by executing SQL statements that
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reference the NETWORK, SUPERNETWORK, and NODE tables. The bulk of the
effort is therefore borne by the RDBMS, not the program.
The NETWORK and SUPERNETWORK tables refer to nodes by the user-IDs
stored in the Arc/Info NAT. Because the program would waste memory and
processing time if the nodes were not sequentially numbered from zero, the pro-
gram maps these node numbers, hereafter called the network node numbers, to
an internal node number used by the FINDPATH program. This mapping is
stored in the NODE table.
As mentioned earlier, transit planners often want to model the cost of board-
ing a bus, alighting from a bus, or transferring between buses. The data scheme
described in Chapter 4 includes tables that model these costs. The current
implementation of the FINDPATH program is incomplete, and it currently does
not build a supernetwork that correctly models these non-travel costs. Including
them would add considerable complexity to the supernetwork. The enhance-
ments to the supernetwork required to support these costs are discussed in
Chapter 7.
Data Collection and Preparation
One of the major phases of the research for this thesis was devoted to collect-
ing data, writing routines to process it, and preparing it for use. About half of the
overall effort for this thesis was invested in this pursuit. The task proved
formidable because so little of the necessary data was readily available in a form
that could be directly used by Arc/Info (i.e., coverages and route systems). Here
we discuss the procedures involved in the data preparation process that builds
the necessary representation.
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Road Network Base Map
Because buses operate over the same streets as cars, an important prerequisite
to building a bus route network in digital form is a detailed and accurate repre-
sentation of city streets. Fortunately, the United States Bureau of the Census has
collected and distributed the necessary street centerline data. The Topologically
Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) system is
a major new digital database developed by the Bureau of the Census and the USGS [United
States Geological Survey] for the 1990 Decennial Census of the United States. TIGER is the
first comprehensive digital street map of the United States, containing digital data at a scale
of 1:100,000 for every street and road in the nation, the range of address numbers located
along each section of every street in the 345 largest urban areas, all the railroads and names
of their operating companies, all significant hydrographic features and the associated
names, and other information (Antenucci, et al. 1991, p. 289).
These data are distributed publicly as TIGER/Line files, one set for each county
or parish. The files are widely available on compact disc at little or no cost. It pro-
vides an invaluable starting point for assembling data based on street networks.
TIGER data suffers from many faults, however, including missing arcs and omit-
ted address ranges and ZIP codes. Below we describe mechanisms for managing
these problems by modifying the base map in a maintainable way.
Converting the TIGER File to an Arc /Info Coverage of Streets
The original source for the base map was an Arc/Info coverage of Suffolk
County, Massachusetts created from the raw TIGER files. We limited the geo-
graphic extent of the map to this one county because TIGER files are organized at
the county level, and it is difficult to combine data from multiple counties. Roads
that cross county lines may not have endpoints that match exactly between the
two TIGER files involved. That problem can be readily solved (using the
Arc/Info MATCHNODE command). A less tractable problem involves the
preparation of address geocoding data. To generate the address coverage, the
ACODE tables from the multiple counties must be combined into a single table,
resulting in a large amount of redundant data if the original tables are retained.
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Even if combining multiple counties were easy, the greater Boston area is
composed of five counties, some of which are quite large. Managing such a large
data set was impractical for this project because adequate disk storage was not
available and a larger geographic area would lengthen processing times for all
the components. Fortunately, the prototype can demonstrate its most important
features using a street network from a single county.
The TIGER files contain non-street features such as political boundaries, rail-
roads, and hydrography that should not be part of the street topology. TIGER
data contains a Census Class Feature Code (CFCC) for every arc that
characterizes it both broadly (as a road, railroad, political boundary, etc.) and
narrowly (neighborhood road, divided highway, interstate highway, etc.). The
narrow distinctions are highly inaccurate (e.g., some sections of the
Massachusetts Turnpike, a large interstate highway, are characterized as a
neighborhood road), the broader classifications enjoy much better data quality.
We created a new coverage containing only road features extracted from the
original TIGER coverage.
Filling in Missing Address Ranges
This project's method for digitizing transit routes relies heavily on address
matching to identify locations in the street network. TIGER files include informa-
tion about street names, address ranges, and ZIP codes for arcs. Unfortunately,
many arcs lack address range data. These same arcs also lack ZIP codes. If two
streets meet in multiple places (e.g., where a street makes a slight zig-zag
through an intersection), then an intersection between the streets (e.g., "Main St.
/ Center St.") does not identify a single location unambiguously. When encoding
bus routes, we want to be able to identify any street corner, even when this
situation occurs. A street address (e.g. "100 Main St.") is an alternative way of
identifying a location by address matching that circumvents the occasional
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ambiguity of intersections. If the TIGER files do not include an address range for
all the arcs that meet at an intersection, however, this technique is ineffective.
Therefore, filling in the missing address ranges can improve the effectiveness of
the prototype's route construction routines. Ascertaining the actual address
ranges-even for the relatively small number of streets used by the bus
network-was infeasible. Hence, we elected to provide artificial address ranges
for all street links that lacked real ones. Murakami and Greenleaf (1992)
encountered the same problem with TIGER files for the Seattle, WA area and
came to the same conclusion.
In order both to guarantee a match and to permit identification of the artificial
address ranges, the following scheme was devised. Each arc in the TIGER files
has a unique eight-digit numeric identifier. TIGER records contain address
ranges for both the left and right sides of streets. Some records lack the range
only for one side of the street, while others lack both. The Arc/Info representa-
tion of addresses permits address numbers of up to six digits. An artificial
address range was constructed using the last four digits of the arc's TIGER
record number. This number was multiplied by one hundred to form the address
range base. Address range numbers have even or odd parity for each side of the
street. For address ranges on the even-numbered side of the street, the range
began at the base and ended at the base plus ninety-eight. For the odd side of the
street, the range began at the base plus one and ended at the base plus ninety-
nine. For those arcs lacking only one address range, the parity of the missing
range could be inferred. For those arcs lacking both, the parity was assigned arbi-
trarily. Because these manipulations could not be easily performed with
Arc/Info's native Info database, the requisite data was transferred to Oracle and
the operations executed there. An AML macro called ADDRESS_FIX.AML per-
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forms this function. The macro creates temporary Info and Oracle tables that are
documented in the appendices. The final result is stored in the address coverage.
Artificial address ranges are easily identified because the address numbers
are abnormally large and the first four digits match the last four digits of the
TIGER record number. An exact match to an arc using its artificial address range
is virtually guaranteed, because the artificial ranges are unlikely to conflict with
real address ranges (at least in Boston; in other locations where six-digit
addresses abound, this assumption may not hold) and two arcs on the same
street are unlikely to share the same final four digits in their TIGER identifiers.
Adding ZIP Codes to the Coverage
Arc/Info's address matching algorithm can optionally use a "zone" identifier
to assist in finding a match. The logical choice for the zone is the five-digit postal
ZIP (Zone Improvement Plan) code, because ZIP codes are widely used and are
frequently included in TIGER data. The TIGER files themselves lack the data to
construct complete ZIP code boundary polygons. Therefore, we required a ZIP
code map from another source. We obtained a digital map of greater Boston ZIP
codes from Strategic Mapping, Inc. in the format used by their Atlas*GIS map-
ping program for personal computers (PCs) using the MS-DOS operating system.
We converted this map to a workstation Arc/Info polygon coverage. This pro-
cess required exporting the map using Atlas*GIS, importing the map using PC
Arc/Info, and exporting it again. The export file created by PC Arc/Info was
then imported by the workstation version of the software.
Using this Arc/Info coverage of ZIP codes (called BOSZIP), a ZIP code was
assigned to each arc in the street network using the Arc/Info IDENTITY com-
mand. This command has the undesirable effect of splitting arcs where they cross
a ZIP code boundary. For reasons that will be explained in greater detail else-
where, splitting arcs has a variety of negative consequences. Therefore, it is
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necessary to use the output coverage created by the IDENTITY operation (with
split arcs) to assign ZIP codes to arcs in the original coverage (without split arcs).
As with the address range corrections, it proved advantageous to transfer the ZIP
code data to Oracle for further manipulation. Because of arc splitting, an arc in
the original coverage could have more than one counterpart in the output
coverage, each one having a different ZIP code. Each arc in the original coverage
must be assigned exactly one ZIP code, chosen from the ZIP codes of its
corresponding fragments in the output coverage. A macro called
FINALZIPFIX.AML performs this task using the ZIP code of the longest
fragment. The macro creates temporary Info and Oracle tables and an Oracle
view that are described in the appendices. The final result is stored in the address
coverage.
Missing Arcs Added
In the process of digitizing bus routes, we occasionally encountered streets
that were missing from the base map. In some cases, we elected to add the miss-
ing streets to the coverage. Because this process is time-consuming and laborious,
we avoided taking this step except where it appeared particularly necessary. The
difficulties arise not so much from the act of drawing the missing street links, but
from the need to update the relevant attribute data. We also wanted to make any
changes in a fashion that would permit us to make use of an improved base map
should one become available.
The simplest case occurs when two nodes exist in the coverage already, but
the arc connecting them does not. Using the Arc/Info module ARCEDIT, one can
draw the necessary line between the two nodes and update the various attribute
fields for the new arc accordingly. ARCEDIT must be configured in order to
make sure that when we draw a new arc it will "snap" its endpoints to existing
arcs and nodes and split any arcs that it finds in between. Each arc in an Arc/Info
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coverage contains a user-ID that is typically but not necessarily unique. For cov-
erages derived from TIGER files, this identifier is set to the TIGER record number
assigned by the Bureau of the Census. Since a newly added arc has no record
number assigned by the Bureau, we selected an identifier that is outside of the
range of numbers currently in use. Specifically, we began numbering added arcs
at 99,990,000. (The Suffolk County TIGER files contains IDs in the 85,000,000-
86,000,000 range.)
More frequently, adding an arc will require splitting one or more arcs in the
original coverage because the new arc intersects existing arcs at points that are
not pre-existing nodes. Because the TIGER files represents a planar graph, all arcs
that cross each other must intersect at a node, even if the arcs do not actually
meet (e.g., a highway grade separation). Therefore, wherever a new arc meets an
old arc, we must create a node if it is not already there. These split arcs pose a
dilemma, because we want to retain their identity as original TIGER arcs (to
facilitate linkage with other data sets that reference the TIGER-ID), yet we also
want to ensure that each arc in the coverage has a unique user-ID. We solved this
problem by creating a new item in the arc attribute table called TIGER-ID that is
set to the original TIGER record number, if any, for the arc. Then, any arc that
gets split receives a new user-ID greater than or equal to 99,990,000. The other
data in the AAT for a split arc remains unchanged. This scheme fosters
maintainability because we can easily identify any completely new arcs in the
coverage (user-ID 99,990,000 and TIGER-ID = 0) and original TIGER arcs that
were split (user-ID 2 99,990,000 and TIGER-ID > 0). If we should happen to split
a non-TIGER arc at some juncture, we would simply give the two new pieces
new user-IDs. If, at some later point, we were to obtain an improved base map
based on TIGER into which we wanted to merge our changes, we could create a
coverage containing only the changed arcs using the criteria described above,
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then append it to the new coverage. In actual practice, one would want to con-
firm the impact of appending the new arcs visually before combining the
coverages.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, when Arc/Info converts TIGER files to a cover-
age, it creates an ACODE table in Info that contains the address data relevant to
each arc. For every arc we insert in the coverage we must add one or more corre-
sponding records in the ACODE table. We must also update the ACODE table
when we split arcs, because we assign new user-IDs to the resulting fragments. It
is desirable to perform these updates in a manner that does not destroy the
address data associated with the original, unadulterated arc. Hence, our strategy
requires that we leave the original ACODE record for an arc intact and instead
create two copies of it, one for each fragment. These duplicated records are
updated with the newly-minted user-IDs of the fragments and their address
ranges. If the original arc had a non-artificial address range, this range was
divided among the new pieces in proportion to the relative lengths of the pieces.
This method is, of course, approximate and may yield errors in the address
ranges that can be corrected only by an on-site inspection.
Once all new arcs have been added, it is necessary to build the "address cov-
erage" for the base map. The address coverage or file (ADD) contains the data
Arc/Info requires for performing address-matching tasks. A macro called
ADDRGEN.AML takes the corrected base map, assigns ZIP codes to arcs, fixes
missing address ranges, and builds the address coverage using data stored both
in the Info and Oracle databases. The process takes about half an hour.
Adding arcs using these methods is a manual and labor-intensive procedure.
Processing time can be saved by adding missing arcs in batches. The bulk of the
effort is devoted to manipulating the attributes of the arcs. An example reveals
how lengthy the process can be. At one point, we added five arcs to the base
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map, splitting two arcs in the process. The process of drawing these new arcs,
updating the attribute tables, and rebuilding the address coverage took two days.
Roughly half this time was spent at the computer to draw the arcs and manually
update attribute data. The rest was consumed by executing the scripts that
performed the automated processing of the address ranges and ZIP codes.
Building the Bus Route Network
With our address-geocoded base map of streets in place, we can begin the
process of encoding the bus route network that uses these streets. As mentioned
earlier, no ready-made digital network of the bus routes was available. Therefore,
we had to construct the representation ourselves starting from paper descriptions
of the routes. We relied on several data sources. The official schedule cards
(which include maps) (Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority 1992A) and
the system-wide maps published by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA 1988; MBTA 1992C) and Arrow Map, Inc. (Arrow) were a key
source of information about route paths. The Central Transportation Planning
Staff (CTPS), which performs much of the transit planning for the MBTA,
supplied us with written descriptions and maps of the routes culled from the
MBTA's official descriptions (MBTA 1992B). These maps are virtually identical to
the maps on the schedule cards. We determined the stop locations using two
sources. The first was stop-level route load profile data exported from the CTPS's
InTransit database of MBTA service. We also had paper ridecheck sheets
prepared from the same system that corroborated the load profiles. The second
was the MBTA's database of stop locations maintained using MapInfo, a GIS for
PCs.
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Encoding the Sequence of Streets Taken by a Route
The main challenge in building routes is selecting the arcs from the street
network to incorporate into a route. The obvious approach, picking the arcs by
hand using a mouse pointing device, is tedious, error-prone, and slow. Arc/Info
has limited accuracy when selecting objects using the mouse. If features are too
close together in the display window, a mouse click directly on top of the desired
arc often selects a nearby arc. Remedying this problem requires either removing
the incorrectly selected arc from further consideration, which requires typing a
verbose command, or zooming in the window for a more detailed view. While
zooming in is easy, zooming out is difficult in Arc/Info without using a macro to
do the job. It is easy to overlook small arcs and accidentally select incorrect arcs
using this manual method. Making a change to a route requires repeating this
drill over and over.
Rather than adopting this approach, we chose to take advantage of Arc/Info's
address-matching and path-finding capabilities to simplify the task of mapping a
bus route's path and its stops. This method allows us to describe a route com-
pletely using the three specially formatted text files described in Chapter 4: one
or more pathfiles that describe the path a route takes, the optional barrierfile that
lists points through which a route may not pass, and the stop file that lists the
location of stops as they occur along a route. A representation of a route's path is
built first and is then augmented with the location of stops. The prerequisites for
this strategy are:
1) a digital map of the road network with address geocoding (i.e., the
Arc/Info coverage of the street network derived from the TIGER files,
complete with address coverage),
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2) a tool that can match street addresses and intersections to point loca-
tions in the network (e.g., Arc/Info's ADDRESSMATCH command),
and
3) a tool for finding the shortest path between two points in the network
(e.g., the PATH command in the Arc/Info's ROUTE module).
The first step is to create a path file that describes the route. As mentioned
earlier, the file has one line for each intersection (e.g., "Boylston St / Dartmouth
St") or address (e.g., "299 Ipswich St") in the order that they are passed along the
trip. Ordinarily, entries represent intersections where the bus turns, but any
location along the route can be included. Extra entries are useful for clarity and to
ensure that the shortest-path identifier will choose the desired path. Since
ARCPLOT module makes the process of locating a particular address or
intersection by name fairly easy, it is helpful to use ARCPLOT to confirm the
validity of entries in the path file before starting the route-building process.
The route system representation of a route's path is constructed from the path
and barrier files. Two macros, BUSROUTE6.AML and BUSLOOP.AML, perform
this conversion. The macros encode bus routes by matching the addresses in the
path files to geographic locations along a bus route's path and then finding the
shortest path between the points to identify the arcs that connect these locations
together. The macros store the route description in the RAT and the SEC.
The two macros are very similar. BUSROUTE6.AML requires a single path
file, whereas BUSLOOP.AML reads multiple path files and builds a single route
from them. The latter macro must be used if the route passes through a node
more than once, creating a loop. As a first step, the macros match the addresses
in the path file to the road network, saving the matched locations as an Arc/Info
point coverage (the stop coverage). This process also records any addresses that
fail to match. The macros then start up the Arc/Info ROUTE module and use its
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PATH command to find the shortest paths between the previously encoded
points. If the user has so requested, the result is displayed on the workstation
display. The user then has the option of continuing the process or aborting it at
this point. If all the addresses in the path file matched and the resulting route
appears correct, the user can continue execution to build the Arc/Info line repre-
sentation of the route. Otherwise, the user may find it advantageous to stop
execution and remain in ROUTE to identify locations that failed to match cor-
rectly or places where the shortest path algorithm yielded poor results. The user
can then edit the path file to correct the errors and run BUSROUTE6 or
BUSLOOP again. If the path is correct, then the macros record the arcs on the
path using a flag in the AAT, exit the ROUTE module, and use the ARCEDIT
program to convert the selected arcs to a route in a route system. BUSLOOP
repeats this process for every path file, then concatenates the resulting sections
into a single, contiguous route. Note that in Arc/Info V6.1, the ROUTE module is
defunct and its PATH command has been implemented in ARCPLOT. With
modest effort, the macros could be rewritten to accommodate this change.
The initial attempt at building a route may fail because the bus may follow a
path other than the shortest path between two intersections. Adding extra inter-
sections to the path file to force the path through intermediate points usually
corrects this problem. In rare cases, it may not be possible to add enough points
to assure that the correct path will be found, because even if the path file specifies
both endpoints of an arc that should be taken, there may be a shorter path that
does not use that arc. In this case, the shortest, but incorrect, path may comprise
more than one arc and therefore have intersections enroute. In this case, the user
may prevent ROUTE from choosing the incorrect path by placing a barrier at one
of these intersections. Barriers are specified as intersections or addresses in an
optional barrierfile. If the incorrect portion of the path contains only a single link,
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then there is no place to locate a barrier and the user must correct the route
manually using the Arc/Info ARCEDIT program.
Encoding Stop Locations
BUSROUTE6 and BUSLOOP prepare a representation of the path a bus route
takes that does not include the location of the bus stops. Adding the location of
stops to the route representation is a separate process. As with the bus route
paths, address matching is integral to our approach. Each route requires a stopfile
containing the address of each stop and optional related data. A macro called
MATCHSTOP.AML reads this file into the Info database and matches the
addresses against the street network using the Arc/Info ADDRESSMATCH pro-
gram. If this stage is successful, then we can run the macro
ADDSECSTOPS.AML, which updates the section table to indicate which sec-
tions have stops at an endpoint. The S E C items F-NODE-STOP and
T-NODE-STOP are set to zero if, respectively, the from-node and to-node of a
section are not stops. The value is set to one otherwise. The macro
FAMILYSTOPUPDATE.AML combines these two operations into a single
command and can perform them on a "family" of routes that have the leading
part of their route prefix in common.
Stop files have two different formats that reflect the two sources of these data.
Initially, stop locations were derived from load profile data generated by the
InTransit database designed by the CTPS. Load profile data contains information
about the number of passengers that board and alight the bus at each stop.
Although this extra information was not utilized by the prototype, it remains
available for conceivable future use. These data was supplied by the CTPS in a
Microsoft EXCEL spreadsheet for an Apple Macintosh personal computer. Excel
can export data in a "comma-separated-values" (i.e., comma delimited) format
well-suited for loading into an Info table. This format was adopted for the first
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type of stop file, which are named prefix.stop, where prefix is the route prefix
described in Chapter 4.
The InTransit data suffered from a variety of problems that made the prepara-
tion of stop files laborious. While most stop locations were listed as intersections
(e.g., "Herald St / Washington St"), some listed street locations relative to busi-
nesses or local landmarks (e.g., "Northern Ave / opp Anthony's Pier 4"). These
locations had to be converted to street intersections or addresses (e.g., "Northern
Ave / B St"). Some street names were misspelled, causing them not to match. In
some cases, stops were duplicated, out of order, or off the route altogether. The
load profile data did not always list every stop for each route variation, forcing
us to combine stop listings from similar routes or to refer to paper ridecheck
sheets to fill in the missing information.
Later, we obtained a MapInfo database of MBTA bus stops. MapInfo stores
data in the dBase database's file format (DBF files). After loading the DBF files on
the workstation, we extracted selected records and saved the results in a comma-
delimited text file using the CRLDBF program. This program is a custom
application developed for the Computer Resource Laboratories at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. We employed the standard Unix utility
"sed" to convert the format of intersection locations from the MBTA's format
(e.g., "MASSACHUSETTS AVE &&NEWBURY ST") to that required by Arc/Info
(e.g., "MASSACHUSETTS AVE / NEWBURY ST") and then sorted them with
the Unix "sort" utility. From the resulting file, it is easy to extract stop files in the
stp format.
The MapInfo data proved to be of substantially higher quality than
InTransit's. The street names and address ranges were largely consistent with the
usage in the TIGER files. The stop listings were more complete and used only
street addresses or intersections to denote stops. Once these data became
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available, we ceased using the InTransit data, except occasionally to confirm stop
locations that were in doubt.
Difficulties Building Stop Files
Despite the generally good quality of the MapInfo data, we encountered
many problems while creating the stop files. Occasionally, a stop occurred in the
middle of a block. Correctly placing these stops would require splitting arcs to
add nodes to the network where necessary. When this occurred, stops were
"snapped" to the nearest node on the route. If the snapping process placed two
stops at the same node, we attempted to move the stop manually to an another
nearby intersection. If there were no free alternate locations, then the stop had to
be eliminated outright. By adding a node in the middle of the block, we could
avoid having to move or eliminate these stops.
Some street intersections match multiple nodes in the street coverage. This
occurs most often when a street exits an intersection slightly offset from the
position where it entered. In this case, there are two nodes for a single logical
intersection in the map. When this situation arose, we used a numerical street
address to force a match.
In a few cases, a bus route has stops on both the near and far sides of an inter-
section. This problem is difficult to resolve using our model of the street
geography, which allows for only a single node at an intersection. Our address-
matching strategy and map topology provide us with no good way of
representing this fine level of detail geographically. When we encountered this
situation, we arbitrarily removed one of the stops. (Leaving the extra stop in
would have caused no harm, however, for the macro that updates a route's path
with stop locations ignores duplicate stops.)
The maps and route descriptions we had available often lacked the detail we
needed to resolve the exact streets a route takes. The bus movements near major
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bus hubs tend to be confusing. For example, several routes pass between Ruggles
Station (a stop on the Orange rail transit line) and Dudley Square (a nexus for
many bus routes), but the descriptions of how they navigate the Dudley Square
area are inconsistent. Without an authoritative source of information to resolve
such dilemmas, we had to use our best judgment. Anomalies among the bus stop
descriptions were more severe. Many routes operate along the same streets for a
significant distance, yet the stop listings for the routes would not have stops at
the same locations. This causes problems for the path finding program that we
will describe further below. In some cases such as where limited-stop or express
service shares a street with a local bus, these "'inconsistencies" may actually cor-
rectly represent the stops skipped by a route. Since only local buses were
included in the prototype, however, this possibility is unlikely. Stops were
sometimes listed out of order, and stops off a route were often included. Some
locations that were likely candidates to have stops did not, and some routes had
suspiciously long stretches without a stop. A corrected representation of transit
system would have to attain much higher stop location accuracy, including
resolving the location of common bus stops along streets, not only among
multiple routes, but also between the two directions of the same route.
Updating the Feature Attribute Tables
After all the routes have been converted into the route system format, the
final step in the data preparation process is updating the node attribute table for
the street coverage and the section table for the route system. The NAT user-IDs
must be unique. The SEC user-IDs must be unique for each route (although the
sections for different routes may reuse the IDs) and must be ordered in sequence.
The easiest way to assure these conditions is to set the user-IDs in both tables
identical to the internal-IDs. This is a simple process easily completed using the
Arc/Info TABLES module.
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In the process of building the routes, we will identify many nodes in the street
coverage by address. While it is easy to use the name of a street intersection to
identify a node, it is more difficult to identify a node by its user-ID and then
recover the corresponding address. Hence, we store the address we used in any
of the path, barrier, and stop files to identify a node in an item called LOCATION
in the N AT. The macro NODELOCATIONUPDATE.AML reads the point
attribute tables created during the address-matching process and updates the
NAT with the addresses it finds there.
Advantages of the Route Encoding Method
The most elegant aspect of the route encoding process is its reliance on text
files containing verbal descriptions of the routes as the main input. The text files
used by BUSROUTE6 and BUSLOOP are easily derived from the CTPS route
descriptions. The files are easy to read, understand, and maintain. They provide
semantics for the route that would otherwise be lacking. Once an initial version
of a route is prepared, creating variations is typically easy. Since both directions
of a route typically share the same path for much of their length, the user can
create a first approximation of an outbound route from an inbound path file by
reversing the order of the inbound file's lines, a function performed by the Unix
t aii -r command. In theory, the path and barrier files are independent of the
particular road network coverage and could be used with any geocoded road
network. Provided the street naming convention, address ranges, and the basic
topology of the streets are consistent among two base maps, then a transit
network representation can be built for either using the same route description
files, regardless of the differences in the geography. If, by these criteria, a new
base map is significantly different from the old, however, the files would need to
be changed to accommodate the new map.
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We built a number of specialized macros for the prototype that were instru-
mental in identifying the data quality problems outlined above. For example, the
macro DRT.AML (for Draw RouTe) visually displays a route on the computer
screen with its stop locations, helping to illustrate possible anomalies. Another
macro, SR.AML (for Stop on Route), permits the user to point to select a stop on
the screen with the mouse and then list the routes that pass though the node,
listing separately those that stop there and those that do not. Trying to identify
and resolve these problems without interactive, graphical facilities such as this
would be even more time-consuming and error-prone. The ability to use interac-
tive graphics in this way is one of the principal advantages of using a GIS to store
the geographic route representation.
Address Matching Difficulties
While the logic of these route-generation procedures works well, in practice
limitations of the software, route descriptions, and base map intervene to make
the actual process more challenging. These problems and our solutions for them
are described below.
Stops in the middle of blocks. Because the network model forces all stops to
occur at nodes, stops that would match in the middle of a block were moved to
the nearest intersection. Moving stops would have been unnecessary if some arcs
had been split in the middle of blocks, creating a node in the proper spot. For the
reasons described above, splitting arcs entails considerable effort that we decided
to avoid. Therefore, we often moved stops from the middle of blocks to the near-
est intersection where there was not already a stop or to fortuitously occurring
nodes between intersections. This strategy causes little loss of accuracy in a dense
urban street network such as the one used by this prototype. Some stops, how-
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ever, had to be eliminated because the two nearest intersections were already
specified as stops.
Route description ambiguities. The route descriptions supplied by the CTPS
often do not describe the termini carefully. The maps that accompany the text
often clarify this issue. Unfortunately, these same maps sometimes also confuse,
since the maps and the written descriptions often conflict. When conflicts
occurred, we gave the written description priority over the map. The descriptions
sometimes specify names of landmarks (e.g., "Copley Square" and "Dewey
Square") or of subway stations (e.g., "Andrew Station" and "Fields Corner
Station") rather than street intersections. Usually these locations correspond to an
intersection, which can be determined from a paper map. Sometimes the
descriptions call for turns at streets that do not intersect, usually because a very
short stretch on a connecting street is required. The process of refining the path
files can help clarify such ambiguities in the descriptions. The Arc/Info ROUTE
program (ARCPLOT in V6.1) can generate verbal directions for a route. These
descriptions, in conjunction with the path files, could be used to create more
accurate route descriptions for the MBTA and the CTPS. Occasionally, we were
unable to reconcile the descriptions with the base map. In these cases, we used
our best judgment, but clarification from the CTPS or the MBTA would have
helped.
TIGER/Line inaccuracies. As mentioned previously, the 1990 TIGER files suffer
from significant inaccuracies. Particularly serious are missing links. Many arcs
lack address ranges and ZIP codes. The files also suffer from inconsistent naming
of road features. This deficiency is ameliorated somewhat by Arc/Info when it
incorporates the TIGER files (since the alternate feature names are imported) and
when it builds the geocoding data (since it parses the names into a standardized
format).
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Arc/Info geocoding problems. Arc/Info's method of parsing addresses some-
times causes misinterpretations, particularly when the street name contains a
freestanding number (such as "I- 90" (note the space after the hyphen) or "US
Hwy 1"). Some simple preprocessing of the feature names may eliminate most of
these problems. Arc/Info's address matching algorithm is particular about the
exact name of a street as defined by the TIGER files. Therefore, it is important to
name streets as they are represented in the Arc/Info address coverage. Many
streets in Boston are named for individuals, and the TIGER files typically spell
out the person's full name (e.g., "Theodore A Glynn Way," "John F Fitzgerald
Exwy," "Martin Luther King Blvd"), include titles (e.g., "Monsignor Reynolds
Way," "Monsignor Casey Hwy"), or both (e.g., "Msgr William Casey Hwy,"
"Msgr. Patrick J. Lydon Way"). The files are not perfectly consistent in their
appellations, as evidenced by the two different references to the Monsignor
Casey Highway and the punctuation in "Msgr. Patrick J. Lydon Way" that is
absent from the other examples. Punctuation and case are irrelevant when
matching addresses, because the Arc/Info parser discards this information.
Street prefixes, suffixes, and types are also converted to a consistent form (e.g.,
"Way" becomes "WY"). The names, however, are significant. For example, a
match on "Theodore A Glynn Wy" succeeds, but "T. Glynn Way" does not.
Small differences in street prefixes ("E Broadway" versus "Broadway") or types
("Dorchester St" versus "Dorchester Ave"), and minor misspellings (the correct
"Zeigler St" versus the incorrect "Ziegler St") are often, but not always, forgiven.
Multiple intersections between the same two streets. A semicircular street may
intersect another street more than once (e.g., Ipswich Street at Boylston Street in
Boston's Back Bay). Similarly, a street may zig-zag at an intersection, causing a
discontinuity between its two pieces (e.g., Atlantic Avenue at Summer Street in
downtown Boston). In these situations, Arc/Info's address-matching facilities
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will match the intersection to multiple locations but settle on none of them. An
easy way around this problem is to use an address number with one of the
streets to identify the intersection. This technique will fail, however, if all the
street segments at the intersection lack valid address ranges. By creating artificial
address ranges where there were previously none, we have greatly reduced this
possibility.
The shortest path is not always the desired path. Typically, the route building pro-
cedures follow arcs with a single street name between intersections specified in
the path file. If a road curves or twists, however, the shortest path between two
intersections on a street may depart from that street, finding an incorrect path.
Another approach to building routes would find chains of connected streets with
the same name. This task, however, is a harder problem than finding the shortest
path. Inconsistent street naming in the TIGER files makes identifying chains of
street links with the same name difficult. Arc/Info's ADDRESSERRORS com-
mand should make identifying such chains of links easy, but it frequently fails to
do so accurately. Using barriers and more detailed path descriptions help avoid
almost all problems with the shortest-path approach. The method cannot handle
the case, however, where two arcs have the same endpoints and the desired path
is the longer of the two.
Four intractable problems. The current method cannot overcome four obstacles:
1) If a required intersection cannot be uniquely identified using
addresses, then there is no way to force the route to pass through the
point;
2) There is no recourse, short of manual editing, if path and barrier
points cannot constrain the route to the desired path;
3) A starting or ending point that does not occur at a node cannot be rep-
resented; and
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4) The process fails if a needed link is not encoded in the road network.
Fortunately, these situations, save the last, are all fairly rare. Even when they
occur, BUSROUTE6 or BUSLOOP can be used to do most of the job, and the
errors can be corrected manually. We never encountered a bus route in our study
area for which problems 1 and 2 applied. Constraining routes to begin or end at
nodes does not pose any significant problems. When arcs are missing, they can
be added, as described above, or the route can be directed some other way as a
temporary solution.
Performing a Network Analysis
Once data preparation is complete, the user is ready to perform a network
analysis. Here we describe in detail the procedures involved. The first step is ini-
tializing the Oracle database. All the Oracle tables described in Chapter 4, save
the PATHSUMMARY and ACCESS tables, must be created before running the
FINDPATH program. Most of the tables can be created by running a SQL script
called tableBLD.SQL, where table is the name of the relevant table, in the Oracle
SQL*PLUS program. The SEC and the RAT must be copied from Arc/Info into
Oracle using the INFODBMS command. Additionally, the tables ROUTE and
ROUTESERVICE must be loaded with the data on route characteristics. This
task is performed by running the Oracle SQL*LOADER utility with the control
files route.ctl and routeservice.ctl, respectively. Then, the table NETWORK must
be created using a query that references those four tables. Once the NETWORK
table is created, the SEC and RAT can be discarded to save space. Because more
than one version of the NETWORK table can be created from a single pair of SEC
and RAT tables, it may be useful to maintain them. In future versions of the
application, the ORIGINCOST, DESTINATIONCOST, and TRANSFER tables
will need to be built if an analysis requires them. Currently, they should not be
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created. Lastly, a row must be added to the NETWORKCATALOG table that
gives a network a unique short name, assigns it a unique numeric identifier (the
sequence NETWORKID can be referenced for this purpose), and specifies the
names of the Oracle tables from which it should read data and write results.
Because the current implementation does not support the non-travel costs, the
fields TRANSFERTABLE, ORIGINCOSTTABLE, and
DESTINATIONCOSTTABLE must remain NULL.
Once the database is ready, we can run the FINDPATH program to build the
supernetwork and find the paths for all the origin-destination pairs. The program
is invoked in the Unix shell using a command such as findpath network
username/password, where network is the name of the network to process and
username /password specifies an Oracle user account. If username /password is omit-
ted, then the program connects to the Unix user's default account. This command
will build the supernetwork only if the column SUPERNETWORKDATE in the
NETWORKCATALOG table is NULL for this network. Including the option
-rebuild before network will force the supernetwork to be constructed uncondi-
tionally. The program prints informative messages at important stages to apprise
the user of its progress (unless the -quie t option is invoked to suppress them).
Running the program took about an hour for the analysis presented in Chapter 6.
Once the paths are stored in the database, the accessibility metric can be cal-
culated using the Chriqui and Robillard (1975) algorithm described in Chapter 3.
We implemented this calculation with scripts that exploit Oracle's PL/SQL pro-
cedural database language. One script, ACCESSMETRIC.SQL, creates the
PATHSUMMARY and ACCESS tables and populates them for every origin-
destination pair. This script executed by SQL*PLUS and is invoked in the Unix
shell using a command of the form sqlplus username/password
@accessmetric network tablespace, where tablespace is the name of the
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Oracle "tablespace" (a logical area of storage) where the tables will be placed.
Because these computations can be quite lengthy (about two hours for a network
of about 350 nodes) and may store accessibility data for locations that will not be
examined later, another script, ACCESSMETRICSGL.SQL, will perform the
computation for a single origin to all destinations. This script is run by the
command sqlplus username/password @accessmetricsgl network
origin, where origin is the numeric ID of the desired node in the PATH table.
The process for a single node in a network of 352 nodes takes about 30 seconds.
Unlike ACCESSMETRIC.SQL, ACCESSMETRICSGL.SQL assumes that the
PATHSUMMARY and ACCESS tables already exist. These tables can be created
by running the script ACCESSMETRICBLD.SQL in SQL*PLUS.
At this point the RDBMS tables contain the data requisite for recovering the
paths and accessibility values and displaying them in Arc/Info using the query-
and-display tool. Chapter 3 included a brief description of the forms that
comprise the tool. To review, the query-and-display tool consists of the
"Control" menu, four forms, a graphics display window, and a text window.
Here we elaborate, describing these forms in detail.
The tool is started by entering the command &run access at the ARC
prompt in Arc/Info. When the tool initializes, it enters the ARCPLOT program,
creates the graphics window, and displays the "Control" menu. This menu,
shown in Figure 3-1, launches three of the forms, provides access to the
ARCPLOT command prompt, and terminates the application. The menus and
forms are defined by template files that specify Arc/Info AML widgets such as
radio buttons, simple push buttons, checkboxes, and text entry fields. Each but-
ton causes one or more Arc/Info AML or ARCPLOT commands to execute.
Often, an AML macro is run to perform a complex series of tasks.
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The "Database Connection" form, illustrated in Figure 3-2, establishes the link
between Arc/Info and a relational database. In the prototype, we always con-
nected to a single Oracle database, but the form permits the user to connect to
any database known to Arc/Info. This database may be another Oracle database,
or one maintained by a different RDBMS. Databases are added to Arc/Info by
creating a database description file (with a .dbs suffix) in the directory named
database in the Arc/Info home directory. All the databases described in this
directory are included in the scrolling list in the form. Often, an RDBMS requires
authentication of a user's identity to establish a connection. The form permits this
security information to be provided as a username/password combination, a
specially formatted connect string, or a concatenation of the two. The radio but-
tons under the heading "Connect Using" select the method for establishing the
connection. For Oracle, the connect string can specify the network protocol,
machine name, and database system identifier for a remote database. For
example, the connect string "T:transit:sid" directs Oracle to connect to a database
with the identifier "sid" on the machine "transit" using the TCP/IP protocol (for
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). Typically, users connect to the
database using their default Oracle accounts, which are specified by the user-
name "/" with no password. After the connection data has been filled in, the
user creates the link by pressing the "Connect" button at the bottom of the form.
If the link is established, the message "Connection to selected-database successful."
will appear in the text window, where selected-database is the name of the
database the user chose. The "Disconnect" button severs a database link. As in all
the forms, the "Dismiss" button makes the form disappear. This form is no
longer needed once a connection is made.
The "Network Selection" form, illustrated in Figure 3-3, is used after connect-
ing to a database to choose the network to display. The names of the networks
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stored in the NETWORKCATALOG table are shown in the scrolling list. When
the user picks a network from this list, the form queries the
NETWORKCATALOG table for the parameters associated with that network.
Some of these data are displayed in text fields on the form. If the user tries to
start this form before connecting to a database, a pop-up window will inform the
user of the error. This form can be dismissed once a network is chosen.
Once the network has been chosen, the user can begin displaying data using
the "Display" form, illustrated in Figure 3-4. If the user attempts to launch this
form before a network has been selected, a pop-up window will display an error
message indicating the problem. As noted in Chapter 3, the "Display" form has
three basic visualization options, represented by the three radio buttons under
the heading "Display Type." The "Screen Size" radio buttons select the size of the
graphics window. Each button corresponds to a different value of the size argu-
ment to the DISPLAY 9999 size command in ARCPLOT (1 to 4, from left to
right). The "Interval size" and "Interval count" values apply only to the "route
access" and "stop access" displays. A value can be specified either by typing a
number in the text box or moving the slider to the proper position. The interval
count determines the number of different shades and sizes of boxes (stop access)
or lines (route access) that will appear. The interval size indicates how large a
range of values each symbol will represent. In practice, interval counts of greater
than four lead to gradations of shading and size too small to distinguish easily.
The interval size should be large enough to permit all the stops or arcs to be
marked but not so large that some ranges go unused.
When the user first starts the "Display" form, the graphics window is usually
blank. To paint the background display showing the street and bus networks, the
user should press the "Redraw Background" button. Initially, the map will dis-
play an area just large enough to show all the routes in the network in their
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entirety. If this area is too large, pressing the "Zoom In" button will allow the
user to draw a rectangular area on the screen with the mouse that defines the
new limits of the map. The background is immediately redrawn. Conversely, if
the map limits are too restrictive, pressing the "Zoom Out" button will redraw
the map showing 25% more area. The "Reset Dimensions" button repaints the
background with the original map limits.
To display information on paths, route access, or stop access, the user presses
the "Run" button. For the "paths" display, the user is prompted to select an ori-
gin and destination stop with the mouse. For the others, only the origin is
selected. The user has three opportunities to pick a stop or the operation termi-
nates. Only those nodes in the street network that are listed in the NODE table for
this analysis can be chosen. The "Redo Last" button repeats a display using the
last origin and destination selected. It is meaningless to pick this operation before
"Run" has been used at least once. The user can change the display type, how-
ever, before pressing "Redo Last" to show a different display with the previously
selected origin. To save time, the background is usually not redrawn when the
"Run" or "Redo Last" buttons are pressed. This behavior is reversed when the
checkbox labeled "Always Redraw Background" is enabled. Normally, the form
draws each path or interval in succession, stopping when all the paths or inter-
vals have been displayed. If the checkbox marked "Pause Between Each Path or
Interval" is on, the form stops after each path or interval and will not continue
processing until the user enters a carriage return in the text window. The form
usually suppresses a host of distracting messages that Arc/Info generates in the
process of displaying the maps. For debugging purposes, it is sometimes useful
to show these messages regardless. Turning on the checkbox labeled "Print All
Messages" enables this mode. In Figure 3-4, all the checkboxes are shown in their
default "off" position.
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The "Display" form queries the Oracle database to retrieve accessibility
values and to determine which arcs lie on paths. The "paths" display must first
find the supernetwork arcs between an origin and destination. Because a super-
network arc may correspond to one or more Arc/Info sections, a conversion from
arcs to sections is necessary. For paths of rank 1, these two steps are distinct.
When the user presses the "Run" or "Redo Last" buttons, the tool creates a view
in the database called SHOWSNPATH_1 that retrieves the supernetwork arcs
from the PATH table for a particular origin and destination. Then, it creates a
second view, SHOWPATH_1, that joins the first view to the NETWORK table to
retrieve the sections. Arc/Info uses this list of sections to determine which sec-
tions to highlight on the map. Two views are necessary because Oracle's
SELECT.. .CONNECT BY.. .START WITH statement, which is used by
SHOWSNPATH_1 to retrieve a path for a specific origin and destination from
the shortest path tree, must refer to only a single table. For paths with rank
greater than 1, the data is not stored as a tree, and only one view, named
SHOWPATH_n, where n is the rank of the path, is necessary.
The "route access" display uses a similar procedure. After querying the
ACCESS table to find the nodes that fall in each range of accessibility values, we
identify the supernetwork arcs on the shortest paths from the origin to these
nodes. The tool creates a view called INTERVALSNn that returns this informa-
tion for nth interval drawn. The view INTERVALn queries the first view to
expand the supernetwork arcs to a range of sections.
The "stop access" display is simpler than the others. It queries the ACCESS
table to select the stops that fall in each range of accessibility values then high-
lights them on the map. No views are required for this process. The views
created for the "paths" and "route access" displays are not dropped from the
database until they are reused to process another request. A user with a knowl-
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edge of SQL can query these views directly to examine the rows they return or
the SELECT statements on which they are based.
The "Save..." button invokes the "Save" form, which writes a graphics file
that, when printed, can reproduce the screen displays on paper. The "Display"
form disappears while the "Save" form is active. The "Save" form is illustrated in
Figure 3-9. The graphics files embellish the screen displays by formatting the
map on the page. The map is drawn with a bounding box within the margins
specified. The user can optionally specify a title, credit line, and footer. The title is
printed one-quarter inch below the bottom margin of the map, centered on the
page, in bold type approximately 12 points in size. The footer is printed in
normal type of the same size, also centered. The user can specify the distance
from the bottom of the page where the footer will appear. While the credit line is
intended to display the name of the creator of the map, any information can be
printed here. This text is printed in normal type 0.11 inches high. The credit line
is meant to be printed directly below the scale bar in the lower right-hand corner
of the map. Because the exact positioning of the credit line can be problematic,
the user can specify the position for the rightmost part of the text relative to the
map's bounding box.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, at some map scales the lines depicting routes may
appear disquietingly thick when they are drawn to show both directions of
travel. The checkbox labeled "Draw Routes With Thin Lines" disables the display
of both route directions. Figure 3-9 shows this checkbox in its default "on" posi-
tion.
The form can produce three types of files: encapsulated PostScript, Arc/Info
1040 graphics, or Adobe Illustrator. Of the three, encapsulated PostScript is the
most widely recognized. These files can be printed directly on a PostScript
printer or imported into a word processor or desktop publishing program. The
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"File Type" radio buttons pick the file type. Each format corresponds to one of
the type options of the ARCPLOT DISPLAY 1040 type command. Other radio
buttons enable the user to pick the page size, page orientation, and the font for
the title, credit line, and footer. The "Display" choice among the "Page Size"
radio buttons uses the current ARCPLOT page size. This option is useful when
the user desires the page size to be something other than the standard ones
provided. The "Ledger" page size is 11 by 17 inches. The "Write File" button acts
like the "Redo Last" button in the "Display" form, except that the output is
written to that named output file instead of the screen. The form names the
directory where the file will reside (unless an explicit path is specified) for the
benefit of the user.
Conclusion
This chapter concludes our technical account of the operating environment
and programs that make up the prototype. These programs utilize the data struc-
tures outlined in Chapter 4. We have discussed how the programs were
implemented and how they are invoked. In the next chapter, we explore how the
prototype was put to use to conduct a sample accessibility analysis.
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6. Sample Analysis
The preceding chapters have provided an overview of the prototype's pur-
pose, data, algorithms, and components. So far the discussion has considered
hypothetical accessibility analyses. This chapter turns to an example of the proto-
type in action. Here, we examine the transit accessibility from a hospital in
Boston to its employees' residences using the prototype's data management and
mapping capabilities. While the analysis is preliminary, the situation and data
presented here are real. The goal of this study, however, is not to draw policy
conclusions in this specific instance but to illustrate how a tool such as this may
be employed in practice.
Review of a Previous Study
The South End neighborhood of Boston is home to three major health care
institutions, all in very close proximity: Boston City Hospital (BCH), University
Hospital (UH), and Boston University Medical College (BUMC). Together, these
enterprises employ 9,100 people, making this nexus one of the major employ-
ment centers in the greater Boston area (Azar, et al. 1993, p. 11). Azar, et al. (1993)
selected this site for a study of transportation service. They focused on applying
GIS tools to analyze the quality of transit service to the medical facilities and to
use the results for recommending improvements. Specifically, they aimed to
show that the visual nature of a GIS analysis would make the data supporting
their conclusions appear more compelling and comprehensible to decision-
makers, thereby making transportation planning more proactive. The study was
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directed toward three groups: the Inter-Institution Transportation Management
Association, the combined transportation management group for the institutions;
the CTPS, which is responsible for the area's public transit planning; and the
MBTA, which funds and operates the service.
The geographic scope of Azar, et al's study encompassed most of the greater
Boston metropolitan area: all the towns within Boston's main circumferential
highway, Massachusetts State Route 128. Their study included qualitative
analysis of multiple modes: light rail transit, heavy rail transit, and local bus.
They found that a very large proportion of the hospital employees drive to work,
even those who live in lower income areas where auto ownership is likely to be a
major financial burden. To observe the journey-to-work patterns, they obtained
from the employers the home addresses of employee residences for all the
institutions and the home addresses of employee parking permit holders for two
of them (UH and BUMC). Using the address-matching capabilities of Arc/Info,
they used this data to plot the residences of the employees and the permittees
and their proximity to transit facilities. Because of privacy concerns, names of
individuals were deleted from the data, precluding any effective matching
between the employee and permittee residences. Nevertheless, the resulting
maps, included in their paper, tell an interesting story about the travel patterns of
the workers at these institutions.
Their study concluded that one area with a clustering of employee residences
and potentially high transit ridership-the adjoining neighborhoods of Roxbury,
Dorchester, and Mattapan in the southern portion of the city-had particularly
poor transit service and a consequently large proportion of auto drivers. They
attributed this disturbing finding to the structure of the route network. The
routes that head south from the medical area all converge at Dudley Square,
where riders must transfer to take buses that head further south. Dudley Square
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owes its status as a bus hub primarily to history (Azar, et al. 1993, p. 22). Until
1987, Dudley Square was a major stop on the Orange Line, one of the MBTA's
heavy rail transit lines. That year, the line was relocated to the "Southwest
Corridor," a right-of-way one half mile to the west. Service on the old, elevated
facility that ran through Dudley Square was terminated, and the structure was
later demolished. While many of the routes that continue to serve Dudley Square
and points south were extended to Ruggles Station, the nearest stop on the new
Orange Line, the routes that serve other areas were not altered. During this
period, Dudley's past importance as a business district has faded, and the MBTA
was enlisted to help rebuild the square's stature by constructing a new bus
station there and retaining the old route structure (Azar, et al. 1993, pp. 22-23). In
addition, the MBTA has promised to provide replacement transit service along
Washington Street, over which the elevated Orange Line operated, above and
beyond the high frequency service on this street by Route 49 bus, which operates
between Dudley Square and downtown. Azar, et al.'s conclusion that transit
service south of Dudley was poor was based on two observations: none of the
buses that serve Dudley from the north (including those that serve the South End
medical area) provide through-routing to the southern area, and, by their
estimation, the proportion of riders willing to transfer at Dudley-about 13%-is
very low (Azar, et al. 1993, p. 8). Consequently, they excluded from their analysis
any bus lines that did not serve the medical area directly, including those routes
that originate at Dudley and head south from there.
A New Analysis
This analysis picks up where Azar, et al's left off, considering not only the
routes they evaluated, but also the routes with direct connections through
Dudley Square. We looked at access from Boston City Hospital, the largest of the
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medical area employers with 4,000 employees (Azar, et al. 1993, p. 11). Azar, et
al's successfully matched the addresses of 2,301 (of 3,016 total) BCH employee
residences within Route 128 (Azar, et al's 1993, p. 20). Parking permit data were
not available in digital form for BCH, precluding an analysis of the parking
permit holders' residences. For this study, we prepared a new map that
combined the basic "stop access" display, shown in Figure 3-7, with the residence
locations for employees of Boston City Hospital prepared by Azar, et al. Figure
6-1 shows the results. This map concentrates on the portion of Boston of interest,
rather than the entire region covered by the transit routes as shown in the earlier
displays. The shaded area around the routes shows a quarter-mile buffer around
the bus stops in the study area. This buffer represents the approximate service
area from which the routes can be expected to draw passengers. Because the
stops are so close together, the area appears to be bounded by parallel lines
around the routes. Two nodes are highlighted: the corner of Massachusetts
Avenue and Harrison Avenue, a stop located right in front of BCH; and Dudley
Square, the hub at which many routes directly serving BCH terminate. The
routes included in the analysis are listed in Table 6-1. This list includes the routes
Azar, et al. studied (Routes 1, 8.0, 8.2, 10, 47, and 49), plus several others that
meet these routes at Dudley (Routes 15, 22, 23, 28, 41, 42, 44, and 45). The route
network and supporting data on speeds and headways are derived from the
published MBTA schedules in effect during Summer 1992 for the weekday PM
peak period (3:30 to 6:29 PM). Only routes with headways less than or equal to 30
minutes and offering significant service in several time periods were considered.
The small triangles in Figure 6-1 pinpoint the residence locations of 1,258 BCH
employees. (Some of these points are obscured by the legend and text on the
map.) Of these, 809, or 64%, lie within the service area. Because Azar, et al.
excluded bus transfers from their analysis, thereby eliminating the routes south
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Figure 6-1. Accessibility by bus via Dudley Square from Boston City Hospital
to employees' residences in Roxbury, Dorchester, and Mattapan.
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of Dudley, their study determined that accessibility by bus to the southern areas
was effectively nonexistent. (Some access to this area is provided by rail transit
and commuter rail.) By including these routes, we countered their assumption of
low transfer rates and high travel times and discovered that a significant portion
of this population does have access from BCH by bus, albeit with varying
quality.
Table 6-1. MBTA bus routes included in this study.
Rte. Route Run
ID Prefix Mi.
1010 rt001.0iz 2.5
1000 rtOO1.0oz 2.2
8010 rt008.Oiz 7.0
8000 rt008.Ooz 7.0
8210 rt008.2iz 2.9
8200 rt008.2oz 2.9
10010 rt010.0iz 5.5
10000 rt010.0oz 5.1
15010 rt015.0iz 3.0
15000 rt015.0oz 3.3
22010 rt022.Oiz 4.9
22000 rt022.Ooz 4.9
23010 rt023.Oiz 4.7
23000 rt023.Ooz 5.0
28010 rt028.Oiz 5.5
28000 rt028.Ooz 5.7
41010 rt041.0iz 2.7
41000 rt041.0oz 2.6
42010 rt042.Oiz 3.6
42000 rt042.Ooz 3.6
44010 rt044.Oiz 3.6
44000 rt044.Ooz 3.9
45010 rt045.Oiz 3.5
45000 rt045.Ooz 3.8
47010 rt047.Oiz 4.4
47000 rt047.Ooz 4.6
49010 rt049.Oiz 2.0
49000 rt049.Ooz 2.8
Run
Min.
39
35
35
39
17
18
38
40
16
25
25
26
26
25
32
32
14
15
17
19
21
21
20
22
34
35
18
18
Avg.
MPH
3.8
3.8
12.1
10.7
10.4
9.7
8.7
7.7
11.3
7.8
11.7
11.2
10.9
11.9
10.3
10.7
11.4
10.6
12.6
11.5
10.4
11.1
10.5
10.2
7.8
7.8
6.7
9.4
Trips
19
19
8
9
9
9
7
7
12
15
17
20
13
20
18
18
9
9
8
9
20
17
17
16
9
9
19
19
Head-
way
12.0
12.0
26.7
24.0
24.0
24.0
30.0
30.0
18.5
15.0
13.3
11.4
17.1
11.4
12.6
12.6
24.0
24.0
26.7
24.0
11.4
13.3
13.3
14.1
24.0
24.0
12.0
12.0
Route Name
Harvard Sq - Dudley Sq via BCH
Harvard Sq - Dudley Sq via BCH
UMass/Harbor Point - Kenmore
UMass/Harbor Point - Kenmore
Dudley Square - Kenmore (Route 8A)
Dudley Square - Kenmore (Route 8A)
City Point - Copley/Andrew
City Point - Copley/Andrew
Kane Sq - Ruggles/Uphams Corner
Kane Sq - Ruggles/Uphams Corner
Ashmont - Ruggles via Blue Hill Ave
Ashmont - Ruggles via Blue Hill Ave
Ashmont - Ruggles via Washington St
Ashmont - Ruggles via Washington St
Mattapan - Ruggles Station via Dudley
Square
Mattapan - Ruggles Station via Dudley
Square
Centre & Eliot Streets - Dudley Sq
Centre & Eliot Streets - Dudley Sq
Ruggles - Forest Hills via Dudley Sq
Rugles - Forest Hills via Dudley Sq
Jac on Square - Ruggles/Seaver
Jackson Square - Ruggles/Seaver
Franklin Park - Ruggles via Blue Hill
Ave
Franklin Park - Ruggles via Blue Hill
Ave
Central Square - Albany St via Dudley
Square
Central Square - Albany St via Dudley
Square
Dudley Square - Downtown via
Washington St
Dudley Square - Downtown via
Washington St
The shaded buffer area representing the service area of the routes is defined
by the Euclidean, straight-line distance around the stops. O'Neill, et al. (1992)
argue for an approach that uses the walking distance (the "Manhattan" metric)
from the stops to determine service areas. While this approach is undoubtedly
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Rte.
1
1
8
8
8
8
10
10
15
15
22
22
23
23
28
28
41
41
42
42
44
44
45
45
47
47
49
49
Var.
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Dir.
in-
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
In
Out
more accurate, especially for people who live deep in a maze of twisting streets
isolated from a main road, Arc/Info does not provide any single command for
constructing a service area this way. O'Neill, et al.'s methodology requires five
additional steps after creating the Euclidean buffer to produce service areas
based on walking distance in Arc/Info (O'Neill, et al. 1992, pp. 8-9). For this first-
order analysis we deemed this effort excessive given the modest benefit. Instead,
we adopted the simple buffering technique to build a reasonable approximation
of the service area.
Two types of information are visible in the map in Figure 6-1. The first is the
proportion of people in the service area. The second is the quality of service
enjoyed by those who have it, as indicated by the accessibility values marked
along the routes. Two observations emerge from this display. The first is that for
those people living within the service area, the service as shown in the map
appears at least marginally acceptable-no trip is longer than 40 minutes. Door-
to-door travel times are naturally longer for employees who live at the fringe of
the service area or midway between stops than for those who live adjacent to a
stop.
In addition, note that the model does not include any penalty for the transfer
at Dudley Square, although it does include an estimate of the initial waiting time.
The typical headway on the southern routes is 10-12 minutes. Following the
example of the accessibility metric, which uses half the initial headway to esti-
mate waiting time, a reasonable value for the transfer penalty is half the headway
of the second bus, here 5-6 minutes. Hence, all the accessibility values south of
Dudley can be safely inflated by at least this amount. The half-headway estimate,
however, is the minimum that applies provided the departure of the second bus is
not coordinated with the arrival of the first (which it is not). One may plausibly
argue that given the variability of the service and the inconvenience involved in
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transfers, the penalty should be higher, perhaps the maximum expected wait.
While we do not explore this possibility further here, a sensitivity analysis for the
effect of different transfer penalties illuminates the importance of these non-
travel costs. A small value for the transfer penalty (e.g., the zero lower bound
displayed here) makes the service appear reasonably acceptable, whereas a very
large value (e.g., 20 minutes), increases the accessibility value to an hour at the
most distant points, making the service to the outlying areas appear poor.
Therefore, the choices for out-of-vehicle costs such as the initial wait and the
transfer penalty have a significant impact on the conclusions and must be
selected carefully.
The second observation is that large parts of this region have significant con-
centrations of employees who are not served by buses at all, particularly in the
eastern and southern portions. Of the residences displayed here, 36% do not lie
within the service area. This finding must be qualified because the entire transit
network is not visible in the map. Other bus routes provide additional service
through this area. Those with reasonable frequency include:
1) Route 16 (Forest Hills Station-JFK/UMass Station via Columbia Road
and Andrew Square);
2) Route 17 (Fields Corner Station-JFK/UMass Station or Fields Corner
Station-Ruggles Station);
3) Route 19 (Fields Corner Station-Ruggles Station via Warren Street and
Grove Hall); and
4) Route 21 (Ashmont Station-Forest Hills Station via Morton Street)
(MBTA 1992A).
Of these, only Route 19 serves Dudley Square. Routes 16 and 17 are the most
interesting, because they provide connections to routes that serve the South End
medical area, but at points east of Dudley Square. Therefore, the MBTA provides
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two-seat rides to the medical complex other than those that require a journey to
Dudley. Although Route 19 passes through Dudley Square, it was not digitized
because of its limited general interest. It does not operate outside the weekday
peak hours, but has a 20 minute headway during the peak.
Some of the bus routes included in the study travel outside Suffolk County
into neighboring Middlesex County and therefore are not represented in their
entirety. Route 1 extends northwest beyond the edge of the map to Harvard
Square in Cambridge. Route 47 also heads northwest along a more southerly
alignment to Central Square in Cambridge. The mileage for the routes in Table
6-1 reflects these truncations, but the running time applies to the entire route. We
did not attempt to adjust the speeds of these routes to reflect their shortened
lengths. Hence, the speeds shown in Table 6-1 are underestimates. This
inaccuracy does have an impact on our analysis of accessibility to the southern
part of the city. The route network represented here requires a passenger to
transfer at Dudley Square to reach this area. The logical path from the bus stop at
Massachusetts Avenue and Harrison Avenue to Dudley Square involves
following Harrison Ave and then making a U-turn into Dudley, a distance of
seven tenths of a mile. Two routes, Route 8.0 and Route 47, make this trip. Using
the uncorrected route speeds, the FINDPATH program determined that Route
8.0 takes 3.5 minutes to make the run, while Route 47 needs 5.4 minutes. In
reality, the two should take nearly identical times to traverse the path. While the
proportional difference in the times is large, because of the short length of the
run, the absolute difference is small. Route 1 also provides direct service via a
different, longer set of streets. Because this route appears to be much slower than
it actually is and there are no transfer penalties, the FINDPATH program
suggests a transfer from Route 1 to the faster Route 49 to reach Dudley with a
trip time of 7.6 minutes. Because Route 1 is more frequent than either Route 8.0
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or Route 47, ordinarily the direct route would be highly desirable. Here, only the
paths using Routes 8.0 and 47 (two of four total) are included in the selected set
of paths between these points, with a net accessibility rating of 10.2 minutes. We
conclude that the flaws in the data give us overestimates of the travel time.
In addition to the bus service, the MBTA operates several light, heavy, and
commuter rail lines through the study area. The heavy rail Red Line operates
north-south through the heart of the eastern area shown in the map, providing
connecting service to some of the visible routes (Routes 8.0, 10, 22, and 23). The
Mattapan light rail line, which runs roughly east-west near the southern border
of the map, also connects to the Red Line and some of the bus lines shown here
(Routes 22, 23, and 28). The Orange Line runs north-south along the western
edge of the map. The Heath Street/Arborway "E" branch of the Green Line light
rail service operates along Huntington Avenue in the northwestern corner of the
map, west of the Orange Line, but does not continue far enough south to be of
consequence for the population under consideration here. Commuter rail in this
area originates at South Station (north of the map) and runs north-south. The
Needham Heights and Franklin/Forge Park-495 branches parallel the Orange
Line with three stops in the area, and the Attleboro/Providence branch runs near
the center of the map with two stops in the region. Because of the limited stops
on the commuter rail service and their distance from BCH, it is doubtful that
many hospital employees in the study area use it for the journey-to-work trip.
While the results shown in the map are limited to bus transit for the reasons
outlined in Chapter 3, a comprehensive evaluation of transit service to this area
would need to account for the significant availability of rail.
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Summary of Results
Based on the data displayed in the map, we might determine that a majority
of BCH employees who live in the southern reaches of Boston have reasonable
bus accessibility from the hospital, but that a significant number remain
unserved (i.e., the nearest stop to their homes is too far to walk). Given the
various limitations of the analysis regarding the completeness and accuracy of
the transit network and the absence of a transfer penalty, we cannot finalize this
preliminary conclusion. These factors affect the results in conflicting ways,
clouding the issues. The real-world concerns involved in this test case, however,
do not obscure the value of this map as an example of the type of analysis that is
possible using the facilities of the prototype. If, in fact, the caveats outlined above
did not apply, then these preliminary results would be useful for evaluating
policy. The map combines voluminous data to provide a clear visual display of
many facts relevant to a transportation analysis. Computerized mapping soft-
ware enables such maps to be produced with relative ease. Such a map will be
useful to transportation planners and transit riders alike.
Technical Notes
One of the advantages a GIS offers to this analysis is the ability to integrate
related data sets, prepared from multiple sources at different times, into the same
map. The residence locations shown here were obtained from one of the actual
Arc/Info coverages that Azar, et al. created for their analysis. The buffer around
the stops was generated using the Arc/Info BUFFER command. We used the
INTERSECT command to overlay the employee locations with the buffer poly-
gons to ascertain the number of employees residing within the service area. With
relatively modest effort, these additional pieces of data were merged with the
displays of the prototype to produce a new, more informative map.
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While the map in Figure 6-1 was prepared with the aid of the query-and-
display tool, the map has more features than are provided automatically by the
prototype. These include the label at Dudley Square, the employee location
points, and the buffer around the bus stops. The need for these features pre-
cluded the use of the "Save" form. Instead, the map was constructed using a
"map composition," a device Arc/Info provides to manipulate maps. Map com-
positions permit the user to reorder the sequence in which the individual map
elements are displayed, a capability required to construct the map. We built a
map composition containing the output from the "stop access" option of the
"Display" form, along with the output from ARCPLOT commands that drew the
other features. We deleted some unnecessary elements and reordered them to
provide a useful display. This process demanded considerable operator interac-
tion directly with the Arc/Info ARCPLOT program (accessed via the "Command
Prompt" option in the "Control" menu). Therefore, preparing a map such as this
currently demands knowledge of the elaborate ARCPLOT command set.
While all the software development and data collection for this prototype was
completed in Arc/Info version 6.0, this version of the software has a bug that
interferes with the correct construction of map compositions. Specifically, the
program does not correctly clip the markers representing employee residences at
the edge of the map. Fortunately, version 6.1 of the software, which fixes this
problem, became available late in the preparation of this thesis. Hence, Figure 6-1
is the one graphic in this thesis prepared using the new version of the software.
Conclusion
This chapter presented an application of the prototype using real-world data
to prepare an analysis of transit accessibility from an employment center. We
have now completed our exploration of the structure of the prototype and its
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capabilities. In the next, concluding chapter, we review the success of the proto-
type and suggest directions for further work.
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7. Conclusions
The preceding chapters described:
1) the motivations for this thesis;
2) the literature that serves as a foundation for this work;
3) the design decisions we made;
4) the structure of the data;
5) the details of the implementation; and
6) a sample analysis using the prototype.
In this concluding chapter we evaluate the success of the prototype, discuss its
limitations, suggest improvements that await developers who may extend this
implementation, and review the benefits of the broader approach.
This thesis achieved its stated goal of constructing a graphical computer tool
for the analysis and display of accessibility. Completing this research involved
many sizable tasks, including:
1) reviewing the literature;
2) choosing the hardware and software environment for the implemen-
tation;
3) designing and implementing a means of digitizing bus routes;
4) acquiring transit route data from the primary sources and preparing it
for use with the prototype;
5) designing and implementing a relational data scheme for the transit
network analysis;
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6) selecting and implementing a technique for devising multiple signifi-
cantly different paths through a transit network;
7) selecting and implementing a transit accessibility metric;
8) designing and implementing a path-finding program;
9) designing and implementing a set of data visualizations;
10) designing and implementing a graphical user interface for the end-
user application; and
11) using the collected data and the constructed suite of tools to perform a
sample accessibility analysis.
Some of these tasks proved more time-consuming than others. The design phases
and analysis phases were relatively short. Data preparation was extremely time-
consuming, as was the implementation of the path-finding program.
This chapter begins with general conclusions about the architecture of the
prototype and its usefulness to transit planners. The next section explores various
aspects of the prototype in detail, suggesting specific improvements to the
implementation that others may wish to pursue. After a section summarizing the
recommendations for future work, the thesis concludes with some final remarks.
General Conclusions
This thesis pursued two research themes: 1) designing an open, extensible
system architecture for spatial analysis based on high-level software packages,
and 2) enhancing transit accessibility analysis using contemporary tools for data
management, analysis, and display. These topics will be relevant to future
researchers seeking to enhance the decision environment of planners. In the
process, we also developed useful mechanisms for developing a GIS-based
representation of a transit network. Here we review these aspects of the thesis.
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System Architecture
The accessibility prototype relies on an architecture that links a GIS, an
RDBMS, and custom programs that access each system. This structure may serve
as a model for similar integration projects in the future. Communication among
the programs is facilitated by a data scheme tailored to connecting the systems
while maintaining data for the task at hand. This architecture provides a rich
environment for quantitative analyses that rely on geographic data, even for
fields other than transit planning. Because the structure is modular, open, and
extensible, it provides considerable flexibility to developers and users alike.
Any of the major components-GIS, RDBMS, and custom programs-can be
exchanged with a comparable product. More than one GIS provides a macro lan-
guage while supporting connections to a several external RDBMSs. By design,
GISs and RDBMSs facilitate the collection and management of large amounts of
data from disparate sources. By writing programs that access the GIS and
RDBMS, system developers can create capabilities not provided by either auto-
matically, improving on them or substituting them as necessary. In this
environment, developers can add functionality to meet new needs rather than
waiting, perhaps endlessly, for the vendor of a closed, single-purpose system to
add a necessary feature in a new release. With sufficient planning, the data
scheme can be made sufficiently comprehensive to enable a number of different
tasks based on the same data.
The major off-the-shelf components-the GIS and the RDBMS-have com-
plementary strengths that bolster this approach. A GIS provides the ability to
create maps and complex visualizations, while an RDBMS can query large data
sets in a host of ways. When systems are developed, some features normally too
expensive to include can be added relatively easily by leveraging the standard
capabilities of the underlying systems. For example, a GIS-based application
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could easily produce maps on demand for individual queries, while a text-based
system could do so only after a substantial investment in programming.
Similarly, RDBMSs provide query and reporting tools that greatly simplify the
generation of complex reports. Systems based on an RDBMS can therefore sup-
ply a variety of informative listings that would otherwise require difficult coding.
The RDBMS can easily generate tables of numerical results, while the GIS can
give those figures a spatial context. Geographically referenced quantitative data
can take on new meaning when displayed in a map, for visual displays enable us
to tap our innate ability to interpret spatial relationships, especially anomalous
ones, that would be invisible in a list of figures. Numerical lists remain useful,
however, for quantitatively confirming the qualitative conclusions obtained from
visual inspection a map.
The current implementation illustrates how the substitutability of modules
might be exploited. Arc/Info can link to four different vendors' RDBMSs. The
FINDPATH program could be replaced by another program that finds multiple
paths in a new way. A new program to calculate the accessibility metric based on
different assumptions about the transit network could supplement the SQL
scripts that currently perform this task.
The argument for leveraging software tools to add new capabilities has an
analogue for data collection. By investing the marginally small extra effort to rep-
resent and maintain data for a number of tasks instead of a single, immediate
purpose, much labor can be saved in the long term. With the proper mechanisms
for updating data, the architecture enables the development of a rich, sustainable,
working base representation useful for many functions. We can illustrate this
point using the prototype as an example. The geographic representation of the
bus routes has more detail than strictly necessary for an accessibility analysis
(e.g., knowing the precise path through a bus station or a around traffic rotary is
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not required for this purpose). By including such detail, however, the represen-
tation becomes suitable for a variety of tasks, such as providing accurate direc-
tions to bus drivers, recording the exact location of bus shelters, or preparing
route maps for schedule cards. Additionally, the prototype's transit network
structure would be suitable for a GIS-based passenger information system.
Incorporating metadata in the application's data dictionary simplifies many
aspects of the implementation, while providing flexibility, documentation of the
parameters of an analysis, and data integrity features. The schema reflects con-
sideration both of the information necessary to model transit routes for analysis
and the particulars of linking a GIS to an RDBMS. Regarding performance, with
proper indexing, retrieving data even from very large tables is swift.
Future researchers may want to enhance the basic architecture designed for
the prototype. New versions of GIS and RDBMS software will hopefully support
tighter integration between the systems, while simultaneously increasing their
built-in analytic models and tools. With significant effort, the data scheme and
specialized programs could be enhanced to provide a comprehensive set of tran-
sit planning tools, including, for example, demand and network flow models.
With additional data, land use and housing models could reference the transit
and street network databases. Hence, these components can form the core of a
multi-purpose planning database and analysis system.
The current approach does have some drawbacks. The GIS and the RDBMS
are big software systems-hungry for computing and storage resources and typi-
cally expensive to purchase. Many of the features that each system provides are
unused in the accessibility prototype. Hence, the architecture is not lean.
Nevertheless, these extra features promise room for growth and flexibility for
users. In addition, users currently must be well versed in both the GIS and the
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RDBMS to lay the groundwork for an analysis, although future high-level tools
may ease this burden.
Another issue regards the stability of the platforms. The vendors may alter
key parts of their data schemes, jeopardizing the existing data built on the old
structure. Similarly, new software versions may cripple, remove, or change the
behavior of some old features. The prototype itself fell victim to this threat: the
removal of the Arc/Info ROUTE module in Version 6.1 incapacitated the key
macros that construct bus route paths. The basic functionality provided by
ROUTE has been transferred to ARCPLOT, but the macros will have to be rewrit-
ten to adapt to the changes. Hence, developers who adopt this architecture must
anticipate that some development time will routinely have to be devoted to sup-
porting new versions of the underlying software as it is released. Nevertheless,
such migration efforts appear small when compared with that needed to dupli-
cate the functionality these packages provide "off the shelf." The choice to rely on
such systems depends on how much leverage they add to a development effort
by reducing the amount of programming relative to the costs and risks outlined
above.
Enhancing Transit Analysis
The usefulness of tools like the prototype to transit planners is a basic issue
raised by this research. Among the features such systems provide are detailed,
disaggregate data; visualization techniques; query tools; and programming tools.
In the introduction to this thesis, we posited that a transit analysis should be
based on highly disaggregate data. Through its displays, the prototype creates a
visual context for such data. The disaggregate analysis becomes comprehensible
when presented in a map, while a matrix of accessibility values for each origin-
destination pair is considerably less intuitive. The approach enables accessibility
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data to be juxtaposed with other useful information (e.g., city streets or employee
residences). Counterintuitive results, errors, and anomalies emerge quickly from
a good visualization, but can remain hidden in other representations. An
example of this benefit was described in Chapter 5: the AML macros that provide
visual aids for verifying the accuracy of data in the GIS.
We have also stressed the importance of an open system. If a facility is exten-
sible and scalable, the effort invested in building and maintaining it will likely be
rewarded in the long term. Because the GIS and RDBMS are programmable,
skilled users can write simple macros or scripts to identify specific features or
look for unusual conditions. More substantial programs can be added to the
repertoire of tools as needs arise. For example, a future researcher might replace
the prototype's accessibility metric, requiring one suite of scripts be rewritten.
The rest of the system could remain unchanged. The results of the old and new
metric could easily be juxtaposed and compared visually. With a closed, special-
ized system, more functionality may be available initially, but ultimately the
package's limitations may prove onerous.
Additionally, such systems may hold captive for single purpose valuable data
gathered at considerable effort and expense. By the same token, those systems
may not be able to display any information other than that provided by specific
design. With a GIS, data collected for one assignment may be adapted for use in
new work. Ultimately, the ability to surmount such obstacles empower planners,
facilitating the reuse of data collected by others and enabling it to be analyzed in
new and creative ways.
Encoding Route Networks
Our method for encoding routes in the GIS from text files is effective and
robust, as proven by extensive use during the data preparation phase. The pro-
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cedure produces a logical representation of bus routes that refers directly to a
geographic base map. This representation is useful not only for evaluating
accessibility, but also for other network analyses of the transit system. Of course,
it can also be used to generate highly detailed, geographically accurate maps of
transit routes. The method's reliance on address-matching text descriptions
greatly speeds the digitizing effort and facilitates maintenance as routes change.
In addition, it provides a level of independence from the geography of the base
map, easing the task of recreating the transit network for a new base map.
Prototype-Specific Conclusions
While the prototype succeeded at its core purpose, much work remains
undone. As is typical for projects of this nature, a litany of improvements are
possible. We discuss these below in conjunction with observations on the
progress of the project for four broad categories: data preparation, the relational
data scheme, analytic techniques, and user features.
Data Preparation
At present, no comprehensive, detailed, and accurate digital representation of
the bus service operated by the MBTA is readily available. This deficiency is
likely to be commonplace among transit systems, particularly among the smaller
ones. Early on we developed the tools we needed to build such a representation
ourselves and then used them to encode a significant number of bus routes. Our
network of bus routes in the city of Boston is sufficiently large and correct to
serve as a foundation for a comprehensive map for the MBTA's local bus opera-
tions. A permanent, accurate representation, however, would require the
investment of considerable effort to resolve the inconsistencies in the data,
discussed in Chapter 5. These tools rely only on an address geocoded base map,
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which can be derived (albeit with flaws) from TIGER/Line files for any region in
the United States, and descriptions of routes that should be obtainable from
published sources (although data about stop locations may be incomplete or
unavailable to those outside the transit agency). Hence, this procedure is portable
to transit properties throughout the country.
Describing Routes
The route description files that form the external representation have proven
relatively easy to manipulate because of their straightforward, human-readable
semantics. The tools that construct the internal Arc/Info representation of the
routes, and the data itself, have proven very robust over a period of several
months. We are confident that this data entry method has wide applicability for
transit planners bootstrapping a representation of a transit network. The text files
are dependent not on the geography of the base map but on the logical street
topology and the address geocoding data associated with a map. These facts
mean that a set of route description files can be used to build the transit route
representation for a new base map with substantially revised geography pro-
vided the new map has compatible topology (i.e., if two streets intersect in the
old map, then the equivalent streets with the same names meet in the new map)
and a compatible naming convention (e.g., both maps adhere to the TIGER/Line
naming convention for streets).
This independence from geography may prove invaluable as improved base
maps become available. For example, a set of streets that most people would
consider to be a perfect grid often appears distorted in the TIGER file, probably
because the street centerlines meander slightly. These deviations may be imper-
ceptible to a person actually traversing these streets. For esthetic reasons, a user
may wish to correct the grid so that the roads are perfectly parallel or meet at
right angles, while maintaining positional accuracy. Any such modifications to
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the base map should be performed using procedures that facilitate long-term
maintenance and correspondence to the standard base map, if any, used
throughout the region. Provided the straightened arcs were named identically to
their crooked counterparts, the transit network could be rebuilt for the new street
network using the previously prepared route description files without alteration.
TIGER/Line Difficulties
Despite the success of the data entry method, our efforts were often hindered
by inconsistencies and inaccuracies in the base map and the data describing bus
routes and stops. As described earlier, the TIGER/Line file from which we built
the base map often lacked address ranges and ZIP code data for streets. We
developed techniques to work around these problems. While our solution for ZIP
codes is satisfactory, ideally the map should be improved with correct address
ranges instead of the placeholders we are now using. In rare cases, arcs had no
street names at all (usually ramps on or near traffic rotaries), making them
impossible to identify through address matching. Fortunately, no such instance
prevented us from constructing transit routes as we required. However, the map
should be updated to provide names for all the arcs.
Missing street links pose a more serious problem. Reworking routes to avoid
missing links often entail gross distortions to the representation. Adding links is
an arduous exercise that we avoided as much as possible, sometimes altering our
route representations as a result. Even when we did add arcs, we could guaran-
tee neither the geographic accuracy consistent with that of the rest of the file nor
the correctness of the associated attribute data. We did, however, take steps to
ensure that the arcs we added or modified could be easily identified in order to
maintain compatibility with future, improved maps.
Because the TIGER file describes a planar graph and Arc/Info does not
permit arcs to coincide, places where roads overlay each other are not well repre-
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sented in the base map. For example, in downtown Boston the elevated Central
Artery passes directly atop a surface street. The map contains arcs only for the
artery and not the road beneath. Consequently, our route descriptions state that
some routes operate on the Central Artery when in fact they run on the street
below. The Arc/Info geographic model and tools accommodate these overlaying
arcs only with difficulty. A permanent remedy awaits improvements in the GIS
that support three-dimensional geometry in a primarily two-dimensional map
and a digitizing effort to add the missing arcs.
Bus Stop Locations
One of the stated restrictions of the transit network representation is that bus
stops must occur at nodes in the underlying street topology. Occasionally, a stop
occurred in the middle of a block. Correctly placing these stops would require
splitting arcs to add nodes to the network in the correct spots. For the reasons
outlined in Chapter 5, splitting arcs to add nodes is a time-consuming and
tedious process. Hence, we chose not to embark on this task. This option remains
open, however, to users requiring this level of geographic detail.
In a few cases, bus routes have stops on two corners of the same intersection.
As discussed in Chapter 5, when we encountered this situation, we arbitrarily
removed one of the stops. For the purpose of evaluating accessibility, the precise
location of a stop or stops relative to an intersection is irrelevant. For other uses
such as a stop inventory, however, this distinction is important. One solution is
enhancing the route database to include the detailed location of stops at an inter-
section by specifying X-Y offsets from the center of the intersection. These offsets
could be used to display the precise location of stops when that level of geo-
graphic accuracy is required.
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Increasing the Scope of the Base Map
The MBTA operates bus service in five counties in eastern Massachusetts. To
keep the size of the data manageable and to simplify map preparation, the base
map used in this prototype was restricted to just one of these counties, Suffolk,
which contains the cities of Boston, Chelsea, Revere, and Winthrop. A complete
representation of MBTA service clearly would require a base map that included
at least a portion of these other counties as well. Fortunately, the route data
assembled for this prototype could be used on this larger base map. When the
geographic scale is increased, the possibility grows that an address will match
multiple locations because the same streets may exist in multiple towns. This
problem can generally be avoided by specifying the ZIP code in addition to the
street address. The stop files in STP format already incorporate such data. Path,
barrier, and STOP format stop files, however, would require an extra field to use
zone data with a larger base map. Only minor modifications to the code are
required to enable this feature.
Because of the difficulties described in Chapter 5, the data entry and prepara-
tion process is long and arduous. The low quality of the route descriptions and
stop data forced a high level of human interaction in data preparation. Once the
route description text files are perfected, however, the process of converting the
files to the internal representation is highly automated and reasonably fast. After
the initial effort to generate a correct representation is complete, the process of
updating the routes to reflect changes should be fairly easy, provided the main-
tenance process is well planned and conducted frequently (e.g., monthly).
Route Headways and Travel Times
Our data regarding route headways and the time a bus requires to cover a
distance could be substantially improved. The prototype assumes that a bus has
a constant headway throughout a time period. If, however, a bus operates at sig-
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nificantly different frequencies during a period, or operates for only part of a
period, this assumption leads to a large distortion of reality. Similarly, we
assume that a bus has a constant speed for its entire run. Since many routes oper-
ate both in the crowded center of town and in more sparse areas, the route speed
is unlikely to be constant for the route's whole trip. The data scheme, however,
specifies the travel time for each arc individually. Therefore, if superior data
specifying the travel time along each arc were available, it could easily be incor-
porated into the prototype.
Relational Data Scheme
The prototype manages large quantities of data divided between two con-
nected but distinct software systems, the GIS and the RDBMS. The data scheme
devised for this thesis facilitated the storage and retrieval of this data by both
systems. While perfectly functional for the prototype, the data scheme could
undergo significant improvement. Some proposed changes are discussed below.
Identifying Sets of Analysis Parameters
Early in the project we labeled the group of parameters associated with an
individual accessibility analysis a "network." We now believe this choice to be
unfortunate, as it confuses the idea of assigning a tag to a set of parameters with
the very different idea of representing a transportation system as a set of arcs and
nodes. Therefore, all instances of the column NETWORK in the data scheme
should be renamed ANALYSIS.
Node Numbering
The structure of some of the tables could be made more efficient. The
SUPERNETWORK and PATH tables currently store external node numbers that
make it easy to relate node numbers in Arc/Info to those stored in the relational
database. Nevertheless, the tables should be altered to store internal node num-
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bers rather than external node numbers. This change would permit the elimina-
tion of the node-type columns from both tables, saving storage space and
improving the efficiency of CONNECT BY queries on the PATH table. Obtaining
external node numbers would then require a join to the NODE table, a slight but
inconsequential complication.
Storing Results from Different Analyses in Multiple Sets of Tables
When we devised the data scheme, we assumed that users would want to
store multiple supernetworks in the SUPERNETWORK and NODE tables and
the results of multiple analyses in the PATH, PATHSUMMARY, and ACCESS
tables. Therefore, each of these tables contains the column NETWORK to identify
the relevant analysis. By specifying the actual names of these tables in the
NETWORKCATALOG table, we enabled users to use multiple tables to store
supernetworks and results in multiple tables if they so chose. We made this
choice because parsimony argues against using multiple tables with the same
structure for the same purpose when only one will do.
The large volume of data generated by the network analysis has forced us to
reconsider the practicality of this strategy. The current design works fine for the
SUPERNETWORK and NODE tables, which have relatively few rows (a few
hundred or thousand) for each network. The accessibility analysis, however, eas-
ily generates tens and even hundreds of thousands of rows in the PATH,
PATHSUMMARY, and ACCESS tables for supernetworks of this size. The
Oracle RDBMS can drop a table of arbitrary size, even a very large one, within
seconds. Using the SQL DELETE statement to remove a like number of rows,
however, is an extremely slow process requiring many minutes and perhaps
hours in extreme cases. The sluggish performance results partly because the
database permits a transaction to be reversed or "rolled back" until it is
"committed" or made permanent. Oracle does not allow this feature to be sup-
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pressed. To provide this functionality, the Oracle RDBMS saves each deleted row
in a "rollback segment" until the transaction is committed, because a rollback
would require restoring all the deleted rows. Saving these rows temporarily
entails a massive number of reads and writes to a computer disk, virtually all of
which can be avoided if a table is simply dropped. Temporarily saving the
deleted rows naturally requires storage space. Hence, the RDBMS may run out of
space in the rollback segment if the user attempts to delete too many rows at
once, forcing the transaction to abort-usually after a considerable amount of
time has elapsed. In addition, the space released by deleting the rows can only be
reclaimed by the one table from which they were removed. When a table is
dropped, however, its space allocation is freed for use by other database objects.
For these reasons, large scale DELETEs should be avoided whenever possible.
Lastly, if a table contains data for only one network, routine queries will be faster
because the database will not have to scan data for other analyses in the process
of finding the data we really want. Therefore, in practice, the data for each anal-
ysis should always be stored in a separate table.
If we eliminate the NETWORK column from the PATH, PATHSUMMARY,
and ACCESS tables, thereby requiring that each analysis be stored separately, we
can recover the storage space required for the column, which is significant for
tables of this size. In the middle of the implementation we recognized the value
of eliminating the NETWORK column from many tables. The column
NETWORK has already been removed from the NETWORK table.
Reusing the Supernetwork for Multiple Analyses
Currently, each network stored in the NETWORK-CATALOG table requires
its own entries in the SUPERNETWORK and NODE tables. The origin- and des-
tination-based versions of the same analysis, however, can use the identical
supernetwork. Hence, the supernetwork is generated and stored redundantly. To
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eliminate this inefficiency, the data scheme should be modified by splitting the
table NETWORKCATALOG into two tables, one representing the inputs to an
accessibility analysis (ACCESSINPUT) and another containing the outputs and
other descriptive information (ACCESSCATALOG). ACCESSINPUT would
contain all the information required to describe the supernetwork now contained
in the NETWORKCATALOG table: the table for the transit network on which it
is based, the transfer penalty table, plus the origin and destination cost tables. It
would also contain columns for the underlying coverage and route system, plus
the route and route-service tables. It would have an input-ID that would be ref-
erenced in ACCESSCATALOG. More than one analysis listed in
ACCESSCATALOG could use the same set of inputs. The ACCESSCATALOG
table would also record timestamps for the path summary and access tables
much as NETWORKCATALOG does for the path table. Appendix I lists the
proposed revised structure for the ACCESSCATALOG and ACCESSINPUT
tables.
Modeling Origin and Destination Costs
As noted in Chapter 5, a model that accounts for the looping of bus routes
cannot represent a transfer simply by assigning a cost to a node and a pair of
routes. Hence, the TRANSFER table contains transfer penalties between pairs of
route-section combinations. The same argument applies to origin and destination
costs: a different cost should be assigned to each route-section combination origi-
nating or terminating at a node. Currently, the ORIGIN_COST and
DESTINATIONCOST tables do not support this level of detail. Appendix J
specifies revised table structures for these tables that rectify this situation.
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Analytic Techniques
The network analysis is the least advanced component of the prototype, even
though it required one of the biggest investments of programming effort. This
seeming inconsistency is the result of two facts. First, the bulk of the program-
ming task involved not the shortest path algorithm, which is relatively easy to
code, but writing the routines that read data from the database and write it back
again. Second, the difficult part of the network analysis is not the path-finding
process itself but building the supernetwork topology that permits paths to be
found correctly. As more conditions are placed on the behavior of the transit sys-
tem, the shortest path algorithm changes little or not at all, but the complexity of
the supernetwork grows by leaps and bounds. In this section we explore ways in
which the supernetwork structure could be enhanced, followed by options for a
superior path-finding algorithm.
Supernetwork Structure
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the supernetwork constructed by the FINDPATH
program does not support non-travel costs: transfer penalties, origin costs, and
destination costs. Since transferring between buses not only adds time to a jour-
ney but also acts as a strong disincentive to making a trip by transit in the first
place, this deficiency significantly reduces the explanatory power of the proto-
type. While the prototype's accessibility metric includes an estimate of initial
waiting time, the explicit origin and destination costs saved in the
ORIGINCOST and DESTINATIONCOST tables may be useful when calculat-
ing other accessibility metrics or performing different type of transit analysis. To
implement non-travel costs, the code that builds the supernetwork would need
significant modifications. Implementing the supernetwork enhancements
described below would require some minor structural changes in the
SUPERNETWORK and NODE tables to accommodate new node labeling
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schemes, as well as new code in the FINDPATH program to build the new
supernetwork structure.
The supernetwork grows considerably larger and more complex in order to
model these additional costs. To see why, consider the following example. In
Figure 7-1, we see the basic representation of simple transit network with two
bus routes. Route 10 starts at stop 1 and proceeds to stop 7. At stop 4, Route 20
begins, paralleling Route 10 for two stops. Then, Route 20 splits off and continues
for two more stops. This highly intuitive representation contains 9 nodes and 10
arcs. However, we want to account also for origin costs at the start of a path,
destination costs at the end a path, and transfer penalties for route changes in the
middle of a path. Modeling these costs requires extra arcs and nodes.
Sheffi (1985) suggests a straightforward way of modeling these costs (Sheffi
1985, pp. 13-14). Figure 7-2 shows how the transit network is transformed by this
approach.1 Each cost is represented by an explicit arc in the network. Each node
in the original transit network is represented by a cluster of two or more nodes.
Passengers may board only at origin nodes and alight at destination nodes. If
passengers can both board and alight at a stop, then the origin and destination
nodes are combined into a single node. This method also requires nodes that
permit riders to pass through a stop enroute to their destination further in the
path. If a single route services a stop a single pass-through node is adequate. If
more than one route services a stop, then we require a pair of entrance and exit
nodes for each route. The entrance node, represents the route as it enters the
node, before any transfers are made, and the exit node, represents the route as it
leaves the node, after transfers are made. Transfer arcs between the entrance and
exit nodes of different routes represent a change of route, while continuation arcs
1Figure 7-2 was prepared by Carla E. Grayson. The icons in Figures 7-2, 7-3, and 7-4 were
designed with the assistance of Pedro Ferraz De Abreu.
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indicate that the route does not change. Continuation arcs may have zero cost, or
they may represent the "dwell time" the vehicle spends at a stop. The origin and
destination nodes are connected to pass-through or entrance nodes via origin-
cost and destination-cost arcs, respectively, to provide access to the rest of the
network.
This representation has the advantage of making all the different costs
explicit. This network, however contains more nodes than necessary, and the
paths derived from this network contain more arcs than the minimum. These
suboptimalities increase storage requirements and processing time. In addition,
the network permits some undesirable movements. For example, it is possible for
a rider to "transfer" from Route 10 and Route 20 at stop 5 by traversing the desti-
nation-cost arc from Route 10's entrance node to the origin/destination node,
then following the origin-cost arc to Route 20's entrance node. The correct
movement is simply to traverse the transfer arc connecting Route 10's entrance
node with Route 20's exit node. This problem can be eliminated by splitting the
combined origin/destination nodes into separate origin and destination nodes.
Similarly, at the same stop, a passenger may board Route 10 via its origin-cost
arc, then take the transfer link to Route 20's exit node. The proper movement is to
take the origin-cost arc from the origin/destination node to Route 20's entrance
node, followed by the continuation arc to Route 20's exit node. This problem can
be corrected by having the origin-cost arcs terminate at exit nodes rather than
entrance nodes. Provided the costs along all the arcs are sensible, these improper
movements are unlikely to be shorter than the standard transfer or boarding pat-
terns and will therefore be rejected. Nevertheless, the shortest path algorithm
may waste time chasing down such spurious paths.
An optimized representation that minimizes the nodes in the network and the
number of arcs in paths while precluding such undesirable movements is illus-
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trated in Figure 7-3. Here each stop has a separate origin node for boarding and a
destination node for alighting. If passengers are allowed only to board or to
alight, but not both, at a stop, then the unused node is omitted. As before, we
have pass-through nodes to represent passage through a stop, but only for stops
that routes both enter and exit. Separate entrance and exit nodes have been abol-
ished in favor of a single pass-through node for each route. We enable this
change by combining costs that were represented by separate arcs in Figure 7-2
into a single arc. Every arc in this network represents travel between two stops,
plus up to two of the origin, destination, and transfer costs. We may need to add
numerous arcs to the supernetwork to accommodate the various combinations of
routes and costs.
Having every arc represent travel between stops has a few advantages spe-
cific to this application. Every supernetwork arc refers directly to travel in the
transit network (i.e., to one or more sections in an Arc/Info route system or arcs
in the street network). These relationships allow us to maintain a straightforward
relationship from supernetwork arcs stored in the Oracle database to street links
and sections stored in an Arc/Info coverage and route system. Each supernet-
work arc can be assigned unambiguously to a single route and a range of its
sections. Conversely, in the Sheffi representation, the transfer links must be
assigned not to a single route but to a pair of routes. The transfer, continuation,
origin-cost, and destination-cost arcs correspond not to sections or street links,
but to transitions within a single bus stop. Hence, relating paths generated using
the Sheffi-style supernetwork back to the Arc/Info representations of the transit
system and street geometry is more complicated than with the optimized
supernetwork.
While using pairs of origin and destination nodes increases the node count,
this change actually improves the efficiency of the network by banning unin-
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tended movements. Furthermore, we compensate for these new nodes by
eliminating the separate entrance and exit nodes, substituting a single pass-
through node for each route. This benefit becomes more pronounced as more
routes service the same pairs of stops in parallel. Counterbalancing this effect,
however, is an increase in the number of arcs needed to represent the various
combinations of costs among the different routes. A further enhancement,
illustrated in Figure 7-4, alleviates this problem by eliminating parallel arcs. For
example, between stops 5 and 6, two parallel arcs connect each of stop 5's origin
and pass-through nodes with the destination node of stop 6. Only the arc with
the minimum cost need be retained, since it will never be desirable to take a more
expensive arc between these pairs of nodes. Typically, the arcs designated "travel
cost plus transfer penalty and destination cost" would be eliminated, since it
would rarely make sense to incur the transfer penalty not included in the parallel
"travel cost plus destination cost" arc. As shown in Figure 7-4, five unnecessary
parallel arcs can be removed from Figure 7-3. Figure 7-4 assumes that Route 10 is
faster than Route 20, so that the arcs labeled "travel cost plus origin and
destination costs" for Route 20 between stops 4 and 5 and between stops 5 and 6
in Figure 7-3 were deleted.
The arcs in the new network add the origin, destination, and transfer costs to
the travel cost in advance, erasing the clean separation of these costs in the previ-
ous representation. Effectively, we are preprocessing frequently encountered arc
combinations and eliminating unreasonable combinations early, thereby shorten-
ing the path search process. The number of nodes and arcs in each representation
is heavily dependent on the amount of parallelism among routes. The network in
Figure 7-2 using Sheffi's scheme contains 27 nodes and 42 arcs, whereas the net-
work in 7-3 has 23 nodes and 40 arcs, and Figure 7-4 reduces the arc count to 35.
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Figure 7-1. A sample transit network.
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Figure 7-2. Supernetwork for the transit network in Figure 7-1 constructed in the style of Sheffi (1985).
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Figure 7-3. Optimized supernetwork for the transit network in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-4. Optimized supernetwork without parallel arcs for the transit network in Figure 7-1.
The main advantage of the optimized representation is the shortening of the
number of links in the paths that the shortest path algorithm finds. For example,
the shortest path from stop 1 to stop 9 (the trip with the maximum number of
stops), requires traversing 12 arcs in Figure 7-2 but only 7 arcs in Figure 7-3, a
reduction of 42%. Similarly, the shortest trip (e.g., between stops 2 and 3)
requires traversing 3 arcs in Figure 7-2 but only 1 arc in Figure 7-3, a savings of
67%. Each arc in a path requires one row to be stored in the PATH table. Because
the path-finding program calculates n(n-1) paths, where n is the number of stops,
these reductions in the number of arcs per path can result in dramatic reductions
in database storage requirements, even for n as small as 200.
Another complication in constructing a supernetwork are routes with
repeated nodes or segments. While perhaps counterintuitive, loops do occur in
actual transit networks, and not simply in the trivial case of a route that starts
and ends at the same point. Buses often make small loops as they navigate major
bus stations. For example, many MBTA routes loop around the bus station at
Dudley Square in Roxbury. We can ensure the correct behavior when we build
the supernetwork by providing pass-through nodes for each instance a route
passes through a stop instead of providing only one pass-through node per route
regardless of how many times the node passes through the stop.
Path-Finding Algorithm
The FINDPATH program implemented a deterministic shortest-path algo-
rithm. This choice made the algorithm easy to code and requires a minimum of
data-the arc cost-to execute. It also limits the scope of analysis to high-fre-
quency transit routes because of the limiting assumptions described in Chapter 3.
A superior path-finding algorithm would incorporate time-dependency and
stochastic travel times as described by Hall (1986). Such an implementation is
significantly more complex because it requires the acquisition and maintenance
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of large amounts of transit scheduling data. This data is difficult to obtain and
would require a lengthy data-entry process. Since the path-finding program is a
standalone module, a superior procedure can replace the current one without
disrupting the rest of the architecture. Note that the preceding discussion of the
supernetwork structure assumed that a deterministic shortest path algorithm
was being employed. Non-deterministic shortest path algorithms may require
alternative supernetwork formulations.
Along the same lines, the means for identifying significantly different paths is
simplistic. Superior methods, however, are not easy to devise or implement. A
likely candidate would be a variant of a k-shortest path algorithm similar to Yen's
(1971). Yen's algorithm finds multiple paths by selectively removing arcs from
the shortest path from the network and running the shortest path algorithm
again. Rather than removing a single arc at each iteration, however, we could
remove the longest set of arcs that a route shares with a particular combination of
routes. This change would permit more combinations of routes to be evaluated
while avoiding an avalanche of spurious path variations.
The performance of the deterministic path-finding program could be
improved by using the Dijkstra's algorithm instead of the Bellman-Moore-Pape-
d'Esopo algorithm for paths of rank greater than 1, because Dijkstra's algorithm
can be terminated once the destination is found. We do not need this feature for
the rank 1 paths because in that case we always find the paths from an origin to
all destinations. Therefore, for the rank 1 path, the Bellman-Moore-Pape-d'Esopo
algorithm is more efficient.
Alternative Accessibility Measures
The method of Chriqui and Robillard (1975) for summarizing multiple paths
is adequate for this prototype. The VIPS system uses a variant on this method
that may be superior (Jansson and Ridderstolpe 1988). One limitation of the cur-
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rent model is that it does not permit a rider to alter a path choice after boarding
the first vehicle. This restriction against changing paths midstream may be too
constraining, but only if the passenger has a detailed enough knowledge of the
transit network to make intelligent route choice decisions in the middle of a trip.
The ideal metric would account for time dependency and other complexities of
transit route choice.
The prototype does not address the issue of transit demand in any way. Any
full-fledged transportation analysis needs to account for the demand for trips in
conjunction with the supply of service. A more comprehensive accessibility
model might also require data about the nodes and origin-destination pairs in the
network. The travel demand for each origin-destination pair can be stored in an
RDBMS table. When computing the accessibility and populating the table
ACCESS we could query this demand data and use it to our advantage. The
method for calculating this demand data and incorporating it into the accessibil-
ity computation would be entirely at the discretion of the user. The architecture
of the prototype is indifferent to the specifics of the demand model or the means
with which demand data is used to calculate accessibility. Although this project
did not implement an example of using demand data in an accessibility analysis,
it clearly would be possible provided the necessary data were available.
Additionally, the only factor the accessibility metric considers is travel time.
Production users of the application would likely want to use accessibility mea-
sures that account for other factors such as passenger comfort or transit fares.
Naturally, a more elaborate accessibility metric of this sort would require obtain-
ing more data about the transit system.
Other Factors Affecting Transit Service Quality
This prototype explicitly ignores the role of fares or any factors other than
travel time when finding and evaluating paths. As mentioned earlier, in Boston
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regular bus riders purchase a monthly pass that permits unlimited trips and
transfers for a single fixed cost. Therefore, for bus-only transit patrons, the fare is
generally not a factor in trip selection. Note, however, that this is not true for
bus-rail combination trips. As noted in Chapter 3, in Boston rail and bus passes
are separate and a combination pass costs almost as much as the two individual
passes. Therefore, a thorough multimodal accessibility analysis would require a
consideration of fares.
In Chapter 3 we discussed the assumptions regarding the transit service and
passenger behavior that justified our algorithmic choices. These assumptions
break down when service becomes infrequent or less variable. For example, pas-
sengers are unlikely to wait on a corner for half an hour to catch a bus that
reliably runs every hour. Instead, passengers will time their arrivals to minimize
their wait without risking missing the bus. In this example, passengers would
likely appear at the stop five to ten minutes before the bus's expected arrival. To
do so, however, the passengers must be well-informed with regard to the sched-
ule. Additionally, if riders who make a trip that requires a connection from a
frequent bus to an infrequent bus will time the initial leg of their trip to arrive at
the transfer point so that the waiting time there is minimized.
As these examples illustrate, a more sophisticated treatment of these issues
than that used in the prototype is warranted. Other efforts have done so. The
passenger assignment model in VIPS, for example, can use three different scenar-
ios involving passenger knowledge about the system (good information vs. no
information) and broad characteristics of the service (uncoordinated route depar-
tures vs. perfectly coordinated route departures) (VIPS A, pp. 6-7; Jansson and
Ridderstolpe 1988, pp. 2-3). In this taxonomy, this prototype uses the no informa-
tion/uncoordinated departure assumptions and makes no provision for the
alternative scenarios.
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Simplifications Adopted for the Prototype
For practical reasons, the prototype simplified the transit analysis in many
ways. As explained in Chapter 3, the prototype considers only the bus mode. The
network structure is general enough to accommodate both rail and bus transit.
Unlike the bus network, the rail network cannot be generated from the street
network in full. Therefore, encoding the rail system would require considerable
additional effort to add the necessary rail links to the street topology.
The prototype does not address the fact that many transit trips involve walk-
ing as well as riding the transit vehicle. The network model does not allow
passengers to transfer routes by walking between nearby bus stops. This
weakness becomes most apparent when routes that cross physically at an
intersection have stops near but not at the same node. If routes that appear to
intersect at a node in fact do not, the shortest path algorithm will find
unnecessarily long paths or no path at all. For example, two nodes near the end
of a route on the left side of the stop access display in Figure 3-7 are not marked
with an accessibility square, suggesting that the access time is greater than 40
minutes. In fact, these stops are actually stops only for the northbound variation
of the route, and there are no stops south of these points where a transfer from
south to north is possible, not even at the endpoint. Hence, the path-finding
program failed to find a path from the origin to these points, and they appear
completely inaccessible. Missing transfer points are quite widespread in our data
set, and fixing all these inconsistent nodes was impractical for the purposes of
this thesis. In some critical cases we worked around problems like these by
moving stops for some routes so that they would intersect as intended.
This problem would be relieved if the network representation contained
"walking links" that connect nearby stops. The VIPS system uses this approach
(VIPS B, p. 4). Adding these links would add still more complexity to the super-
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network, thereby increasing path processing time and data storage requirements.
On the other hand, the data preparation phase would be less arduous, as it
would no longer be necessary to verify that all the routes that appeared to inter-
sect at a certain point did so in order to ensure proper connectivity in the
network. The walking links would ensure that such connections could still be
made.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the network analysis can be origin-based or des-
tination-based. This prototype contains complete support only for origin-based
paths. While the FINDPATH program can calculate paths in each direction, and
ACCESSMETRIC.SQL contains preliminary support for both types of paths,
these features have not been extensively tested. More importantly, the query-
and-display tool supports only origin-based paths. Clearly a production
implementation would need to support both path orientations. Such
enhancements would not be difficult.
Just as we provided tools to calculate the accessibility metric for a single ori-
gin, instead of all of them, the FINDPATH program should be upgraded to calcu-
late paths for a single origin or destination or a specified set of nodes. Performing
the analysis on a set of nodes would be most easily implemented using a column
in the NODE table that specifies whether that node is to be included. With this
functionality, the user could, on demand, specify that paths be found and the
accessibility metric be calculated the first time they were needed and the results
stored in the database for later recall. Calculating data only for those nodes of
interest would save both execution time and storage space.
Arc/Info Weaknesses
Because Arc/Info Version 6.0 was a major upgrade with significant changes
in functionality, many bugs in the software were not fixed before the product's
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release. While the vendor claimed that the then-unreleased Version 6.1 of the
product fixes most, if not all, of the problems we discovered, we did not have the
luxury of waiting for this new release to finish this project. Therefore, we made
do with the software as it stood. Finding workarounds to bugs in the GIS signifi-
cantly increased development time.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, one of Arc/Info's major weaknesses as an analy-
sis tool for transportation problems is that it confounds the physical geometry of
the transportation system with its logical structure. The improved suite of net-
work analysis tools introduced with Arc/Info Version 6.1 continues to use the arc
coverage, rather than the route systems built upon it, as the basis for network
analysis. As we have discussed at length in earlier chapters, the geometry of the
streets is significantly different from the structure of the transit network needed
to model it. Furthermore, Arc/Info's restriction against overlaying arcs precludes
using a line coverage to model a system of routes. Therefore, its network model-
ing module was not useful in this project except as a tool for building the transit
network representation.
User Features
The modeling and algorithmic issues described above are transparent to the
user running the query-and-display tool. Here we discuss improvements that
would have a direct impact on what users see on the computer screen and their
interface with the application. The prototype's current visual displays convey
information about transit paths and accessibility in a straightforward, clear
manner. The graphical user interface is attractive and easy to use. These elements
of the prototype could easily be adapted for use in a finished, production
product. The prototype query-and-display tool portends the potential value such
facilities may have for transportation planners and, ultimately, transit
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consumers. Some possible enhancements to the displays and user interface are
described below.
Displays
Below we describe some visualizations that are well within the capabilities of
the GIS software and the data scheme we have outlined, although they are not
implemented in this prototype.
Displaying Route Names and Transfer Points
The "paths" display would be more informative if it displayed information
about the specific routes a path takes and the number of transfers a path entails.
The display could be enhanced by placing a marker on the path at each transfer
point and showing the route number next to the path at useful intervals. The
"route access" and "stop access" displays could enjoy similar improvements.
Instead of varying the color of the lines or squares by the accessibility value as
we do now, we could vary them by the number of transfers on the shortest path
between the origin and the relevant destination. The size of the squares and the
width of the lines would still vary by the accessibility metric. Such a display
would increase the information density and reduce the number of redundant
dimensions we vary to show accessibility in these maps. Currently the prototype
does not collect the data on the number of transfers on a route in a way that
would facilitate these enhancements. The procedure that computes the path
summaries could be readily modified, however, to count the number of transfers
and store them in an additional column in the PATHSUMMARY table.
Including the Walking Distance to Stops
An enhanced version of the "stop access" display could show the "walking
buffer" around each stop accessible from that origin. The walking buffer is the set
of arcs that one can reach by foot from a given stop. We can determine this buffer
by "allocating" arcs to stop nodes that fall within a maximum distance of a node.
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The Arc/Info's ALLOCATE functionality can perform this process. These proce-
dures will assign an arc to only one node, a problem when stops are closely
spaced. If an arc can be allocated to two stops with unequal accessibilities (e.g.,
because one stop has more routes stopping there that the other) and the stop with
the lower accessibility is chosen, then the accessibility of that arc will be under-
represented. It is difficult, however, to draw overlapping sets of arcs in a single
two-dimensional graphic. Therefore, assigning an arc to a single buffer may be
necessary for visual reasons. The arcs within a walking buffer could be drawn
with varying colors and line thicknesses to correspond to the level of service
from the most distant point on an arc to the stop.
If one wants to get a sense of the overall level of service in a particular region
relative to another, one can do so by drawing all the walking buffers around the
stops of interest and computing the ratio of the total length of the streets in
buffers to the total length of all the streets within a particular area (e.g., a census
tract, town, or county). Such a display would provide a means of comparing the
relative service between regions. Visual inspection of the concentration of the
buffers and their colors on the screen, however, would give immediate meaning
to relative service levels, albeit without a specific quantitative measure.
Another way of implementing the walking buffer scheme would be to add
the relevant arcs to the transit network and include them in the shortest path
analysis. These arcs could be easily identified and displayed differently than the
routes and streets. Naturally, these additional arcs and nodes would dramatically
increase the size of the network. The resulting growth in the data produced by
the network analysis could be too great to make this approach feasible.
Higher Levels of Aggregation
The analysis and displays in the prototype focused exclusively on estimating
the accessibility from a single origin to a single destination. These types of dis-
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plays are important because of the personal nature of trip selection decisions and
the high level of detail such decisions may require. We may, however, desire the
ability to summarize the accessibility from an origin to all destinations or a set of
destinations. The VIPS system, for example, is capable of computing accessibility
at both the stop and zone level (VIPS B, p. 2). We might then want to compare
this aggregate measure visually among the different origins in the network. One
such display could show the overall level of service from each origin as a spot of
varying size or color. Because we can manipulate the size and color of the spots
independently, we can illustrate two dimensions of interest simultaneously. For
example, we might vary the size by the access time and color by the average
number of transfers. Alternatively, we could substitute the average route head-
way for the number of transfers. Another option is to display two different level
of service standards, for example, one based on the duration of trips and another
based on the frequency of the routes.
Multi-Tiered Displays
At the start of a session with the query-and-display tool, the map display is
initially bounded by the extreme limits of the entire transit network. As the ses-
sion progresses the user can zoom in to see an area more closely or zoom out to
get an overview. Regardless of the scale of the display, the same pieces of infor-
mation are visible: the routes, the stops, the street network, and the boundary.
This approach works well for the prototype, where the expanse of the route net-
work is relatively small. If, however, route network were extended to include all
of the MBTA's bus service, this strategy would break down. The rectangular area
bounded by the extremities of the MBTA's bus routes is hundreds of square
miles and contains approximately one hundred thousand street links. At this
scale, individual streets become impossible to distinguish when the every link in
the region is drawn on the screen, even on a large 20-inch monitor. Furthermore,
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drawing all these streets may require several minutes, sorely taxing the attention
of the user, who has little to do while waiting. The displays need the level of
detail at each scale in order to retain clarity and permit reasonable drawing
speed. Therefore, the application should be enhanced with displays that provide
relatively little detail when viewing the entire study area and more detail as one
zooms in on the area of interest.
A potential future implementation could work as follows: at the start of a
session, the user first sees the outlines of the postal ZIP code boundaries, the
major highways, and trunk transit lines in the study area to provide points of ref-
erence without clutter. The user uses the mouse to select an area of interest to
which the application zooms in and displays the street network, bus routes, and
other landmarks. An inset with a small map in one corner of the screen shows the
boundaries of the entire transit region with a rectangle showing the portion now
being displayed in detail, thus providing the small and large perspectives simul-
taneously. The user also has the ability to use the small map to jump to a
different area. This strategy would greatly speed the process of drawing the
image and also provides appropriate levels of detail for a given map scale.
Other Graphical Display Methods
Using the methods developed by Cote (1992), we could construct a new varia-
tion on the stop access display replacing shaded squares with vertical histograms
("skyscrapers" or "thermometers"). The height of the skyscraper would be pro-
portional to the accessibility. Color could also be used to differentiate between
accessibility levels or some other variable. Because the skyscrapers are thin, they
will overlap differently than the squares do and may provide a more readable
display. Additionally, if the skyscrapers are given volume as well as height, the
cross-sectional area could be used to represent some other descriptive variable.
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Giving the skyscrapers a three-dimensional appearance may lead to perceptual
distortions, however (Tufte 1983, p. 71).
Displaying Other Data with the Accessibility
We may have considerable data about the region analyzed for accessibility
that merit display. For example, the user may want to show the locations of
major employment centers, retail complexes, or worker residences in conjunction
with accessibility. While the prototype has no automated facility for such a dis-
play, the user currently can use the "Command Prompt" option in the "Control"
menu to invoke Arc/Info commands directly to display features stored in other
Arc/Info coverages on the screen. This ability to integrate other geographic data
sets with the accessibility display "on the fly" is one of the major advantages of
using a GIS to maintain and display spatially referenced data. The prototype is
not a closed system that can use only data prepared just for itself. Rather, data
from disparate sources can be combined with the prototype's accessibility infor-
mation as needed. The sample analysis in Chapter 6 demonstrated this
capability. To simplify the user interface, however, a production version of the
application should provide automated functionality for displaying other interest-
ing features along with accessibility.
User Interface
The current implementation of the query-and-display tool allows a user to
retrieve information only by clicking on a point visually with a mouse. A simple
improvement to the tool would enable the user to specify an address or an X-Y
coordinate instead. Additionally, the user may want to identify specific features,
such as a street intersection or bus route. For this purpose, the tool should have
another module, the "Query" form, that could be launched from the "Control"
menu. Using this form, the user could, for example, highlight Route 10 Inbound
or all of Blue Hill Avenue, or place a marker at a specific intersection. Lastly, the
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user could be given interactive control over the colors and styles of features
drawn on the screen. Currently these settings can be changed by editing an AML
macro. This arrangement works fine for an application programmer but not for
an end user.
Directions for Future Research
In the preceding section we detailed a number of possible improvements to
the prototype. Here we review the most significant of these possibilities for the
benefit of future researchers.
The two improvements that would aid users the most are 1) more informative
visualizations, and 2) a friendlier, comprehensive user interface useful both for
initiating an analysis and for displaying the results. While we implemented some
visualizations and described some potential new ones above, future researchers
can bring considerable creativity to this arena. Part of the burden lies with the
GIS vendors, who can help expand the visual repertoire by providing more elab-
orate and powerful graphics primitives. As mentioned earlier, new menus and
other interface enhancements can significantly raise the system's ease of use.
Another challenging project would be to devise an analysis system that does
not require the user to be an experienced user of a GIS and RDBMS. To this end,
the system would need not just a good user interface, but also a comprehensive
data scheme geared toward a wide range of analyses and a large toolbox of anal-
ysis routines. Among the tools might be a superior accessibility model. Ideally,
this model would feature a superior method for finding multiple paths in a
network, accounting for transfer penalties and other costs as well as the time-
dependent nature of transit travel. In addition, an implementation of one or more
of the attraction-based accessibility models discussed in Chapter 2 would prove
useful.
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One of the claims we have made for the route network representation is that
it potentially useful for multiple purposes other than the one for which it was
created. Possible applications include demand modeling, creating system maps,
refining bus route descriptions for drivers, building a passenger information sys-
tem, and maintaining an inventory of bus stops. Future researchers may elect to
test this assertion by using this type of data (or the actual data itself) for some
new purpose. If the structure of the data proves unsatisfactory, then the new
work may illuminate what qualities a general-purpose transit network represen-
tation must have.
Final Remarks
This thesis addressed a host of challenging issues, from creating a geographic
representation of transit route data to the estimation of transit accessibility in an
urban area. We encountered many obstacles in data collection and preparation,
the construction of analysis tools, and the design of informative displays. We
nevertheless succeeded in accomplishing the primary goals of designing an
architecture for this type of analysis, assembling the requisite data, and building
a preliminary implementation. To produce the prototype in a realistic time
frame, many simplifications and restrictions were necessary, but we maintain
that the prototype's basic functionality demonstrates the viability of the method-
ology we employed. The prototype is modular and scalable, so that the
improvements suggested above could be integrated into the existing software.
Many of the application design decisions adopted here will prove useful in simi-
lar, future projects. The method for digitizing transit routes is especially useful
and can be applied to any effort that requires a detailed geographic representa-
tion of a transit system. The visualizations offer the promise of increasing the
availability of detailed transit data to planners and passengers. Tools such as this
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prototype may eventually be widely embraced by a new generation of technolog-
ically aware planners and citizens, as they can be invaluable aids in our struggle
to assimilate and understand ever increasing amounts of information about our
complex world.
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Appendix A. Sample path file (r055.1 iz.path)
This file lists locations along Route 55.1 Inbound as addresses. The locations are
generally corners where the bus turns. The optional Turn field, which specifies
which direction the bus moves after a turn (L = left, R = right, S = straight) is not
used here.
Fields: Location, Turn
Queensberry St / Jersey St
Jersey St / Boylston St
299 Ipswich St
Ipswich St / Van Ness St
Ipswich St / E Charlesgate St
1 Ipswich St
Boylston St / Dartmouth St
Boylston St / Charles St
Beacon St / Charles St
Beacon St / Park St
Tremont St / Park St
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Appendix B. Sample barrier file (rt055.1 iz.bar)
This file lists barriers for Route 55.1 Inbound. The route construction procedures
will not permit the route to pass through the location listed here.
Fields: Location
Boylston St / E Charlesgate St
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Appendix C. Sample stop file, .stop format (rt055.1 iz.stop)
This file shows the stops for Route 55.1 Inbound. The data in this file is derived
from load profile data obtained from the CTPS InTransit system. Originally,
InTransit saved the file as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet on the Macintosh. Using
Excel, the file was converted to a comma separated values format. Each line
represents load profile data at a bus stop. All the columns except the first three
and the last contain passenger counts. The route construction process uses only
the third column, which specifies the address for a stop. The optional comment
field is often used to hold the original value of the location before it was changed.
Any value can be omitted by specifying two commas in sequence (,,), and any
number of trailing fields left off without specifying commas.
Fields: Stop Sequence, Stop Number, Stop Description, Total Ons, Total Offs,
Change, Load Out From Stop, Cumulative Ons, Cumulative Offs,
Comment
0,0,BOL Dummy,93,0,93,93,93,0
1,1926,Queensberry St / Jersey St,328,1,327,420,421,1
2,1927,Jersey St / Peterborough St,57,0,57,477,478,1
3,1928,299 Ipswich St,59,1,58,535,537,2,Ipswich St / Boylston St
4,1929,Ipswich St / Lansdowne St,11,0,11,546,548,2
5,1930,48 E Charlesgate St,0,2,-2,544,548,4,Ipswich St / Charlesgate St
6,1931,1 Ipswich St,3,7,-4,540,551,11,Ipswich St / Boylston St
7,1932,Boylston St / Massachusetts Ave,2,24,-22,518,553,35,No. 1090
8,1933,Boylston St / St Cecelia St,1,32,-31,487,554,67,Boylston St / Cambria St
9,1388,Boylston St / Dalton St,2,9,-7,480,556,76
10,1389,Boylston St / Gloucester St,1,13,-12,468,557,89
11,1390,Boylston St / E Ring Rd,3,22,-19,449,560,111,Boylston St
12,175,Boylston St / Dartmouth St,18,160,-142,307,578,271
13,143,Boylston St / Clarendon St,3,10,-7,300,581,281
14,144,Boylston St / Berkeley St,2,35,-33,267,583,316
15,30144,Charles St / Beacon St,3,7,-4,263,586,323
16,9981,Beacon St / Walnut St,1,5,-4,259,587,328
17,9982,Beacon St / Park St,10,40,-30,229,597,368
18,10000,Tremont St / Park Street,12,204,-192,37,609,572
99,99999,EOL Dummy,0,37,-37,0,609,609
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Appendix D. Sample stop file, .stp format (rt042.0oz.stp)
This file shows the stops for Route 42.0 Outbound. This file was derived from the MBTA's
MapInfo database of bus stops. Several columns of MapInfo's dBase format DBF files were
converted to a text file of comma separated values using the CRLDBF program, an application
developed at M.I.T.'s Computer Resource Laboratory. Lines beginning with the pound character
(#) are treated as comments and are ignored by the route preparation routines. The only fields
used by those routines are the stop address (field 6) and the ZIP code (field 8). The route
alternative (field 2), blank here, contains an alphabetic character representing route variations. We
found no clear correspondence between the route variation numbers (0, 1, 2,...) used by CTPS and
the route alternate letters (blank, A, B,...) used by the MBTA. The route direction (field 3) is a
compass direction (N, S, E, W), not "inbound" or "outbound." The city (field 7) includes a
neighborhood designation for the city of Boston. The stop position field indicates the precise
location of a stop at an intersection relative to the route's direction of travel (AT = "at the
intersection," OP = "opposite the intersection," NS = "near side of the intersection," FS = "far side
of the intersection"). The comment (field 9) indicates the address at a stop before it was altered or
why the stop was commented out altogether. While not a rigid convention observed in all files,
here the portions of addresses in mixed case (as opposed to upper case only) reflect changes to
addresses from the initial listing.
Fields: Route Number, Route Alternative, Route Direction, Stop Number, Stop Corner,
Stop Address, City, ZIP Code, Comment
42,,S, 10,AT,RUGGLES ST / Tremont StBOSTON ROXBRY,02120,COLUMBUS AV
42,,S, 30,OP,TREMONT ST / PRENTISS ST,BOSTON LRXBRY,02120
42,,S, 50,FS,NEW DUDLEY ST / KING STBOSTON ROXBRY,02121
42,,S, 60,OP,100 NEW DUDLEY STBOSTON ROXBRY,02119
# 42,,S, 80,ATROXBURY ST / CENTRE ST,BOSTON ROXBRY,02119,off route
# 42,,S, 100,FS,DUDLEY ST / KENILWORTH ST,BOSTON ROXBRY,02119,off route
42,,S, 110,NSDUDLEY ST / WASHINGTON STBOSTON ROXBRY,02119
42,,S, 120,AT,ZEIGLER ST / WARREN ST,BOSTON ROXBRY,02119
42,,S, 160,AT,2565 WASHINGTON ST,BOSTON ROXBRY,02119
42,,S, 190,NSWASHINGTON ST / CEDAR STBOSTON ROXBRY,02119
42,,S, 200,FSWASHINGTON ST / OAKLAND ST,BOSTON ROXBRY,02119
# 42,,S, 210,AT,2751 WASHINGTON ST,BOSTON ROXBRY,02119,double stop
42,,S, 220,OP,WASHINGTON ST / Martin Luther KING BLVD,BOSTON ROXBRY,02119
42,,S, 230,NS,WASHINGTON ST / MARCELLA ST,BOSTON ROXBRY,02119
42,,S, 250,NS,WASHINGTON ST / DIMOCK PLBOSTON ROXBRY,02119
42,,S, 270,NSWASHINGTON ST / BRAY STBOSTON ROXBRY,02119
42,,S, 280,ATWASHINGTON ST / COLUMBUS AV,BOSTON ROXBRY,02119
42,,S, 290,FS,WASHINGTON ST / SCHOOL STBOSTON ROXBRY,02119
42,,S, 300,NSWASHINGTON ST / BOYLSTON ST,BOSTON JAMPLN,02130
42,,S, 310,NSWASHINGTON ST / MONTEBELLO RD,BOSTON JAMPLN,02130
42,,S, 320,FSWASHINGTON ST / ACKLEY PL,BOSTON JAMPLN,02130
42,,S, 330,FS,WASHINGTON ST / GREEN STBOSTON JAMPLN,02130
42,,S, 340,FSWASHINGTON ST / UNION AV,BOSTON JAMPLN,02130
42,,S, 360,FSWASHINGTON ST / MCBRIDE ST,BOSTON JAMPLN,02130
42,,S, 370,OP,3640 WASHINGTON ST,BOSTON JAMPLN,02130
42,,S, 380,AT,WASHINGTON ST / Msgr William CASEY HWY,BOSTON JAMPLN,02130
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Appendix E. The file routedescription.dat
This file, which describes bus routes, is loaded directly into the Oracle table ROUTE using the
SQL*Loader utility. The final comma for routes without a comment is required. Lines beginning
with the pound character (#) are comments and are ignored.
Fields: Route Prefix, Route ID, Base Route, Route Variation, Direction, Descriptive Name,
Comment
#These are the descriptions of all our routes
#prefix, name, base rte, var, direction, real name, comments
'rt001.0iz', 001010, 001, 0, 'in', 'Harvard Sq -Dudley Sq via BCH', 'only route'
'rtOO1.0oz', 001000, 001, 0, 'out', 'Harvard Sq - Dudley Sq via BCH','only route'
'rt003.0iz', 003010, 003, 0, 'in', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - Chinatown', 'only route'
'rtO03.0oz', 003000, 003, 0, 'out', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - Chinatown', 'only route'
'rtO06.0ia', 006011, 006, 0, 'in', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - South Station (AM)', 'version c'
'rtOO6.Oip', 006012,006, 0, 'in', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - South Station (PM)', 'version c afternoons'
'rtO06.0oa', 006001, 006, 0, 'out', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - South Station (AM)', 'version c'
'rtOO6.Oop', 006002, 006, 0, 'out', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - South Station (PM)', 'version c afternoons'
'rtO06.lia', 006111, 006, 1, 'in', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park -Haymarket (AM)', basic route'
'rtO06.lip', 006112, 006, 1, 'in', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - Haymarket (PM)', basic route afternoons'
'rtO06.loa', 006101,006, 1, 'out', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - Haymarket (AM)', basic route'
'rtO06.lop', 006102, 006, 1, 'out', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - Haymarket (PM)', basic route afternoons'
'rt006.2iz', 006210, 006, 2, 'in', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - Aquarium', 'unknown'
'rt006.2oz', 006200, 006, 2, 'out', 'Boston Marine Industrial Park - Aquarium', 'version b'
rt006.3iz', 006310,006, 3, 'in', 'South Station - Aquarium', 'version a'
'rt006.3oz', 006300,006, 3, 'out', 'South Station - Aquarium', 'unknown'
'rtOO7.Oiz', 007010, 007, 0, 'in', 'City Point - Franklin/Devonshire via Northern Ave', basic route end F & D'
'rtO07.0oz', 007000, 007, 0, 'out', 'City Point - Franklin/Devonshire via Northern Ave', basic route start F & D'
'rtOO7.liz', 007110, 007, 1, 'in', 'City Point - Otis/Devonshire via Fargo St', 'version a'
'rt07.loz', 007100, 007, 1, 'out', 'City Point - Otis/Devonshire via Fargo St', 'version a'
'rt007.2iz', 007210, 007, 2, 'in', 'South Station - Otis & Devonshire via Northern Ave', basic route end South Station'
'rtOO7.2oz', 007200, 007, 2, 'out', 'South Station - Otis & Devonshire via Northern Ave', basic route start South Station'
'rtOO7.3ia', 007311, 007, 3, 'in', 'City Pt - Otis & Devonshire via BHIP & Northern', 'version b'
'rtOO7.3oa', 007301, 007, 3, 'out', 'City Pt - Otis & Devonshire via BHIP & Northern', 'version b'
'rt007.4iz', 007410,007, 4, 'in', 'City Pt - South Station via BHIP & Northern', '**does not run anymore'
'rt007.4oz', 007400, 007, 4, 'out', 'City Pt - South Station via BHIP & Northern', '**does not run anymore'
'rt007.8iz', 007810, 007, 8, 'in', 'City Point - Otis & Devonshire via BHIP & Fargo St',' version c'
'rtOO7.8oz', 007800, 007, 8, 'out', 'City Point - Otis & Devonshire via BHIP & Fargo St', 'version c'
'rt008.Oiz', 008010, 008, 0,'in', 'UMass/Harbor Point - Kenmore', basic route'
'rt008.Ooz', 008000, 008, 0, 'out', 'UMass/Harbor Point - Kenmore', basic route'
'rt008.2iz', 008210, 008, 2, 'in', 'Dudley Square - Kenmore', 'route 8A'
'rt08.2oz', 008200,008,2, 'out', 'Dudley Square - Kenmore', 'route 8A'
'rt009.0iz', 009010, 009, 0, 'in', 'City Point -Copley', basic version'
'rtO09.0oz', 009000, 009,0, 'out', 'City Point - Copley', basic version'
'rt009.6iz', 009610, 009, 6, 'in', 'City Point - Copley via Park Street', 'does not run'
'rt09.6oz', 009600,009, 6, 'out', 'City Point - Copley via Park Street', 'version a'
'rt10.0iz', 010010, 010, 0, 'in', 'City Point - Copley/Andrew',
'rt010.0oz', 010000,010,0, 'out', 'City Point - Copley/Andrew',
'rt01l.Oiz', 011010, 011, 0, 'in', 'City Point (Bayview) - Chinatown via Downtown', basic version'
'rtO11.0oz', 011000, 011, 0, 'out', 'City Point (Bayview) - Chinatown via Downtown', basic version'
'rtO11.liz', 011110, 011, 1, 'in', 'City Pt / Essex & Washington via Kneeland St', 'version a'
'rt011.1oz', 011100, 011, 1, 'out', 'City Pt / Essex & Washington via Kneeland St', 'version b'
'rtO 1.2iz', 011210, 011, 2, 'in', 'City Point - Washington/Kneeland Streets', '**does not run???'
'rtO11.2oz', 011200, 011, 2, 'out', 'City Point - Washington/Kneeland Streets', '**does not run???'
'rt0l5.0iz', 015010, 015, 0,'in', 'Kane Sq - Ruggles/Uphams Crnr', basic route'
'rt015.Ooz', 015000,015, 0, 'out', 'Kane Sq - Ruggles/Uphams Crnr', basic route'
'rt0l5.liz', 015110, 015, 1, 'in', Fields Corner - Ruggles', 'after 8PM weekdays and Sat and all day Sun'
'rtO15.loz', 015100,015, 1, 'out', 'Fields Corner - Ruggles', 'after 8PM weekdays and Sat and all day Sun'
'rt015.2iz', 015210, 015, 2, 'in', 'Kane Sq - Ruggles Sta. via St Peters Sq.', 'version a'
'rtO15.2oz', 015200, 015, 2, 'out', 'Kane Sq - Ruggles Sta. via St Peters Sq.', 'version a'
'rt022.Oiz', 022010, 022, 0, 'in', 'Ashmont - Ruggles via Blue Hill Ave',
'rt022.Ooz', 022000, 022, 0, 'out', 'Ashmont - Ruggles via Blue Hill Ave',
'rt023.Oiz', 023010, 023, 0,'in', 'Ashmont - Ruggles via Washington St',
'rt023.Ooz', 023000, 023, 0, 'out', 'Ashmont - Ruggles via Washington St',
'rt028.0iz' 028010, 028, 0,'in', 'Mattapan - Ruggles Station via Dudley Square',
'rt028.Ooz', 028000, 028, 0, 'out', 'Mattapan - Ruggles Station via Dudley Square',
'rt04l.Oiz', 041010, 041, 0,'in', 'Centre & Eliot Streets - Dudley Sq',
'rt041.0oz' 041000, 041, 0, 'out', 'Centre & Eliot Streets - Dudley Sq',
'rt042.0iz' 042010, 042, 0, 'in', 'Ruggles - Forest Hills via Dudley',
'rt042.Ooz', 042000, 042, 0, 'out', 'Ruggles - Forest Hills via Dudley',
'rt043.0iz, 043010, 043, 0,'in', 'Ruggles - Park & Tremont',
'rt043.Ooz', 043000, 043, 0, 'out', 'Ruggles - Park & Tremont',
'rt044.Oiz', 044010, 044, 0, 'in', 'Jackson Square - Ruggles/Seaver',
'rt044.Ooz', 044000, 044, 0, 'out', 'Jackson Square - Ruggles/Seaver',
'rt045.Oiz', 045010, 045, 0, 'in', 'Franklin Park - Ruggles via Blue Hill Ave',
'rt045.0oz', 045000,045, 0, 'out', 'Franklin Park - Ruggles via Blue Hill Ave',
'rt047.Oiz', 047010, 047, 0,'in', 'Central Square - Andrew, via Jackson & Dudley',
'rt047.Ooz', 047000,047, 0, 'out', 'Central Square - Andrew, via Jackson & Dudley',
'rt049.Oiz', 049010, 049, 0, 'in', 'Dudley Square - Downtown via Washington St',
'rt049.Ooz', 049000, 049, 0, 'out', 'Dudley Square - Downtown via Washington St',
'rt055.Oiz', 055010, 055, 0,'in','Jersey & Queensberry / Copley Sq','ends at Copley'
'rt055.0oz', 055000, 055, 0, 'out', 'Jersey & Queensberry / Copley Sq', 'starts at Copley'
'rt055.liz', 055110, 055, 1, 'in', 'Jersey & Queensberry / Park & Tremont via Copley', 'ends at Park & Tremont'
'rt055.loz', 055100, 055, 1, 'out', 'Jersey & Queensberry/ Park & Tremont via Copley', 'starts at Park & Tremont'
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Appendix F. Excerpt from the file routeservice.dat
This file contains the count of trips and running times of the bus routes by schedule type and
time period. This table is loaded into the ROUTESERVICE table using the Oracle SQL*Loader
utility. Lines beginning with the pound character (#) are comments and are ignored.
Fields: Route ID, Schedule Type, Time Period, Total Trips, Running Time
#code, schedule, timeperiod, total trips, running time in minutes
#Schedule: 1 = Weekday, 2 = Sat, 3 = Sun
#Time period: 1 = 5:00-6:29, 2 = 6:30-9:29, 3 = 9:30-15:29,
# 4 = 15:30-18:29,5= 18:30-26:00
001010,1,1,5,26
001010,1,2,19,31
001010,1,3,30,36
001010,1,4,19,39
001010,1,5,31,28
001010,2,1,5,26
001010,2,2,15,30
001010,2,3,30,36
001010,2,4,15,36
001010,2,5,26,26
001010,3,1,1,26
001010,3,2,10,26
001010,3,3,22,29
001010,3,4,10,29
001010,3,5,21,26
001000,1,1,6,26
001000,1,2,18,33
001000,1,3,30,33
001000,1,4,19,35
001000,1,5,27,26
001000,2,1,8,26
001000,2,2,15,30
001000,2,3,30,33
001000,2,4,15,28
001000,2,5,24,28
001000,3,1,2,26
001000,3,2,9,27
001000,3,3,22,28
001000,3,4,10,28
001000,3,5,20,26
003010,1,2,5,17
003010,1,4,7,21
003000,1,2,7,17
003000,1,4,5,17
006011,1,1,1,10
006011,1,2,6,10
006011,1,3,2,10
006012,1,3,2,11
006012,1,4,6,11
006001,1,1,1,11
006001,1,2,6,11
006001,1,3,3,11
006002,1,3,1,10
006002,1,4,6,10
006111,1,1,1,23
006111,1,2,5,23
006112,1,3,1,24
006112,1,4,5,24
006101,1,1,1,26
006101,1,2,5,26
006102,1,4,5,25
006200,1,1,1,16
006310,1,1,1,5
007010, 1,2,2,20
007010, 1,3, 12,20
007010, 2,2,4, 22
007010, 2,3, 14, 20
007010, 2,4,8, 22
007000, 1, 3, 13, 19
007000,1,5,3,22
007000, 2, 2, 3, 19
007000, 2,3, 14,21
007000, 2,4,9,21
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Appendix G. Description of Info tables
Info tables are organized as records with fixed length fields. The listings below, generated
directly by Arc/Info, show each items starting position in the record (COLUMN), the physical
size of the item in bytes (WIDTH), the field width when printing (OUTPUT), the item type (TYPE;
B = binary integer, C = character, F = float, I = integer stored as characters), the number of
decimal places displayed for floats (N. DEC), an optional synonym for column names
(ALTERNATE NAME), and whether the item has been indexed (INDEXED?). Redefined items
give a different name to a range of columns in an Info table. A redefined item can combine
contiguous items or access part of an item.
Table G-1. Structure of the node attribute table for the BOSA coverage
(BOSA.NAT).
ITEM NAME
ARC#
BOSA#
BOSA-ID
LOCATION
BUFFER-DIST
WIDTH OUTPUT
4 5
4 5
4 5
60 60
4 12
TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
B -
B -
B -
C -
F 3
Table G-2. Structure of the route attribute table for coverage BOSA, route
system MBTA (BOSA.RATMBTA).
ITEM NAME
MBTA#
MBTA-ID
PREFIX
WIDTH OUTPUT
4 5
4 5
TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
B -
B -
10 10 C
Table G-3. Structure of the section table for coverage BOSA, route system
MBTA (BOSA.SECMBTA).
ITEM NAME
ROUTELINK#
ARCLINK#
F-MEAS
T-MEAS
F-POS
T-POS
MBTA#
MBTA-ID
F-NODE-ID
T-NODE-ID
F-NODE-STOP
T-NODE-STOP
WIDTH OUTPUT
4 5
4 5
4 12
4 12
4 12
4 12
4 5
4 5
4 5
4 5
1 1
1 1
TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
B -
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COLUMN
1
5
9
13
73
INDEXED?
Indexed
COLUMN
1
5
9
INDEXED?
Indexed
COLUMN
1
5
9
13
17
21
25
29
33
37
41
42
INDEXED?
Indexed
Table G-4. Structure of the arc attribute table for
(BOSA.AAT).
the BOSA coverage
COLUMN ITEM NAME
1 FNODE#
5 TNODE#
9 LPOLY#
13 RPOLY#
17 LENGTH
25 BOSA#
29 BOSA-ID
33 RT
34 SOURCE
35 FDPRE
37 FNAME
67 FTYPE
71 FDSUF
73 CFCC
76 LEFTADD1
87 LEFTADD2
98 RGTADD1
109 RGTADD2
120 ZIPCOLEF
125 ZIPCORGT
130 CNT90LEFT
133 CNT90RGT
136 FMCDCCD90L
141 FMCDCCD90R
146 FPLACO90L
151 FPLAC090R
156 CTBNA90L
162 CTBNA90R
168 BLK90L
172 BLK90R
176 TIG003DATA
256 TIGER-ID
260 PATH ID
264 NEXT_BOSR#
268 PATHLEN
272 NEXTBOSA#
** REDEFINED
186 FMCDL80
191 FMCDR80
196 FPLL80
201 FPLR80
206 CTBNA80L
212 CTBNA80R
218 BLKL80
221 BLKR80
WIDTH
4
4
4
4
8
4
4
1
1
2
30
4
2
3
11
11
11
OUTPUT
5
5
5
5
18
5
10
1
1
2
30
4
2
3
11
11
11
TYPE N.DEC
B -
B -
B -
B -
F 5
B -
B -
I -
C -
C -
C -
C -
C -
C -
C -
C -
C -
ALTERNATE NAME
ITEMS
Table G-4 shows the structure of the arc attribute table for the street base map coverage. Arc/Info
maintains a one-to-one relationship between the line coverage and arcs in this table. Most of these
fields represent data originally imported from the Tiger file. The fields of interest in the prototype
include the internal- and user-IDs (BOSA#, BOSA-ID), internal-IDs for the arc's endpoints
(FNODE#, TNODE#), the arc length in feet (LENGTH), the census class feature code (CFCC), the
address ranges for the left and right sides of the street (LEFTADD1, LEFTADD2, RGTADD1,
RGTADD2), the components of the street name (FDPRE, FNAME, FTYPE, FDSUF), the original
Tiger record number for the arc (TIGER-ID), and items used by the route preparation procedure
(PATHID, PATHLEN, NEXTBOSA#).
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Table G-5. Structure of a path table (RT022.01Z.PATH).
COLUMN ITEM NAME
1 LOCATION
61 TURN
WIDTH OUTPUT TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
60 60 C -
1 1 C -
The path table is created to enable address matching and can be deleted after the path coverage is
built.
Table G-6. Structure of a point attribute table for a path coverage
(RT022.01Z_PP.PAT).
ITEM NAME
AREA
PERIMETER
RT022.0IZ_PP#
RT022.OIZPP-ID
LOCATION
TURN
BOSA#
BOSA-ID
BOSA-SIDE
SCORE
DISTANCE
X-COORD
Y-COORD
WIDTH OUTPUT
8 18
TYPE N.DEC
F 5
F 5
ALTERNATE NAME
60 60 C
1 1 C
4 5
8 18
8 18
8 18
F 5
Table G-7. Structure of a barrier table (RT055.1 Z.BAR).
COLUMN ITEM NAME
1 LOCATION
WIDTH OUTPUT TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
60 60 C -
The barrier table is created to enable address matching and can be deleted after the barrier
coverage is built.
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COLUMN
1
9
17
21
25
85
86
90
94
95
99
107
115
INDEXED?
INDEXED?
Table G-8. Structure of a point attribute table for a barrier coverage
(RT055.1 IZ_BP.PAT).
COLUMN ITEM NAME
1 AREA
9 PERIMETER
17 RT055.1IZ_BP#
21 RT055.1IZ_BP-ID
25 LOCATION
85 BOSA#
89 BOSA-ID
93 BOSA-SIDE
94 SCORE
WIDTH OUTPUT TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
8 18
8 18
4 5 H
4 5 B
60 60 C
4 5 H
4 5 H
1 1 C
4 5 B
F 5
F 5
Table G-9. Structure of a stop table,.stp format (RT022.01Z.STP).
COLUMN
1
5
6
7
11
13
53
68
73
ITEM NAME
ROUTE
ALT
DIR
SEQ
STOPCODE
LOCATION
CITY
ZIP
REMARKS
WIDTH OUTPUT TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
4 4 B -
1 1 C -
1 1 C -
4 4 B -
2 2 C -
40 40 C -
15 15 C -
5 5 C -
60 60 C -
The stop table is created to enable address matching and can be deleted after the stop coverage is
The stop table is created to enable address matching and can be deleted after the stop coverage is
built.
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Table G-10. Structure of a point attribute table for a stop coverage, .stp format
(RT022.0IZ_ST.PAT).
ITEM NAME
AREA
PERIMETER
RT023.OIZST#
RT023.OIZST-ID
ROUTE
ALT
DIR
SEQ
STOPCODE
LOCATION
CITY
ZIP
REMARKS
ARC#
ARC-ID
ARC-SIDE
SCORE
BOSA#
DISTANCE
X-COORD
Y-COORD
WIDTH
8
8
4
4
OUTPUT
18
18
5
5
TYPE
F
F
B
B
N.DEC
5
5
ALTERNATE NAME
4 4 B -
1 1 C -
1 1 C -
4 4 B -
2 2 C -
LO 40 C -
[5 15 C -
5 5 C -
;0 60 C -
4 5 B -
4 8 B -
1 1 C -
Table G-11. Structure of a stop table,.stop format (RT055.1 Z.STOP).
ITEM NAME
STOPSEQ
STOP ID
LOCATION
TOTALONS
TOTALOFFS
CHANGE
LOAD
CUMONS
CUMOFFS
REMARKS
WIDTH OUTPUT TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
2 5 B -
4 5 B -
60 60 C -
4 8 F 3
4 8 F 3
4 8 F 3
4 8 F 3
4 8 F 3
4 8 F 3
60 60 C -
The stop table is created to enable address matching and can be deleted after the stop coverage is
built.
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INDEXED?COLUMN
1
9
17
21
25
29
30
31
35
37
77
92
97
157
161
165
166
170
174
182
190
COLUMN
1
3
7
67
71
75
79
83
87
91
INDEXED?
Table G-12. Structure of a point attribute table for a stop coverage, .stop
format (RT055.1 Z_ST.PAT).
ITEM NAME
AREA
PERIMETER
RT055.1IZST#
RT055.1IZST-ID
STOPSEQ
STOP ID
LOCATION
TOTAL ONS
TOTAL OFFS
CHANGE
LOAD
CUM ONS
CUM OFFS
REMARKS
ARC#
ARC-ID
ARC-SIDE
SCORE
BOSA#
DISTANCE
X-COORD
Y-COORD
WIDTH
8
8
4
4
2
4
60
4
4
4
4
4
4
60
4
4
1
4
4
8
8
8
OUTPUT
18
18
5
5
5
5
60
8
8
8
8
8
8
60
5
8
1
5
5
18
18
18
TYPE
F
F
B
B
B
B
C
F
F
F
F
F
F
C
B
B
C
B
B
F
F
F
N.DEC
5
5
ALTERNATE NAME
Table G-13. Structure of the polygon attribute table for the Boston ZIP code
polygon coverage (BOSZIP.PAT).
COLUMN ITEM NAME
1 AREA
9 PERIMETER
17 BOS ZIP#
21 BOSZIP-ID
25 ZIP
41 COUNTY
WIDTH OUTPUT TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
8 18 F 5
8 18
4 5
4 5
.6 5
.6 5
F 5
B -
B -
C -
C -
Table G-14. Structure of a temporary table created by the macro
FINALZIPFIX.AML (BOSZIP.ZIP).
COLUMN ITEM NAME
1 BOSZ#
5 BOSZ-ID
9 ZIP
25 LENGTH
WIDTH OUTPUT TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
4 5 B -
4 5 B -
16 5 C -
8 18 F 5
This temporary table is created, copied to the RDBMS, and deleted by the macro
FINALZIPFIX.AML. Its contents are selected columns from an arc attribute table.
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INDEXED?COLUMN
1
9
17
21
25
27
31
91
95
99
103
107
111
115
175
179
183
184
188
192
200
208
INDEXED?
INDEXED?
I~- - Mossillow.------------
Table G-15. Structure of a temporary table created by the macro
ADDRFIX.AML (BOSACODE.TMP).
ITEM NAME
RECNO
BOS-ID
LEFTADDI
LEFTADD2
RGTADD1
RGTADD2
WIDTH OUTPUT TYPE N.DEC ALTERNATE NAME
4 8 B -
4 10 B -
11 11 C -
11 11 C -
11 11 C -
11 11 C -
This temporary table is created, copied to the RDBMS, and deleted by the macro
ADDRFIX.AML. Its contents are selected columns from an ACODE table.
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COLUMN
1
5
9
20
31
42
INDEXED?
Appendix H. Description of Oracle tables
Table H-1 (part 1). Structure of the table NETWORKCATALOG.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
NETWORK INTEGER e Primary key
Network ID
NETWORKNAME CHAR(16)
Short name of network
BASIS INTEGER
0 = Origin-based analysis
1 = Destination-based analysis
MAXRANK INTEGER
Maximum number of paths to find for each origin-destination
pair
SCHEDULE INTEGER Foreign Key:
SCHEDULETYPE.
SCHEDULE
Schedule type ID
PERIOD INTEGER Foreign Key:
TIMEPERIOD.
PERIOD
Time period ID
NETWORKTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of network table
SUPERNETWORKTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of supemetwork table used for finding paths
SUPERNETWORKDATE DATE e
Timestamp for when the supernetwork was built
NODETABLE CHAR(30)
Name of node table containing node number mappings used
by the FINDPATH program
PATHTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of table containing paths generated by the FINDPATH
program
PATHDATE DATE
Timestamp for when the FINDPATH program generated the
paths
TRANSFERTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of table containing transfer penalties between routes
and sections
ORIGINCOSTTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of table containing origin costs for boarding at a node
DESTINATIONCOSTTABLE CHAR(30) e
Name of table containing destination costs for alighting at a
node
COVERAGE CHAR(16)
Arc/Info coverage on which this network is based
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Table H-1 (part 2). Structure of the table NETWORKCATALOG.
Null
Values Unique Key
ROUTESYSTEM CHAR(16)
Arc /Info route system on which this network is based
BOUNDARY CHAR(16)
Arc/Info coverage containing boundary polygons for the
network
ROUTETABLE CHAR(30)
Name of table containing descriptive information about
routes
ROUTESERVICETABLE CHAR(30)
Name of table containing service data about routes by
schedule and time period
PATHSUMMARYTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of table containing summary descriptions of the paths
ACCESSTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of table containing accessibility values for each origin-
destination pair
DESCRIPTION CHAR(60)
Description of this set of analysis inputs
Table H-2. Structure of the RAT (BOSARATMBTA).
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
MBTA# (route-system#) INTEGER e e Primary key
Arc/Info internal ID for route
MBTAID (route-system-ID) INTEGER e e
Arc /Info user ID for route
PREFIX CHAR(10) e
Route prefix
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Table H-3. Structure of the SEC (BOSASECMBTA).
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
ROUTELINK# INTEGER e Foreign key:
RAT.route-system#
Arc/Info internal ID for the route to which this section
belongs
ARCLINK# INTEGER e Foreign key: AAT.coverage#
Arc /Info internal ID for the arc underlying this section
F_MEAS NUMBER(12,3) e
From-measure of section
T_MEAS NUMBER(12, 3)
To-measure of section
F_POS NUMBER(12, 3) e
From-position of section relative to the underlying arc
T_POS NUMBER(12, 3) e
To-position of section relative to the underlying arc
MBTA# (route-system #) INTEGER e e Primary key
Arc/Info internal ID for section
MBTA_ID (route-system-ID) INTEGER e
Arc /Info user ID for section
F_NODE_ID INTEGER e Foreign key:
NAT.coverage-ID
Arc/Info user ID for from-node of section
T_NODEID INTEGER e Foreign key:
NAT.coverage-ID
Arc/Info user ID for to-node of section
F_NODE_STOP NUMBER(5)
From-node stop flag (0 = no stop, 1 = stop at this node)
T_NODE_STOP NUMBER(5)
To-node stop flag (0 = no stop, 1 = stop at this node)
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Table H-4. Structure of the table NETWORK.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
FROMNODE INTEGER Foreign key:
NAT.coverage-ID
Arc/Info user ID for from-node of section
TONODE INTEGER Foreign key:
NAT.coverage-ID
Arc /Info user ID for to-node of section
FROMNODESTOP NUMBER(1)
From-node stop flag (0 = no stop, 1 = stop at this node)
TO_NODE_STOP NUMBER(1)
To-node stop flag (0 = no stop, 1 = stop at this node)
ROUTE INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
RAT.route-systemID
Arc/Info user-ID for route
SECTION INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
SEC.route-systenID
Arc /Info user-ID for section
COST NUMBER
Cost of traversing this section (in minutes)
Table H-5. Structure of the table ORIGINCOST.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
ORIGIN INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
Origin node ID
ROUTE INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
RAT.route-system_ID
Route ID
COST NUMBER
Origin cost for this origin-route combination
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Table H-6. Structure of the table DESTINATIONCOST.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
DESTINATION INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
Destination node ID
ROUTE INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
RAT.route-systemID
Route ID
COST NUMBER
Destination cost for this destination-route combination
Table H-7. Structure of the table TRANSFER.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
NODE INTEGER
Node at which the transfer occurs
ROUTE1 INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
RAT.route-systemID
Route ID of the first route involved in the transfer
SECTION1 INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
SEC.route-systemID
Section ID of the first section involved in the transfer
ROUTE2 INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
RAT.route-systemID
Route ID of the second route involved in the transfer
SECTION2 INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
SEC.route-systemID
Section ID of the second section involved in the transfer
PENALTY NUMBER
Transfer penalty between these two route-section pairs
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Table H-8. Structure of the table ROUTE.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
ROUTE INTEGER e Primary key
Foreign key:
RAT.route-systemID
Route ID
PREFIX CHAR(9)
Route prefix
BASEROUTE INTEGER
Base route number (i.e., without the variation component)
VARIATION INTEGER
Route variation number
DIRECTION CHAR(10)
Route's direction of travel (e.g., "in," "out")
LENGTH NUMBER
Physical length of route in feet
ROUTENAME CHAR(60)
Descriptive name of route
REMARKS CHAR(60)
Remarks about this route
Table H-9. Structure of the table ROUTESERVICE.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
ROUTE INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
RAT.route-systemID
Route ID
SCHEDULE INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
SCHEDULETYPE.
SCHEDULE
Schedule type code
PERIOD INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
TIMEPERIOD.PERIOD
Time period code
TRIPS INTEGER
Number of trips operated on this route for this schedule and
time period
RUNTIME NUMBER
Running time of the route in minutes
HEADWAY NUMBER
Headway of the route in minutes
SPEED NUMBER e
Average speed on the route in feet per minute
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Table H-10. Structure of the table SCHEDULETYPE.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
SCHEDULE INTEGER e Primary key
Schedule type code
SCHEDULENAME CHAR(10)
Name of schedule
Table H-11. Structure of the table TIMEPERIOD.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
PERIOD NUMBER e Primary key
Time period ID
PERIODNAME CHAR(15)
Name of time period
STARTHOUR NUMBER
Hour portion of time of day when time period starts
STARTMIN NUMBER
Minute portion of time of day when time period starts
ENDHOUR NUMBER
Hour portion of time of day when time period ends
ENDMIN NUMBER
Minute portion of time of day when time period ends
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Table H-12. Structure of the table SUPERNETWORK.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
NETWORK INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NETWORKCATALOG.
NETWORK
Network ID
FROMNODE INTEGER Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
From-node of arc
TONODE INTEGER Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
To-node of arc
FROMNODETYPE NUMBER(1)
Node type of from-node
TONODETYPE NUMBER(1)
Node type of to-node
FROMSECTION INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
SEC.route-systemID
From-section of arc
TO_SECTION INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
SEC.route-systemID
To-section of arc
ROUTE INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
RAT.route-systemID
Route to which this arc belongs
ARCTYPE NUMBER(1) Primary key component
Arc type: 0 = standard, 1 = origin-cost, 2= destination-cost
COST NUMBER
Cost of traversing arc
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Table H-13. Structure of the table NODE.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
NETWORK INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NETWORKCATALOG.
NETWORK
Network ID
NETWORKNODE INTEGER Foreign key:
NAT.coverageID
Arc/Info node number
NODE_TYPE INTEGER
Node type:
0 = origin terminus only
1 = origin terminus and destination pass-through
2= origin terminus and destination terminus
3 = origin pass-through and destination terminus
4 = destination terminus only
5 = origin pass-through and destination pass-through
INTERNALNODE INTEGER e Primary key component
Internal node ID
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Table H-14. Structure of the table PATH.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
NETWORK INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NETWORKCATALOG.
NETWORK
Network ID
ORIGIN INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
Origin node of path
DESTINATION INTEGER e Primary key component
Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
Destination node of path
RANK INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
Rank of path (1 is shortest)
FROMNODE INTEGER Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORK NODE
From-node of arc
TO_NODE INTEGER Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORK NODE
To-node of arc
FROMNODETYPE INTEGER Foreign key:
SUPERNETWORK.
FROMNODE_TYPE
Node type of from-node
TO_NODE_TYPE INTEGER Foreign key:
SUPERNETWORK.
FROM NODE TYPE
Node type of to-node
ROUTE INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
RAT.route-systemID
Route to which this arc belongs
FROMSECTION INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
SEC.route-systemID
From-section of arc
TOSECTION INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
SEC.route-systemID
To-section of arc
COST NUMBER
Total cost of path up to and including this arc
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Table H-15. Structure of the table PATHSUMMARY.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
NETWORK INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NETWORKCATALOG.
NETWORK
Network ID
ORIGIN INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORK NODE
Origin node of path
DESTINATION INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
Destination node of path
RANK INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
Rank of path (1 is shortest)
HEADWAY NUMBER
Headway of first route on this path
COST NUMBER
Total cost of this path
Table H-16. Structure of the table ACCESS.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
NETWORK INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NETWORKCATALOG.
NETWORK
Network ID
ORIGIN INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORK NODE
Origin node of path
DESTINATION INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
Destination node of path
MAXRANK INTEGER Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORKNODE
Highest ranked path included in the selected set of paths
ACCESSIBILITY NUMBER
Accessibility value (in minutes) for this origin-destination pair
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Table H-17. Structure of a temporary table created by the macro
FINALZIPFIX.AML (BOSZZIP).
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
BOSZ# INTEGER e Primary key
Foreign key: AAT.coverage#
Internal ID of the ZIP coverage
BOSZID INTEGER e Foreign key:
AAT.coverage-ID
User ID of the ZIP coverage and the street base map coverage
ZIP CHAR(16 e
ZIP code assigned to an arc in the ZIP coverage
LENGTH NUMBER(18,5) e
Length of an arc in the ZIP coverage
This is a temporary table created by the macro FINALZIPFIX.AML, which prepares ZIP code
data in anticipation of building the address coverage for a street base map. The table may be
dropped after the address coverage is built. The table is a copy of the Info table BOSZ.ZIP, which
contains selected columns from the street base map coverage's AAT. The table contains ZIP code
data generated by overlaying ZIP code boundaries onto a line coverage with the Arc/Info
IDENTITY command. The table name has the form coverageZIP, where coverage is the name of
the output coverage created by the IDENTITY command. This coverage is called the ZIP coverage
above.
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Table H-18. Structure of a temporary table created by the macro
ADDRFIX.AML (BOSADDR).
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
RECNO INTEGER e Primary key
Foreign key:
ACODE..record#
Physical record number of a row in the ACODE table
USERID INTEGER e Foreign key:
AAT.coverage-ID
User ID of the street base map coverage
LEFTADD1 CHAR(11) e
Start of address range, left side of street
LEFTADD2 CHAR(11) e
End of address range, left side of street
RGTADD1 CHAR(11)
Start of address range, right side of street
RGTADD2 CHAR(11) e
End of address range, right side of street
This is a temporary table created by the macro ADDRFIX.AML, which fills in missing address
ranges with artificial ones in anticipation of building the address coverage for a street base map.
The table may be dropped after the address coverage is built. The table is a copy of the Info table
BOSACODE.TMP, which contains selected columns from the street base map coverage's
ACODE table. The table name has the form coverageADDR where coverage is the name of the
street base map coverage. The macro ADDRFIX.AML also creates a view based on this table,
called BOSADDRVIEW, which contains the same information, except that four columns
LEFTADD1, LEFTADD2, RGTADD1, and RGTADD2 into a single column. The address coverage
is built using the view rather than the table in the hope of reducing the number of queries to the
database (by querying one column instead of four), thereby improving performance. The view
may be dropped after the address coverage is built. The view name has the form
coverageADDRVIEW.
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Appendix I. Description of proposed ACCESSCATALOG and
ACCESSINPUT Oracle tables
Table I-1. Structure of the proposed table ACCESSCATALOG.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
ANALYSIS INTEGER e Primary key
Analysis ID
ANALYSISNAME CHAR(16)
Short name of analysis
INPUT INTEGER Foreign key:
ACCESSINPUT.INPUT
Access input ID for this analysis
BASIS INTEGER
0 = Origin-based analysis
1 = Destination-based analysis
MAXRANK INTEGER
Maximum number of paths to find
BOUNDARY CHAR(16) e
Arc/Info polygon coverage used to draw a boundary around
the street network
PATHTABLE CHAR(30) e
Name of table containing paths generated by the FINDPATH
program
PATHDATE DATE
Timestamp for when the paths were inserted into the path
table for this analysis
PATHSUMMARYTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of path summary table
PATHSUMMARYDATE DATE
Timestamp for when the path summaries were inserted into
the path summary table for this analysis
ACCESSTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of access table
ACCESSDATE DATE e
Timestamp for when the accessibilities were inserted into the
access table for this analysis
DESCRIPTION CHAR(60) e
Description of the analysis defined by this network.
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Table 1-2. Structure of the proposed table ACCESSINPUT.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
INPUT INTEGER e Primary key
Access analysis input ID
INPUTNAME CHAR(16)
Short name for this set of access analysis inputs
SCHEDULE INTEGER Foreign key:
SCHEDULETYPE.
SCHEDULE
Schedule type
PERIOD INTEGER Foreign key:
TIME_PERIOD.PERIOD
Time period
SUPERNETWORKTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of supernetwork table
SUPERNETWORKDATE DATE e
Timestamp for when the supemetwork was built
NODETABLE CHAR(30)
Name of node table
NETWORKTABLE CHAR(30)
Name of network table
TRANSFERTABLE CHAR(30) e
Name of transfer table
ORIGINCOSTTABLE CHAR(30) e
Name of origin-cost table
DESTINATIONCOST_TABLE CHAR(30)
Name of destination-cost table
COVERAGE CHAR(16) e
Arc /Info coverage on which this network is based
ROUTESYSTEM CHAR(16) e
Arc /Info route system on which this network is based
DESCRIPTION CHAR(60) e
Description of this set of analysis inputs
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Appendix J. Description of proposed revised ORIGINCOST and
DESTINATIONCOST Oracle tables
Table J-1. Revised structure of the table ORIGINCOST.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
ORIGIN INTEGER Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORK NODE
Origin node ID
ROUTE INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
RAT.route-systemID
Route ID
SECTION INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
SEC.route-system_ID
Section ID
COST NUMBER
Origin cost for this route-section combination
Table J-2. Revised structure of the table DESTINATIONCOST.
Null
Column Type Values Unique Key
DESTINATION INTEGER Foreign key:
NODE.NETWORK NODE
Destination node ID
ROUTE INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
RAT.route-systemID
Route ID
SECTION INTEGER Primary key component
Foreign key:
SEC.route-system_ID
Section ID
COST NUMBER
Destination cost for this route-section combination
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Appendix K. List of implemented AML macros
The following definitions apply to the line counts below: A line of code is any non-blank line on
which a piece of code appeared, even if it continues a statement from an earlier line. The count of
comment lines includes any non-blank line that is part of a comment, excluding any lines on
which code also appeared. Lines with empty comments (i.e., a line on which only a comment
delimiter appears) are included in the comment line count. Non-blank lines are any lines not
comprised exclusively of white space. The total count includes all the lines in the file.
Number of Lines:
File Code Comments Non-Blank Total
accessexecutive.aml 17 9 26 26
Interprets return string from access.form and runs the appropriate macro.
accessinit.aml 110 15 125 140
Performs initializations for users of route preparation utilities. Defines the global AML
variables .arc-cov, . route-sys, .database, and . connection for later use.
access metric.aml 3 4 7 7
Calculates the accessibility metric for a single origin. The last origin specified in the
"Display" form is used. Invokes the SQL script ACCESSMETRICSGL.SQL.
addsecstops.aml 158 55 213 214
Adds stop data to a section attribute table using data in the point attribute table
representing the stops on a route.
addr bld.aml 60 18 78 84
Builds an address coverage using 1) address ranges that have been stored in an RDBMS
table with the structure illlustrated in Table H-18, and 2) ZIP codes that have been stored
in an RDBMS table with the structure illustrated in Table H-17.
addr fix.amt 93 44 137 144
Supplies artificial address ranges where they were omitted from address records in the
ACODE table using the relational database.
addr-gen.aml 27 10 37 37
Augments an existing line coverage with ZIP code data, then builds an address coverage
using it.
bch-points.aml 23 15 38 44
Draws the employees of Boston City Hospital that were matched to addresses.
busloop.aml 386 251 637 706
Creates a route in a route system for a bus route with a loop (i.e., repeated nodes). The
inputs are one or more text files containing descriptions of the intersections on the route
and a geocoded line coverage of the underlying street network.
busroute6.aml 323 237 560 616
Creates a route in a route system for a bus route without a loop (i.e., no repeated nodes).
The inputs are a text file containing a description of the intersections on the route and a
geocoded line coverage of the underlying street network.
db connect.aml 34 6 40 42
Connects to a database using parameters passed from DBCONNECT.FORM.
Disconnects from the database if already connected.
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Number of Lines:
File Code Comments Non-Blank Total
deleteroute.aml 81 46 127 127
Deletes a route and its associated sections from a route system's route attribute table and
section attribute table.
displayjinit.aml 116 48 164 170
Performs common initialization steps for DRAWPATHS.AML, ROUTE_ACCESS.AML,
and STOPACCESS.AML.
drawifamily.aml 59 12 71 71
Sequentially draws a family of routes in ARCPLOT. A family of routes has the leading
portion of their route prefixes in common.
drawnode.aml 15 6 21 22
Draws the node specified in the variable name using the currently defined global
variables.
draw-paths.aml 169 87 256 284
Implements the "paths" display. Allows a user to pick an origin and destination in the
graphics window in ARCPLOT, then display the paths between them.
drt.aml 15 7 22 22
Draws a route as identified by its route prefix.
dudley-sq.aml 13 5 18 19
Draws Dudley Square on the map and labels the point.
family-stop.update.aml 35 16 51 51
Updates an entire route family previously processed by BUSROUTE6.AML or
BUSLOOP.AML using stop data, if it exists.
final-zipjix.aml 62 29 91 97
Prepares a table in the RDBMS that maps a single ZIP code to each arc in a street base
map coverage. This table, which has the structure shown in Table H-17, is referenced
when creating the address coverage for the base map.
getnetlist.aml 13 4 17 17
Gets a list of network names and stores them in the global variable .net_lis t.
get-net-params.aml 53 12 65 65
Sets global network description variables based on the values in the global variable
.network.
hilite-stops.aml 50 3 53 53
Highlights stops in stop coverage one at a time.
hospjinit.aml 13 17 30 37
Performs initializations related to showing South End Medical Area point coverages of
employee residences along with accessibility data.
id.aml 4 0 4 4
Identifies an arc by street name using data stored in the base map coverage's AAT. The
arc is selected with the mouse.
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Number of Lines:
File Code Comments Non-Blank Total
idad.aml 4 0 4 4
Identifies an arc by street name using data stored in the base map coverage's ADD. Only
the first matching row is displayed. The arc is selected with the mouse.
killadd.aml 25 6 31 32
Deletes an address coverage's ADD file and associated index files. This step is necessary
before re-creating the ADD with ADDRESSCREATE and ADDRESSBUILD to avoid
errors.
matchstop.aml 124 22 146 158
Loads stop data into an Info table and performs an ADDRESSMATCH on them.
matchtablepurge.aml 38 14 52 53
Deletes the Info tables created to address match stops, barriers, or paths for a given route
system, based on the contents of the list of routes for a given route system. The .pat#,
.path, .bar, .stop, and .stp Info tables are created only to enable address matching with
ADDRESSMATCH, and then are not used again. This macro removes these tables.
networkinit.aml 72 13 85 86
Initializes network variables used by the accessibility application. Added new global
variables for new values stored in the NETWORKCATALOG table.
networkrelates.aml 37 19 56 60
Defines relate environment between Arc feature attribute tables and tables stored in the
relational database. Builds indexes likely to be needed by relates to a relational database.
nodelocation-update.aml 56 12 68 69
Updates a node attribute table with the locations of the stops for a given route system,
based on the contents of the corresponding stop, path, and barrier files. If the location
name occurs more than once, the first occurrence is used, unless the later occurrence is an
intersection (includes" /") and the first did not.
north arrow.aml 58 11 69 69
Draws a north arrow in the lower lefthand comer of the map area. The north arrow was
designed by Paul Cote.
nr.aml 26 4 30 34
Lists the routes that have the chosen node on their path.
pick-stop.aml 55 13 68 76
Queries the user for a stop. A stop previously selected can be excluded from further
consideration.
rejectjtable-purge.ami 39 11 50 51
Deletes the empty reject Info tables generated for for a given route system, based on the
contents of the corresponding stop, path, and barrier files.
remove cursor.aml 12 4 16 16
Removes a cursor if it is already defined Return if cursor not found
renameitems.aml 36 0 36 36
Renames the item POINT to LOCATION in all the path and barrier point PATs and .rej
Info files for all the routes in the BOSR coverage, route system MBTA.
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Number of Lines:
File Code Comments Non-Blank Total
routeaccess.aml 212 71 283 309
Implements the "route access" display.
scalebar.aml 215 51 266 280
Draws a scale bar about 1-2 inches in length. The length of the bar and its units are
adjusted to the current map scale and units.
showinterval.aml 30 36 66 70
Displays an interval of the "route access" display using paths stored in an RDBMS for an
Arc/Info route system. Called by ROUTEACCESS.AML.
show node interval.aml 43 34 77 82
Displays an interval of the "stop access" display using paths stored in an RDBMS for an
Arc/Info route system. Called by STOPACCESS.AML.
show-path.aml 127 51 178 185
Displays a path in the "paths" display for a specified origin, destination, and rank using
paths stored in an RDBMS for an Arc/Info route system. Called by DRAWPATHS.AML.
sr.aml 34 4 38 38
Lists the routes that have the chosen node as a stop.
stop-access.aml 172 81 253 276
Implements the "stop access" display.
tiger2road.aml 12 2 14 14
Selects road features from coverage derived TIGER file and save them in another
coverage.
write file.aml 103 26 129 146
The macro, usually called from the form WRITEFILE.FORM (the "Save..." form), writes
the most recent display to a file for eventual hardcopy output.
zoom out.aml 16 8 24 25
Sets the mapextent to be larger by the given percentage. The percentage defaults to 25.
Total 3478 1449 4927 5268
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Appendix L. List of implemented Arc/Info menus and forms
The following definitions apply to the line counts below: A line of code is any non-blank line on
which a piece of code appeared, even if it continues a statement from an earlier line. The count of
comment lines includes any non-blank line that is part of a comment, excluding any lines on
which code also appeared. Lines with empty comments (i.e., a line on which only a comment
delimiter appears) are included in the comment line count. Non-blank lines are any lines not
comprised exclusively of white space. The total count includes all the lines in the file.
Number of Lines:
File Code Comments Non-Blank Total
access control.menu 19 3 22 22
The "Control" menu.
access.form 57 14 71 75
The "Display" form.
db connect.form 23 4 27 30
The "Database Connection" form.
network.form 24 3 27 27
The "Network Selection" form.
write file.form 53 12 65 73
The "Save" form.
Total 176 36 212 227
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Appendix M. List of implemented SQL scripts.
The following definitions apply to the line counts below: A line of code is any non-blank line on
which a piece of code appeared, even if it continues a statement from an earlier line. The count of
comment lines includes any non-blank line that is part of a comment, excluding any lines on
which code also appeared. Lines with empty comments (i.e., a line on which only a comment
delimiter appears) are included in the comment line count. Non-blank lines are any lines not
comprised exclusively of white space. The total count includes all the lines in the file.
Number of Lines:
File Code Comments Non-Blank Total
access_bid.sql 14 6 20 24
Creates the ACCESS table.
accessindexes.sql 12 4 16 19
Creates indexes on the ACCESS table.
accessload.sql 86 27 113 126
PL/SQL program to insert accessibility values into the ACCESS table. The path
summary table must already be built. The script processes both origin- and destination-
based paths.
accessmetric.sql 11 24 35 44
Calculates the accessibility metric for a particular network. This script creates the
ACCESS and PATHSUMMARY tables. It assumes that a different ACCESS and
PATHSUMMARY table is used for each network and it is therefore safe to drop the
tables to empty them before populating them.
accessmetric.bld.sql 9 25 34 41
This script creates the ACCESS and PATHSUMMARY tables. It assumes that different
ACCESS and PATHSUMMARY tables are used for each network and it is therefore safe
to drop the tables to empty them before populating them. This script is meant to be run
before using ACCESS_METRIC_SGL.SQL.
accessmetric-sgl.sql 7 24 31 36
Calculates the accessibility metric for a single origin or destination in a particular
network. This script does not create the ACCESS and PATHSUMMARY tables;
ACCESSMETRICBLD.SQL should be run first to create them. This script assumes that
a different ACCESS and PATHSUMMARY table is used for each network and it is
therefore safe to drop and recreate the tables to empty them before populating them.
accessoriginsg.sql 91 31 122 137
PL/SQL program to insert accessibility values into the ACCESSIBILITY table for a single
origin. The PATHSUMMARY must already be built. The script processes both origin-
and destination-based paths.
accessjts.sql 8 0 8 8
Creates the ACCESS_DATA tablespace where the accessibility tables are stored.
clearsndate.sql 4 0 4 4
Resets the column SUPERNETWORKDATE in the NETWORKCATALOG table to
NULL for a particular network.
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Number of Lines:
File Code Comments Non-Blank Total
connect-by.sql 17 0 17 17
Retrieves the shortest (origin-based) path between an origin and destination from the
PATH table.
hospital-cat.sql 35 0 35 35
Loads data dictionary information into the NETWORKCATALOG table for the analysis
described in Chapter 6.
hospital-network bld.sql 33 0 33 35
Builds the NETWORK table (HOSPITALNETWORK) for the analysis described in
Chapter 6.
hospital-path-bld.sql 43 15 58 62
Builds the PATH table (HOSPITAL_OPATH) for the analysis described in Chapter 6.
hospital-path-indexes.sql 16 48 64 71
Creates indexes on the table HOSPITAL_0_PATH.
initnetworkvars.sql 65 20 85 91
Initializes the network description variablesby querying the NETWORKCATALOG table
for a specific network. This script takes one argument, the name of the network.
networkcatalog-bld.sql 86 34 120 127
Creates NETWORKCATALOG table.
networkcatalog-query.sql 29 5 34 34
Queries the NETWORKCATALOG table and writes the results to a file.
node bld.sql 9 9 18 21
Creates the NODE table.
path-bid.sql 45 6 51 55
Creates the PATH table.
path summarydest.bld.sql 23 5 28 32
Creates the PATHSUMMARY view for destination-based paths.
pathsummarydestIoad.sql 0 6 6 6
Empty script. Destination-based paths use a view for the PATHSUMMARY table and
therefore do not need the load step.
path-summary-load-origin.sql 121 22 143 159
Loads path summary data into the PATHSUMMARY table for a given network.
pathsummaryorigin_bId.sql 21 11 32 37
Creates the PATHSUMMARY table for origin-based paths.
path summary-originjload.sql 2 6 8 9
Calls the scripts that load the rows into the PATHSUMMARY table for origin-based
paths.
pathsummaryoriginsg.sql 6 6 12 15
Calls the scripts that load the rows into the PATHSUMMARY table for origin-based
paths for a single origin.
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Number of Lines:
File Code Comments Non-Blank Total
pathsummary-rank_1.sql 67 34 101 110
Creates records in the PATHSUMMARY table for rank 1 paths. The table should already
be indexed on the columns (ORIGIN, DESTINATION, RANK). This script uses PL/SQL
to traverse the tree structure to find headway values efficiently. As written, the script
processes only origin-based path trees.
pathsummary_rank_gt_1.sql 20 15 35 38
Loads path summary data into the PATHSUMMARY table for a given network for path
ranks greater than 1. This script supports both origin- and destination-based paths.
pathsummary_rk_1_sg.sql 68 36 104 113
Creates records in the PATHSUMMARY table for rank 1 paths for a single node. The
table should already be indexed on the columns (ORIGIN, DESTINATION, RANK). This
script uses PL/SQL to traverse the tree structure to find headway values efficiently. The
script is written to process only origin-based path trees.
pathsummary_rk_gt_1_sg.sql 21 17 38 41
Loads path summary data into the PATHSUMMARY table for a single node for path
ranks greater than 1. This script supports both origin- and destination-based paths.
path-tree.sql 18 0 18 18
Retrieves the shortest path tree for a single origin from the PATH table. The script
supports only origin-based paths.
route bid.sql 15 9 24 25
Creates the ROUTE table.
route list.sql 31 0 31 31
Reports service quality information for the routes included in the analysis in Chapter 6.
routeservice bd.sql 31 9 40 43
Creates the ROUTESERVICE table.
route-update.sql 34 11 45 52
Updates the ROUTE and ROUTESERVICE table with the route lengths, headways, and
speeds. The script INITNETWORKVARS.SQL should be run first to initialize the
define variables used here.
scheduletype-bid.sql 26 5 31 32
Creates the SCHEDULETYPE table.
secindexes.sql 4 0 4 4
Creates indexes on the table BOSASECMBTA.
supernetwork-bid.sql 38 6 44 49
Creates the SUPERNETWORK table.
time-period bld.sql 40 10 50 52
Creates the TIMEPERIOD table.
transfer_bid.sql 18 0 18 19
An example implementation of the TRANSFER table using a view.
Total 1224 486 1710 1872
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Appendix N. List of files comprising the FINDPATH program
The following definitions apply to the line counts below: A line of code is any non-blank line on
which a piece of code appeared, even if it continues a statement from an earlier line. The count of
comment lines includes any non-blank line that is part of a comment, excluding any lines on
which code also appeared. Lines with empty comments (i.e., a line on which only a comment
delimiter appears) are included in the comment line count. Non-blank lines are any lines not
comprised exclusively of white space. The total count includes all the lines in the file.
Number of Lines:
File Code Comments Non-Blank Total
errorcode.h 55 27 82 89
Defines error codes used in the FINDPATH program.
findpath.h 234 201 435 487
Header file for the FINDPATH program.
oracle.h 30 42 72 87
Header file for functions that perform generic Oracle database operations and functions
that call them.
queue.h 27 17 44 59
Header file for queue.c and other files that call its functions.
transfer list.h 33 16 49 63
Header file for transferlist.pc and the functions that call the functions in transfer list.pc.
alter network.c 45 44 89 103
This file contains functions that delete and restore arcs in the network. To find multiple
paths it is necessary to delete some arcs from the network before computing the next
ranked path for an origin-destination pair.
findpath.c 528 478 1006 1127
Main program file. Contains the code that finds multiple candidate paths in a transit
network.
printnetwork.c 46 29 75 80
Prints the contents of a network stored in forward-star form.
queue.c 159 69 228 262
Queue implementation for the shortest path algorithm.
sql-message.c 23 16 39 50
Prints an Oracle error message.
buildnodes.pc 489 121 610 707
Modifies the NODE table to contain current data about the nodes for a supernetwork.
build-supemetwork.pc 531 141 672 755
Given the name of the NETWORK table, the name of the SUPERNETWORK table, and a
network ID, this function derives the "supernetwork" for the given network and stores it
in the SUPERNETWORK table.
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Number of Lines:
File Code Comments Non-Blank Total
clear-path-date.pc 28 10 38 49
Sets the field PATHDATE in the table NETWORKCATALOG to NULL for the given
network ID.
connect.pc 28 15 43 54
Connects to the Oracle relational database management system.
deleterows.pc 55 30 85 103
Deletes rows for a particular network from a specified table.
initnetwork.pc 349 134 483 544
Determines the numeric network ID, the maximum node number, and the number of arcs
in the network. Performs other program initializations.
insert-path.pc 504 185 689 772
Insert rows into a path table in the Oracle database.
logoff.pc 24 15 39 49
Logs off the Oracle database.
query-network.pc 358 119 477 524
Reads the supernetwork from the RDBMS and loads it into a forward-star data structure.
sql-exit.pc 26 20 46 57
Rolls back current database transaction, logs off the Oracle database and exits the
program.
transferlist.pc 231 46 277 331
An incomplete implementation of transfer penalties.
Total 3803 1775 5578 6352
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